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dead cell. This
a
chromosomes
have
oscillating. and for this reason have ceased to live.
But the chondromes, visible
the
continue to
live an
life;
are surrounded
a
mt1ltli:>lvinll so as to burst open the
it comes to
breaks

Madame

Treatment.
Rodent Ulcer in inner
of left eye.

tally, notably in '-ll..,............,.....
Therefore,
radiations
cause disturbance
of the cellular oscillatory equilibrium of the organism.
Under these varied circumstances cellular oscillation
cease;
cell is then dead.
the chondromes sometimes continue to oscillate electrically on their own
frequencies. Fortunately,
1

Before presenting the therapeutic results obtained
my multiple short wave oscillator and presented at
International
Short Waves in Vienna
1937)
to givearapidsurvey ofmy

a high frequency current. They
tance, even to al ow current which is sufficient to dissolve
destroy them.
It is

2to5

n.as, withln-

as

will light

too near

and sometimes

apparatus.

Moreover, the chondromes and cruron1os:on1es
Iiving cells, which are 1D1l1.rute1y

pre~1se1v

at frequencies in
range, they can therefore
in
output of such an oscillator,
frequencies
which cause them to vibrate
You know the results I 001rau1ea

that

LONGEVITE ET b,IMORTALITE PAR LES VIBRATIONS

Hertzian-type
oscillations

to research in
earnest corre-

Attradive or directing spheres
containing the Centrosomes

INTRODUCTION
When reading both of these works for review, I thought it
be
for BSRF's readership to "group" the subjects
in
what Lakbroaclled in both and to
hovsky says, with my comments added.
was done to avoid
including, as he does, plenty of anecdotes and tales irrelevant to
of
the analysis and study of his theories and actions. For the
coxnpJ.eteness, I now detail
up to 1933 minus
sci~entm.c papers as wu.1u._...,................

and the current

receiver, he also
did the same with
filaments within

Vorigine de la Vie
Gauthier-Villars
1926.
Contribution a l'Etiologie du Cancer
Etiology), Gauthier-Villars Editor, Paris,

4}

5)

Ceil's 11111.u:::leus

-""llE"":d--

or.i;;~anlis1111. As seen in
3, within a cell also exist Chromosomes and Chondriomes:
Both
Chromosomes and
he likened with
as is seen in

4.
Each of the elements within
et
8) VEtemite, la Vie et la Mort
Editors,
1932.
9) La Terre et Nous

{.l!A:E~ity.

oscillations
the welJ....
the cell and

in vain for a referenced Bibliography) by adding letters "N", "S" and
the signs "+" and

ion

e1ectn.ca1 and magnetic polarity.
the
In
7 he
cell-division, again following the dictum
also letters for magnetic and electrical polarity:
From one Mr Henneguy (also, unreferenced) he takes

:s
c011ce:pts as I ext.his paraAs you
must have noticed, the cellular
processes of the

without any restriction, and thus cancer spread it.self
tnrouJg-n<>ut the
How the
was ~ ""'c:ll."-'l;•'Y.• ~l Cl!.LJJ''"'
Lakhovsky's solution to it, will be seen in coming points to this
review. One note of caution, however: What is written in
happened over60
years ago, our
environmental conditions

have
to
ADAPT
her efforts to
t

h e s e

cmm.llres. Please do not

this im1001tax1t

DIFFER.ENT POLARITIES IN THE
inte:restin.e: findings is that
1ocaru!!';ec:t character of the
po1ant1es. Soils of ..Nieo1tive

three different

this fact later.

from the Cosmic space into
osc:lliaLtOIY imbalance occurred
the
first died
cancerous cells to later form

very
illustrated
9.

of

"Positive µ,....,,,.,..;.;-,,,,, retllect.ed., retracted.
these waves before these waves were sent somewhere else
because of other wave-t..'"ains
behind.
Both kinds of soil, according to Lakhovsky, affected human
health
and
are the main
for each
class:

(-) Sand and sandstone
(-)Thick-calcareous

Plastic

{+)

Green marl
Phosphorous chalk
Iron minerals
na1loen where two different kinds
Lakllmrs.kv

Let

us see each effect set>an:tte1·v:
As shown in Figure 11, over these lines, each kind of soil
i.....,,,.,,.,,.,.i".,. its own electrical n.n.l'~'rij'tr
says
strikes the
because each different
electrical condenser cnstrgc.::a
cuscni:u:gjes at the

SAND

PLASTIC CLAY

lular Oscillator" for this is included
"The "MWO Handbook"
edition
in this
BSRF). The data
section is taken from both reviewed works
(5), (9), and even so I think it is too small
to "break" into Lakhovsky's way of think-

not, within - to
degrees,
to
the ground's constitution) made it rise or lower.
In this manner, he exiolainS
reached
the waters at dittercent

THE LAKHOVSKY MULTI-WAVE OSCILLATOR
I will refrain
from analyzing what
says
about
"Radio

Cel-

must have peJrto:rm,ed..
In Figure
we have the following
type of Hertzian oscillators:
Hertz-resonator, (II) Hertz-resonator
closed by a capacity,
Hertzian dipole and (IV) Setup
coupled oscillating circuit
both books
talks about any
that is not Hertz-based. Lakhovsky employed a "proportional antenna", whose
elements were concentric
metallic tubes ending in so.IJten::s.
way he established the
between different metallic
18.
trated in
From a given
"!", the basic
wavelength in his device, he first establ"1 n
ished a radius "r"
that he ........u ............... u
the wa1ve1c:mi;rjth
when in Lakll.~ovs;.kv's
in spheres.
in none of the books reviewed is
tndllcated. WHICH are the
under consideration
and WHY these
values are
A "thunderous
silence" is found when looking for them. ...
The only information Lakhovsky furnishes us with is that he
uP1niPr'i:llt,,.rl "many different waves, from 10 centimeters to 400
the
wave, its harmonics and the
nth
that are
in the process,
he states is
AT 1 :Al'<!lo-.T&>o<> \

a circuit fed
be

se1ecttve,Lv

are ABOVE the tubes and in Clement's book
are JUl>JU~'"":'~' M-~wt1vr--ml.leSS thJs is
cem4

C0ll-

Part

-.II.~'""'...

1, From La Science et le Bonheut
Translated by Brigitte Donvez, Edited
© 1991 B.S.R.F.

This part
and applications of the theory of the oscillation of living beings.
I have assembled here short technical reports about the
processes and methods employed, as well as a collection of all the
papers read at the French Sciences Academy and at various French
and foreign Scientific Societies about oscillatory therapeutics and
all its domains of application.
We intend first to examine successively the influence of
cosmic waves on the oscillation
as a concrete
example the influence of solar activity upon the quality ofwine and
vintage. Then we will examine the construction of an electromagnetic short-wave generator, such as the radio-cellular-oscillator for
organisms.
We will later consider the
amalicati€>ns of the radio-cellular-oscillator, particularly in the
experilinei1tal treatment
cancer, diathermy and the artificial
of fever.
troduce the application of open
oscillating circuits to the treatment of diseases in various living beings, in the abSellce
other oscillations but those produced by the natural cosmic and
atmospheric waves. We will also
review in this chapter the observations of scientists and practitioners who cfudcallyappliedmy
oscillating circuits.

very latest applications of osciltion ofthe gerimb:ltatiire
plants.

actinic
especially
spots). The influence of the sun's elel;;trc1ma~2D.1~tic
comes obvious ifwe consider the variations in the earth's magnetic
field and the spinning of a compass' magnetic needle
magnetic storms, under the influence ofthetelluric currents induced
in the
The ionization
sun's radiation also
atn1os.ph1eric~s and statics which disturb radioelectric rethose of the Meudon Observatoire
under the direction of
JJeslanru·es. have been able to

L

turbance in wave propagation,
atnws1:>heirics and telluric parapn~en.01me:na, as a function

reproduced here.

1927 to the Academie des Sciences
Science)

fAcaae.~mv

In my book Uie Origin of Life. Radiation and Living Beings,
that Professor D'Amonval did me the honor to present to the
Academie des Sciellces
ofSciellce), at the sitting of the
15th of February 1926, I
about the influence of
(cosmic) penetrating radiations on living beings. As a matter of fact,
I demonstrated that the nucleus
cell,
the form
of a tubular filament made of a dielectric matter filled with a
conductive substance, could be compared to an
osc:illa:itil:J12 circuit,
with self-inductances, electric resistance and capacity. The
cells can thus oscillate at very
frequencies under the influence of cosmic radiastars.
tion emitted
I made certain to
the exactness of
this theory by
the influence of cosmic
radiations (sun-spots, comets, interferences of
stars' racliation1S,
recorded by the asti·ovJws1tc1sts
Observatoire, curves which revealed since 1845
the activities of the sun-spots, the
of
magnetic
and the
of
aurora borealis - northern

wine of the comet, and we could ascribe its excellent quality to this
comet's radiation.
wines.
I am sure that there are many other biological oh(mo1mei1a
which recur periodically after a few years or a few centuries as a
function of the relative revolution of the earth around the stars.
convinced that all the scourges which ravaged humanity
Middle-Ages:
etc ...
after without traces in other regions will reappear some day, when
the earth shall once more occupy the same position as then in relation
to the stars, producing thus by interference with the cosmic waves
which at that time, had
the same oscillatory imbalances of the
produced these same diseases.
Fortunately till then, thanks to the oscillating circuits and the
new methods that scientific discoveries will put to our disposal
without delay, we'll be in a position to
victoriously against
these illnesses provoked by the interferellce of the stars' radiations.

by Georges Lakhovsky
Part 3, Chapter 2, from

La Science et le Bonheyr. Paris 1930

I demonstrated in the last
to my
cellular oscillation theory, alteration in organic tissues came from a
variation in the
of the cosmic waves' radiations and from
these waves' frequency, thus causing the oscillation of the cells.
To reestablish the balance of these natural astral fields, the
radiation of which we can no more directly influence, than a
meteorologist can influence the weather, I thought of using a local
oscillator, generating waves and creating an artificial and auxiliary
magnetic field.
Incidentally, I should add that this method is analogous to the
methods used in radiotelegraphy, known as
and superheterodyne methods. These methods use the interferences produced
between the waves received and the waves
the local
generator at the required frequency and intensity.
About 40 years ago
Professor D' Arsonval advocated
the treatment of certain illnesses
electrical
currents, that were at the time oroictm;;ect
means ofa Ruhmkorff coil and a
gap (arires1ter)
radio-cellular-oscillator is a generator of corttinuo1is
waves
oftriode
to biological research and pathological treatments.
We know the
of
very short waves,
in electronic
within the bulbs, to tube sockets and
connective wires.
In
when I studied the
construction of a triode
oscillator for very short waves, shorter than 2 meters,
France and abroad, was still attlle i)tai;;!e
from 200 to 500 meters.
Therefore, I had to do my own research in view
a type of
to the
short waves.
I have been led to design lamps with
electrodes
enclosed in the same bulb. 1".l:J.C~semullti1,lelan1ps ha've bi~. paten·ted
in France 1 and in Gei:m.anyt
I inte:.ntic1na1Lv

cancer.

3

~~Triode

generator of very short waves, after the
of Lakhovsky's patent.

Practically, the oscillating circuit only includes. a tum of
several centimeters in diameter. The
connections
out
of the tube are the feeders, bringing in the plate voltage
vo1tJ:1101e1 and the heating current (thermo-current).
These tubes can generate oscillations and transmit them
induction to outer circuits (aerials,
antennas).
Beside the practical simplification, the improvement of the
ernici~mC'V C<>mies from the fact that all electronic elements work with
sm:Ja.e c1e!l:ree ofvacuum. This is what I observed when I grouped
same
the bulbs of a 4 triode
device
The
distribution of the
among the various
electrodes increases the purity and
the functioning.

iI

vide

6,
taken
patent, presents a
symmetrical oscillator of which the ftlamerits are connected in
series. A possible
condenser is anticipated, which would be
placed in the same vacuumed bulb as the electrodes and turns of the
circuit.

-HT

r--------------~---i

-------------------,
:+sr

-BT,

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

L----------------- -+

bal~mct~d with
a counterweight
W within a triode lamp.according to the original
drawing
in
author's patent.

- - - - - - - - - - - ___ .. J

·6 - Multiple triode symmetrically connected with filaments In
series, according to the original
of the author's patent.

The simplified
of the radio-cellular-oscillator
indicated in Figure 9 (Mesny set-up).

1 shows the case of a double oscillator with
flllament.
+HT

r--------------1
I

I
I

:
l.

I

P2

:

- - - - _J

Fl1. 7 lamp with symmetrical connections
and a single filament, according to the original drawing of the author's
patent.

For long-waves, moreov~, I indicated the possibility of
putting together the circuits outside the bulb.
These various constructions are extremely general. We know
purpo!es Dr. Loewe has only introduced
that for all
resistances and ca~tances inside his multiple lamps, re<iluc1ng·
therefore its use to low and high frequencies amplifications
waves. These
efficiency is bound to be rather mediocre for
the following reasons: great connection resistances,
to stabilize the
160 to 200
and
circuits and cause a resonance.

Plates, grids and ftlaments parallel connected.
plates circuits all comprise one tum. These two rums are variably
coupled between them. Plates and ftlaments are directly supplied
with alternating current of the mains by means of the· appropriate
transformer.

current creates a
oscillations ofthe various cells can enter into resonance. The fundamental

,..n111ur11
and the
necrosis effect ofthe radiation was extremely elective, limited
only to the cancerous tissues which it followed into the very
depth and root of the tumor; the healthy parts, stalk and leaves
remained unhurt and retained all their vigor.
A second Pelargonium was treated in the like manner,
but the time of exposure to the radiations was 1en.gmene:a.
(eleven 3-hour sessions); 16 days after the
session, the
tumor it carried started to necrotize and several days later it
dried out completely. As in the first case, the healthy
remained unhurt.
With a third Pelargonium
which underwent nine hours of
radiation (three 3-hour ses~;ionsJ
the necrosis of the tumor's lobes
followed the same
Sixteen control Pe.llU-R«>mumsremained untreated. All bore
tumors in full activity which often became enormous.
may say
that the Pelargonium which
11"Jn11'1!11"!\1i"

Report to the Society ofBiology
A. Gosset, A. Gutmann, G. Lakhovsky, J. Magrou
We know that we can produce tumors comparable to
animal cancer (Erwin F. Smith) 1 on various plants, by inoculating them with the Bacterium tumefaciens. Using this
method.2, one of us obtained experimentally a great number of
tumors. These tumors have an
indefinite growth; they might partially necrotize but they only die
completely when the entire plant
or at least the branch infected by
the tumor bas succumbed to the
cachex.ia. Even when surgically
removed, these tumors continued
to proliferate.
We intend to study, in this
report, the influence of
magnetic waves of greatfrequenobtained by means of a device built by one of us, for therapeutic applications and following
his theoretical views3: the Georges
Lakhovsky Radio-Cellular-Oscillator. This device generates oscillations of a A. wave length =
2 meters, and corresponds
to 150 millions (150,000,000) vibrations per second.
A first plant (Pelargonium
zonatum) bas been experimented
with a month after its inoculation
with Bacterium tumefaciens; it
sbowedatthatpointseveral, small,
white tumors, ofthe approximate
volume of a cherry kernel. The
bas been exposed twice to
""'1.11..,, ..........,.IULll""' ......... ,,,.,,, .................. each time.

In the days following the

for which a surgical intervention
could not nrfl•vA1nt n'cUJrreitlce
seemed to heal under the influence of the magnetic waves indicated above. (Clinique
de la ;:,a1tPeitne.re
A very clear conclusion can
be drawn from this ex.t1enmei11t
and its counterpart.
On the one
that, on the control subjects, inoculated with the Bacterium
tumefaciens and left untreaite<L
enormou8 tumors grew which by
absorbing the plants'
and certain
lead them to a
death.

of the treated

chemical
due to the contribution of foreign
bodies which appear as residues of the organism. Such are, for
msl~c:e. blood baematoblasts, rich in iron and phosphorus,
residues of
and hematites.

For long years, it bas been wondered whether cancer
contagious and
or whether it is. caused
microbe. Histological analyses seem to invalidate the
ence of a microbe. On the
inoculations of cancer

I have
from the use of a very short wave
oscillator similar to my radio-cellular-oscillator.

circuits on which
can
Another
device is provided with a circular tum, ofwhich a radial cm:sor
allows connection to the necessary position.

14 -- Simplified

of Dr. Esau's very short wave receiver.

The works of Professor Esau in the biological aoinwn
....-.............. the Radio-electric Symposium
"i~y,;;p.. 1928)5 , he stated that he had been
resiearch. for only a year, on the physiological effects of ultrashort waves, or,
to his definition, very high frequency waves
between a length of 1.50 and 3
meters, of which I indicated the use in 1924 in my
addressed to the Societe de
reproduced here. He
indicated then
he
constructed a very short wave receiver.
, ..< ..

I -Simplified diagram of Dr. Esau's

The transmitter-receivers used by Professor Esau do not
essentially differ from the devices I advocated. I indicated
moreover that connections were irrelevant as long as they
produced the desired very short waves. Professor Esau's
connections, which were described in the technical magazines
of Dr. Ernest Busse, assistant at the Ieana Institute4 , are
characterized by the use of a single triode lamp, functioning
in direct current. The transmitter's filament
is
supplied through a filter preventing high frequency back
currents. The coilings are simple fractions of turns, as in the
for each oscillating circuit.
A test receiver

1928, p. 17. Vienna.)

are more
for very short waves techniques. I
indicated earlier
4 years
I had studied and had
these special short-wave
my radio-cellular-oscillator.
I shall also
out that a very short transmitter has
Dr. Frantz Seidel from
for the
bacteria. narn1cru1ru"Jv in the sterilization of

milk. 6 This
5. Oscar Gadamer. The ultra-short waves and theirfield ofapplicati.on. (Der
Deutsche Rundfimk,
Les on.desultra-courle contre les bacteries. (Radio-Welt, January 27, 1929,
No. p. 108, Vienna.)

Tr-a.TlSlated
.
from the German
"We owe to
nrc111"1P>~'!lor

with the Russian name
claims to
with so
open vibratory circuits (circuits osci.llants),
cosmic waves and pass them on to humans (neck.
antenna) and plants. Healing of people has been
verified by French and Italian medical practitioners, healing of Cancer injected plants has been
proven through photographic records.
The vibratory circles are manufactured from
copper wire with a diameter of 5-10 millimeters. Those wires 5-8 millimeters in diameter
had
ner variety.
spiral (of the open ended circle),
which can be single or double, is
around
to be ms·uiaitea
the
and is
'Ul"<c:Ulli!:!Ci:ll Lald1.CIV!IJll::V

copper
of cosmic vibration
is effective (that means
present on the surface of a conmiddle) which
not in
of maximum surface area. Besides
is easier to work with and has less weight.
vate Correspondence JflOJ1953)
Helmut Friedensdorff (Berlin, Germany) did
already in 1932, from himself as well as
on the effectiveness of an open vibratory
cir4Cuilt ajl:ain1st lumbago among other ailments. He
a simple isolated
into surgiand
it at
a
ends
Canon Smythe of Great Britain did
in a similar manner: "The only tools required are
offlexible electrical wire and

"Severe coi1gnmg is treated with one wire
around the
another
around the abdomen.
started cold is removed by our associate in a few hours with two wires, one with the
positive connected to the negative end of the next
wire. "I wound the
wire joined as a 2 meter
wire over the shirt under a sweater around the
chest until I reached under the arm pits and made
sure that the
end is on left side of the
end
chest pointing to
the
ing the opposite way.
Smythe published this in a paper many
ago called "The Other Half of Medicine".
research
of Airaines, France who had
nr1-.mnt,,,.r1 to the medical
in Paris in

"instead u.u.u.11::1...... ,.......
same effect by wearing open copper
on certain
and joints. Vlhen you
a ring that is cut open or manufactured from heavy
copper wire on the corresponding finger an immediate change of pulse at the radial pw:sa.uc:in
can be observed".
of his associates who ex1per:1Imml:E!d
these open finger rings was sw:prtsea
achieved results.
I am very much indebted t.o this versatile medical practitioner.
Because copper rings are a tuner (strengthening, invigorating) it was required to find a second
metal which reduces organic functions. It turned
out to be aluminum. On closed rings it was aJ..
ready reported in the chapter "Amulets"'. Ail far
as the application of aluminum is concerned
welder Herbert Bauer (born 1921} from Freiburg,
the
uerman1r nias manufactured many years
. According to the
so
tion it was recently manufactured from a
metal
which reminds of the "seven metal
{elE~ctrum ma~cumr of Hermetic fame. We are
that are sui>posea

wa.ve.len~

cosmic nature and are therefore named "radiation protective antennas." They look flat and
are meant to be moistened in the m1uir1·1na

ference in their et11:1ect:ive1nesis.
the tension within the
circuits raise
it. A closed broadcast chain can easily be transformed into an open one when it is
and is
closed with an insulator in-between

\JHl.nh"""'''" the effect is of the
circuit
on the world of
has been shown in 1005
when sick elm trees were healed on a .lt:ll<Wnll:nlrg
street.
The Vienna engineer Lambert Binder.
experiment In
on orange trees,
growth by surround..;
the tree with an isolated wire spool.
RE.
tried out in 1954 the Iom:>WttlR:
the Lakhovsky antenna arrange=
ment. He connected the first on a three stalk head
cai::io~l.2'e to f.ree standing antenna, the second
the third one to water which was
24 hours. In less than a week
within four weeks

W11111l1:ra:tion A: This illustration shows a Lakhovsky experiment on a Omcer
infected geranium plant. The cancerous growth Js clearly visible. WU!2WJW».
~ (Geranium) inoculated With Bacterium tume£acieps on
and photographedJune 6th, 1924. It will.be observed that the stem of the
hems a massive tumour.

later. The anand
it
ooprotected simk

collections
\\ith a
the
period when the grape-wines were massively attacked at
France by the ''Phylloxera'' plague. Though Mr. Laldlovs~:v
does not explain the reason for this adverse

Through

Vih;rntinn.(!

specifically, this synopsis encompasses Part m,
1 and
2,
from 137-171 of said work, and whatever I
translate from it will be
the words
by indicating the influence of
from their
mIJlueJtlce upon the cells up to how magnetic compasses are
affected
magnetic storms originating in the Sun (he refers
the readership tohls book L 'Uniyersion, published byGauthierVillars
He
French Astronomer
of
Deslandres with his collaborators at the
M.r.

ne~Lve1111v bodies upon

all facets

and biological phenomena is periodically affected by the same
of radiations (and the genleraitea-·s1c1me~;ses
duce), proposing at the same time to
the scourges
overriding the ''astrally-produced radiations''
with this ''Radio-Cellular Oscillator.''
About the basic concept behind his devices, Lakhovsky
said: ''To re-establish the balance of these heavenly fields
from nature, upon which variations we are able to act directly,
unlike Meteorology which cannot make weather 11,;.w::w~1c.
will resort to a local oscillating-generator ofwaves creating an
auxiliary artificial electromagnetic field.
"By the way, 1 m1ust iwa till:~ met.11001s mlalc>goiLlS tc:>tb:at
em:mo·vea in radiotelegraphy and known under the names
neter~1vnm2 and supern,ete1~oo~vnu1g

gerleralteCl waves
quency and intensity."
Mr. Lakhovsky states that his lllSJ>rraltton
Professor Arsene D' Arsonval, who in 1890 had
forth
op1mCJ1n that different sicknesses could
eliminated
means ofhigh-ftequency currents. He continues on, extmm11ing that by about 1924 he studied the oos:sibillnr of gen.eralttng
waves under 2 meters in length, but that the electronics of said
period considered ''short'' only those waves from 200 to 500
meters.

2 .... R.ED &OR.DE.AUX: WINES

1890-93 &: I 896
Rather pd vintages:
Full-bodied, dbtlngubhed

18'47-48
Outstanding vintages

I

1869-70
1
Outstanding vintages

&: mellow wines
190~7

Good vint:ap:

18.SMS

18'45

Rne distinguished wlne1
with n0$e and aroma

1850

1885

1890

185 I, 52. 54, SS, 56
Average & mediocre vintages

1812. 13.1-4, 16, 71
Avenge & mediocre vintages

1908-15
Mediccr@. bad &:
very bad vintages

~e
Graph showing the coincidence of outstanding vintages with the inte:ms~tv of the waves emitted ~e~nud
3) of
lights.
has been established for
variation in the intensity: I) of sun-spots, 2) of earth
red Bordeaux wines; the greatest intensities
vintages, the lesser intensities rnr·r,,.'l:nniru1 to the yearn
of mediocre wines. We can establish a similar
and l:)~au10~1a1s

Toproducewaves "under IY:zmeters" (hiswords),Mr.
Lakhovsky enclosed within a vacuum tube's glass vessel
different elements, as is seen in Figure 3.
of tube, Lakhovsky said: ''The oscillating circuit does not
involve but a loop with a diameter ofseveral centimeters. The
connections going out of the tube are the s1u·m1i11-V1rnre!sL
u:uH>Jai1:e-·vo11111J11e and the .ne~ttml1l ...,,..,, ... ,,JIJI ...

.11..,QUJIJ!JlJ;:;.

induction.''
now the
introduce
comment: It is not clear on the illustration
WHY
:filament is connected -- in a controllable fashion as
schematic mC111ca~s

same vacuum pump. As all the tubes were co11me1~<l mseries.
when the
was made to work it orold.uc~CI
of vacuum within them all .

one
this is, is the multiple triode illustrated in Figure 5.
From its analysis we notice that' Mr. Lakhovsky adhered to
electronic theory, which says that electricity is a flow of
electrons, and in a semiconducting device as the usual vacuum
there is
a single. direction of flow, from the ''Ca.th,' Anode'' (or positive
In
5, the filaments are connected in
'l,Jll!;i'JU1u.iWUlJ

=Positive filament
=
High Voltage

= Grid Tube No. I
f 2 =Same for Tube #2

=

+HT Positive
P1 Plate Tube No. I
f 1 =Filament Tube No. I
C = Condenser

=

lliiiil'11i'm011'>.ia.
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+HT = Positive
+I- BT= Positive and
=filament
=Grid No. I
=Grid No. 2

Nei~tt11e

=

P1 Plate No. I
P2 =Plate No. 2

+HT
r------- --------1

ll'"Hl,Ulll''~s

+BT
-HT

vessel and with just one heat-source.

I

I"' I

I

-.J

is seen in Figure 6,
Lakhovsky says: ''This illustration, also taken from
my patent, shows a double and symmetrical oscillator where
filaments are mounted in series. It is also provided for,
to
within a
so located as the
of the
within the
electrodes and the
same evacuated glass-vessel''.

I remind the reac:lersmp
shown
far
waves under 2
Lakhovsky indicated 'that to obtain long waves it sufficed to
place the same elements outside a vacuum tube.
After saying that everything so far shown were
"extremely general things" Lakhovsky said: "One can,
almost, say that Dr. Loewe just introduced resistances and
capacities within his multiple-tubes, where performance is
just reduced to amplifying low and high frequencies upon long
waves. The performance of these tubes is very me:dicicre
because of the following reasons: a) Heavy linking
tances, Strong plate-voltages (about 160 to 200
impossibility of coupling circuits and thus prod.uc~m2
nance."

= Plate Tube No.

=filament Tube

= Mobile blade

=Condenser
+HT = Positive
= Positive FibmP1nt

r---

-HT

=fixed blade

---------------,
I

IFl!ii!!'Ull"'l'l!!l
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=a Lak.hovsky Triode
=another Lakhovsky Triode
=Loop associated to Grids
=Loop associated to Plates
E = Connection to Filament
F =Connection to
Voltage of
Transformer
tap
S = High Voltage tap
A
B
C
D

1

secondary

S2 = Filament Voltage tap of AC Transformer secondary
Tr= AC step-up Tranformer with a
tapped
winding

same time he
the same! But
are
different to the common types.
What he did was to "separate" a variable condenser's
blades and to '' counteIWeight'' the moving blades, as indicated in Figure 8, so that the blades would move within the
fixed armature ofthe oondeµser as the whole tube was rotated
and weight ''W'' responded to gravity! He does not indicate,
thus making it an object of personal experimentation on the
of the readership, if there was just one or more of these
special variable condensers.
Now, in order to produce .a wide range of frequencies
the
with only two of his special triodes, Lakhovsky
''Radio-Cellular Oscillator'' that is shown in schematic form.
in Figure 9,
used at the Clinic of Salpetriere in
which he ex~iemrne1tta1Jty
treat and heal Geranium
inoculated with the disease ofcancer; n V1rasmo1un1tea. J1J.c i)i:!l.'fi).
accoramg to the
thus ma.1cmrmg
man called Mesny oni~~a
another source for resear·c.b..
either the '20s or '30s aniftb.lm.2
the

ot.1:Wl'.noJJ11cs upon
can enter into resonance
Th~~retlore. the nmtam:ne11w
lations of different
can be re2:ulatedl accoram~ to the nature
to treat.
ofthe.KacUO-·CeJUW:~()Scillator

to re-establish the oscillatory
in the
under threat by any alteration, particularly by a close microbe.
When recovering its norm.al strength thanks to the auxiliary
irradiation from the Radio-Cellular Oscillator, the cell can all-

how the
in f)laia.t-J:leallmg
progressed and how the plants were healed, he goes on to
exp1am that -- in his
- cancer is
an
"aging" of the cells that makes them both reproduce at a
slower rate and to evacuate a higher amount of wastes. Th.is,
in combination with radiations coming from space at different
tfmes, produces an oscillatory disequilibrium in the cells
Mr. Lakhovsky rejects,
resulting in cancer of different
on the ground ofhistological examinations he performed, both
the ''microbial'' theory of cancer and its hereditary transmission.
have followed all of the u1'1!'111hl1tu·l1
car«~Mly n1ot:u12 the concepits •. , , .. ,,..,,,,,,.1"11 in l,akJ:1ovf~'
you will remember that:
(1) His Radio-Cellular Oscillator created an auxillairy
e1e<~tro:m8,!~et1c field
of
balance to the
and
U"'..::llJl.AJl.JLllJ;:.

(5) He included, within his special tubes, a var1a1>.1e
condenser that could be tuned to the desired capacity by
moving the tube in space so that the internal variable capacity
could generate the coupling needed in therapy.
If all of this has been, so far, an essential group of
conditions necessary to
the short waves of about 2
meters, then why -- as seen in Figure 9 - does he place two
electrified loops OUTSIDE the vacuum tubes of his special
design????
In compliance with this' 'loops outside'' line, he goes on
quoting the works by one of many foreign scientists who, he
claims, have followed his line of research:
Lakbovsky says: ''It is convenient to quote the
made by Professor Esau at Jena's Technisch-Physicalishes
Institut (Germany). If they are directed by ways somewhat
different to mine, bis works show the similitude of using an
oscillator of very short waves similar to my Radio-Cellular
Oscillator. Professor Esau's emitters and receivers do not
differ essentially from the apparatus I champion. I
already indicated that the arrangements of constituents are
indifferent, because they produce the very shortwaves needed.
''The setups by Professor Esau - described in
lnstitute's technical magazines Dr. Ernest Busse (see
Erzeugung IDtakurzer Wellen - Research on Ultrashort
Waves - in
No.
page
secretary to the Institute of Jena, are characteristic because
employ a single triode working with DC.
''The emitter's filament - as seen in Figure - is
a filter preventing the return of high-frequency currents.
Windings are made with simple fractions of turns, as in
Radio-Cellular Oscillator, which does not involve but a halftum per oscillating circuit.
"An experimental receiver (see
11) is suv1nru'°
with a circuit possessing a single square-loop, upon which can
be made variable taps. Another apparatus is possessed
single circular-loop upon which a radial cursor allows to take
the necessary fraction
''Works by Professor Esau in the realm of.EUol,ogy
very recent, because at the "'........:;.....,,..

of Bremen
Ultrashort-waves and Their Field ofApplication -- by Oscar Gadamer in Der Deutsche Rund.funk, -German Radio - of August 31st, 1928, volume VI, page 240,
Berlin) this author states that after about a year he investigated
the physiological effects ofultrashort-waves that is, according
to his definition, waves of very high frequencies between 1~
and 3 meters in length, ofwhlch I have indicated how I employ
them in a 1924 oommunica.ti.on to the Society of Biology
(Note: It is on the inoculation and healing ofthe Pelargonium
:zonatum, as explained on page fourofthis writing). Prof. Esau
then indicated that, since July 1928, he built a receiver ofvery
short waves.
''About this subject, Professor Esau remarked that the
difficulties come from electronic tubes, for he was
forced to use foreign tubes, particularly French ones, that are
better fitted to the technology of very short waves. I must
remind (the readership) that four years before him I studied
and had built these special lamps for short waves, to be used
in my Radio-Cellular Oscillator.
''I will also point out that an emitter ofvery short waves
has recently been employed by Dr. Franz Seidel ofVienna for
destroying bacteria, particularly to sterilize milk (see
ondes ultra.-oourtes oontre les bacteries - Ultra-short Waves
Against Bacteria - in Radio Welt - Radio World, January
No. 4, page
Vienna).''
We have two definitely contradictory positions in the
same chapter dealing with. the same type of device:
(1st)· In the paragraph translated under Figure 3 of th.is
paper, Lakhovksy emphasized that the elements to produce
ultrashort waves (under 2 meters) must be inside the tube.
Figures 3 to 8 are dedicated to showing specific constituents
for this special type oftube. Though he only speaks on Triodes,
there is no reason to suppose he did not experiment with
Tetrode and Pentode tubes (plus others of his own design riot
covered in publicly available technical literature).
(2nd) The formerly-indicated conditions change radiw.u.~..u .11.11~ speaks ofhis experimental device employed to
eliminate tumors affecting inoculated plants, this being the
9 of this paper. Notice how the emitting
device of
th.is
are outside the vacuum

is
as: ''The apparatus conMulti-Wave
sists of a transmitter and a receiving resonator, both arranged
so as to set up an electromagnetic field in their immediate
vicinity.'' The Multi-Wave Oscillator seems, in my opinion,
derived from the ''experimental receiver'' of Figure 11
those
Hertz (as I have ma1carea
directly from
Enemy Devices, a BSRF
The Secret of Life and introducing complementary information from other sources), rather than from the muJtrn~1e-1tubles
shown in Figures 3 through 8 of this paper.
(5th.) Considering everything explained from (1st) to
(4th.), it is my opinion Mr. Lakhovsky produced several types
ofappara.ti, along different lines ofresearch, while pretending
in his books that only a single-line of investigation was
pursued.
What are the reasons for doing this? There are many:
(*) Trying to disorient his fellow scientists by ,,.,.....,""'1l"ll 114~'"'
up his actual intentions and actions, so that the actual secret of
the apparati rested with. him.
profession'' to steal his ''secret'' -- whate'ver
~~tin~lllv be.
(*)

for himself in the course of his researches. This is, in my
00:1.mon. the most
for
researches were well-received in Europe, South. America and
Asia before WWII began. Even more, he was outspokenly
backed by men of science and Academies of great reputation
of
and his enemies were very few (outside of the
course ....).
I Jo not mean to slander him and his researches,
want to indicate the necessity for greater and deeper research
into what be did from all possible sources of information.
VERY IMPORT.ANT NOTE

1,962,565
Application November.
In France,

1931, Serial
1931

7 Claims. (CL 250-23)
The present invention has for its object an apparatus capable of sending out simultaneously different wave
so
among these waves or
harmonics there is found almost always one or
several capable of producing the best effect sought

any source.
The radiating part
waves
therefore constituted by
a certain number.of concentric open rings of different diameters, which are maintained insulated
any appropriate means. These rings may or may not
terminated by small spheres forming capacities.
These rings may be arranged either in the same
or in different planes so as to form
surfaces,
as portions of cones, spheres, paraboeUipsoids, etc... , these surfaces
nature to concentrate the waves

Fig. 1 a diagram
system.
Fig. 2
position of the rings in the form of a
apparatus mounted upon afoot or base.
seen
the transformer or coil
secondary of this coil), V
trembler, C the condenser the discharge
ofwhich across the spark gap E produces oscillations
in the self-induction coil
which in its tum acts by
induction upon the self-induction coil L 1; this selfinduction coil L2 is connected on one side to the first
,;:bV'1i"A1l"11•""'11"11"1!.,,.u,. a, on
other side to the following ring
It thus forms an electrostatic field of high frequency which induces oscillations in the other rings

or even any
the
may likewise be connected
to

one
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the rings in
open circuits a, b, c .... f can
cone.
solid conductors. They can also
tubular circuits, this being advantageous, since,
same bulk, the radiating surface is larger.
nally, the area of the cross section of each of these
various circuits can vary from one circuit to the other
area can decrease from the oe11011f) of the 'l!"~.rli~l~h11'"1'11'

series
high
radiating circuits cnn1satuted by concentric insulated split rings of different
capacities.

regards adjacent rings.
apparatus of the type described con1vns-

Tb1s invention :relates renerally to electric devtces excited
elect.rte in1pU}sej and more

wave length

to

Tat.tonal view of a tube meorpcratblg

iu\Pcnt!ono
2 ii

merul.S. This invention bu
the
of such means
a vacuum tube or a tube oontam...

ldmJJa.r

View

vrcmu~ciiCtg

ot

f'•A1b1111"i!M

altemate form

Cai:mc~:d to the wires 11 and 18 ls
inductance member m the form of a l~
which may be disposed
of the enifele:>M

ab.own. The uPJi>er
said mf:ml:>er
tight wound coil 11 which merves

.rorr.u

the 1trongest induced wave lengths.

SurroUJldln1 the p.rlmary m.cmctw1ce mEmltser

there
wire

capacity.

a

Pllllral.it:v

and

of

effect of the
as produced in the
form of the invention
in Pig. 3 ma:v be
further utU.ized in
which I also lnoorwhich pl"Oduces electrical
1 porate a vibrator
oscillations by a
intermittently generated
Det'WeE~D. the end
primary lD.ductance mem
ber
and vibrator 11u.·mature H. In other re ..
1pects the structure follows that of Pie. 1.
It m11>.y be noted that any type of spa.rt pro.
dumng or <>!clllation: generating means may ~
substituted. for the vibrator shown. The tubes
shown in Figs. 3 and 9 m.a:v be used in the manner
for Fla-. 1 by oon:necUng one terminal
11 tkscribed
of the base as 1et forth to produce an mductio:n
effect. These tubes may be also oormected acroa
both terminall With a suitable potential to obtain
for Jmtance.
the spark eff~ct.
·
sup
Prom the forerotng It may be seen that I have
10
proprovided tubes 1:n various forms for the :purpose
and
of ~cnemtinr& and cc:ndudin; mul~ple -wave
.ti to
lengths. Other forms of the mvention
be
re
produced within the spirit and acope of
0

0

0

vention u claimed.

Bavma thus described
claim as
and desire

arreict.tr.ui the ren1attll!ng

I have
secondary 1£
wires having uniform cross..
Illustrates how such wires
nrc&s:!r1!!ssllvei1v smaller in the suc;cceditl1g
etc. Similarly, I have ,
0
3 made

eo\14 as formed

what

b:r Let..

10. In a dmce of the c~ deacr!t~

member,

me&n1 for

11.id member, and a Pltan.Jlitr
oolll on. said dielectric mear.18 and In
tle!d
of mducta:o.ce of said wire member. each coll

Jne&W!I

ex:t1e:o.1tUn.g over said we member and

ha~

a

prmiuelnl mwttple wave
eomprisfng two 11>llt rings m inductive :reutt101n,
and a plurality of split rtnp m inductive
tlo:o. to the two spllt rings, the plurality of J1Dp
hems of smaller diameter than the mentioned

two r1np an.d. ea,<;n p~tvely maaller thim.
the otbeni, au of the rinpi be1Dg a~ed m
fruato-co:o.tcal d!spoottlcm.
I. In a device of the character d~
means for producing multiple wave lenlt·hl 10 U.. In a 11ac111m1 tube
1n..
ecm11pr11t:rc1.g two apllt rings m inc:tuetlve relation,
duetance member and
num.bf:r of ecmvolutloos than the

Pl\lll'aJJ.t:v of zpllt ri:o.p 1D.

two apllt rings.

mauctive rela-

membeni, a vibrator arranged in

fteld of in·

.fiue:o.ce ot said primary mdueta:o.ce member and

I. ID. a device of the character describtld,
secondary mductan.ce n:iembers, .. Vibrator a,r...
m.eans for producmg multiple wave l~ 11 ·ranged m the field of i:o.ftuence of laid PliJm.llU~
COl!ilPrUSttlg two split ri:o.gs m mductJ.v:-c relatlcm.
inductance
for
the Uldlucticn
plutnJ!ty of split :rings in inductive rel&·
U!J.d aecond.317 me:ml>lmo
two split rings, the plurality of
of mnaller diameter tmm the ment11t:med
iw.d each
llnl.OJler tbm

Electrolysis, and perhaps jog the RNA..DNA

and reproductive capabilities to

Borderland Jltesearch
In
Dr. L.O. Anderson,
Anderson Research Center Director and BSR
electronic machine"
to "cure"
almost any human ailment. I've looked into
dozens of these "modalities'' every year; so
with extreme
I gathered instruments and took off to check anc>th•en>os::ubJle
hoax.
I found a
inside a four-foot cabinet. This console was
to circular ''antennas'' and was parshielded inside a home-built
cage in the
room of Dr. Anderson's
friend. It hadn't functioned in over a
up
and had been
unfathomable.
The machine, which had no nruoo.eio1a:ce
other
turned out to be a
uurnovSkv •·M1lltiple Wave Oscillator", or
t•ortunate,!y the present owner had
found patents and two books describing its
We were able to reconstruct
circuits and
it operatperfectly. The machine was not a hoax.

can be involved in aur:>Uc;atut2 LaK.11m.7sK'll'
since his U.S. Patent #1,962,565 ex1951 and
domain. I have
found from the book The Waves that Heal
Clements that MWOs are extenused in hosp1taLls

ment. And the eye tension, tested by her MD
the week following, had
to a lower
pointtnan.in1file·pre~~llStwoveai:rs Another
woman with a long-standing back condition
says she was permanently relieved in one 15
exr>os1.J.re. An asthmatic with chronic
bronchial complications claims he is now
symptom-free after two exposures and her
husband with a bad dermatological condition
of seven yeai:rs history appears to be very
definitely improved. Perhaps the most dramatic is Mr. N.V.C. who had broken his leg
last December. Because of an old
polio complication the broken leg had never
healed and flesh surrounding the fracture
was in a very poor, waxy condition. After
exposure he phoned to say he had rein the area. The next
made an "after"
slide
mal tissue.
says she can now eat anything and her
MD admits he as startled
her youthful
literature illustrated many such rejuvena..
tions as an unexpected side effect of cancer
cases. Subject's vvrinkles d:isap1>earedlal1:>n~
with the tumors!

THEORY OF OPERATION
Lakhovsky pointed out that all cells capable ofreproduction contain in their nuclei
''filaments''
conductive material
surrounded
insulating media. This fila..
ment, which may be the RNA-DNA com-in nthPIP'U1101"•rlO.
react as a tuned circuit if its resonant frequency can be apt)roJiumtate:a
osc:iwimt~ coil.
akt10v:~1cv didn't carry this to it's con-

their level at an earlier, younger age, thus the
rejuvenation. Even more subtle changes
·might be postulated, such as magnetic ''progression" effects as evidenced
water in magnetic fields.
By contrast, any chemical taken into
one's system by mouth or by injection- such
as vitamins, food or medicine- must first be
absorbed in proper solution and ratio with
unknown tract elements, then be transported
by the blood to affected tissue only to be
possibly rejected by the target areas.
Perhaps in cancer the EMF induced
the MWO raises the vitality and memory
marginal cells to normal reproduction levels.
In the case of other disease, perhaps a cell's
given higher energy levels can more readily
throw off affliction.

WAVE FOR EVERY BODY CELL
The Multiple Wave Oscillator described
here radiates a bandwidth ofradio fi"e(n1ei11cv
(RF) energy from the audio frequencies up
beyond microwave frequencies. By actual
measurement with standard field strength
meters, this vast bandwidth of trec::me.nCJ.ie8
and harmonics can be shown. In fact, a bluish
glow of "brush discharge" surrounds the
antenna when operating. A fluorescent lamp
held anywhere within several ,feet of the
subject glows brilliantly. Within this multiple-wave range of frequencies, every cell in
the body can find its ONE resonant frequency
and absorb energy at its own natural wavelength.
Obviously the Electrostatic energy caD.
not penetrate the body. This is known as the
"skin effect". However, the Electromagnetic component of the
can and does
in each
pexmeate and will induce an
cell. It is
this energy to which
LaJdlovSkv attributes his almost m.ir&.."'Ulous
0

"Cl.J.reS" •

Associates
cuit have successfully constructed
We would certainly like to hear from any
BSR Associates who undertake this
but please do not communicate until after
building the unit. I cannot co1resporu1
able to thresh out with his or her own technical friends.
At one stage we had
constructa much higher-powered unit but the re=
suits with the "portable" are so gratifying
that Model Two was shelved. Extensive tests
are scheduled with plants and animals, and
made to remove any
every effort is
·from results.
element of
friend is co«)J>etratnu~
sending a few
for test.
It is much too soon, nmive\rer.
to make a finished statement
cottce.illllltg the MWO' s

onstra.ted, since our laws are
controlled by medical unions
forbidding the use ofthe word
MDs. But I have
satisfied myself with nearly
twenty miracles in these few
weeks of tests that the MWO
well be the most promising device to come to light in

many years.
I have one request, that no
one building this device ever
be tempted to charge a
donation, or reimbursement of
any kind whatsoever for its
use. I feel most strongly that
any device potentially helpful
to suffering humanity should
be available completely free

can
still be purchased from J.C.
Whitney & Co., 1917 Archer Ave., Chicago,
IL 60616. The spark gap was made from
salvaged tungsten relay contact points about
114 in. in diameter. (Chevrolet Six timer
arm can be tuned by a
6-32 screw
adjusting its natural spring tension. The gap
must be carefully tuned formaximmn
for every individual, since the subject's abdependent on his body fluids
and weight. Adjust/or maximum sparking at

random times and intervals between several

and may be left out of the circuit \\ithout in
any way subtracting from results.. By not
u ........""""'"'".,.., in these deluxe features, the entire
MWO will cost much less to build. Use
plastic instead of metal screws around the
voltage coils.
voltage ca).'liac11tors
can be tracked down at surplus stores or well
stocked electronics parts sources. The Tesla
Coil must be hand wound as it is not available
commercially.
We have determinedexperi.m.entallythat
a workable pair of antennas, radiator and
resonator, can consist ofl 6 concentric rings,
from an outside diameter of 10-3/4
inches down to 112 inch. These were constructed
a one=foot square

.K~m.<:•IC!l3 kitchen aluminum foil to an
mc.n sqw11e •1>1 Ul.infib4~g1ass. The outline of
each set ofcircles was carefully scribed with
a sharpened compass, razor or Scripto blade.
By scoring or cutting the aluminwn foil was
cut through to the plastic backing and the
waste area strips pulled away before the
cem.ent hardened. Excess cem.ent was removed with a solvent. The gaps were then
cut with the razor. Note that gaps are alter..
:oated in position each 180°, as per drawing
on original cover page. This was drawn from
an actual antenna and you can. set your compass distances for each ring from it. Keep
gaps between inner rings narrow to ~
~random arcing between rings. Trim the
come.rs from the gaps of the three or four
outside
to discourage fixed arcing at
these places. Also be sure to clean away any
bits of foil between rings. These also will
cause fixed
the ring second from the outside
side
the Tesla
is connected to the
secondary.
"antennaterminal" on
cover page illustration) This is the
radiator coil. The arcing from this ring to the
outside
causes the "shock excitation"
ofthe fourteen other antenna elem.ents. Since
each radiator is of different Cllameter.
array spans a broad, multiple-wave segment
of the Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum. The
other antenna element, called the Resonator,
is connected with a five-foot, m~n-v"om:w-e
meter wire to the grnyrui side ofthe Tesla coil
secondary.
. . ,......LIUUI;......

PUTTING THE MWO TO USE

The antenna and resonator are suspended
from :non-conductive sumorts about three
feet apart, such as wooden
with Ill!
nails or screws. The subject of the experiment, preferably with all metal rem.oved
from their person,
belt buckles,
zippers, hooks, fasteners, coins, hairpins,
earrings, rings, etc, is seated on a wooden or
rest between the antenna and resonavPll''lt11"~l11v the

beyond 250 megacycles.
The illustration to the right is from
Clement's Waves That Heal, Lakhovsky's
illustration of a living cell. "In the centre is
a twisted filament which, possessing selfinductance and capacity, constitutes an oscillating circuit. The similarity to a shortwave circuit is manifest; the filament shown
here oscillates like a coil having a very small
nwnber of spirals.'' He quotes Lakhovsky:
"Every living being emits radiations", and
adds: "the living cell can thus play the part of
a transmitter or receiver ofexceedingly short
radio-electric waves which give rise to
frequency currents in
circuits of the cellular nucleus.''

THE FOL.LOWING PHOTOS were
furnished
Borderland Sciences
Research Associates from their own tlllvu.,,s:or·im1:.n'll'::t11
with the MWO
the
years of 1964 and 1965.

THE RADIANT
is
obvious in this three-minute time exposure
6"'11!1"11i111111"!:1! il"PA"'lft in a darkened room. Note
, the brush discharge of etheric energy all
edge of the ooaide ring, going three or
inches. look at the random
between the antenna rings, down to the
ring! This antenna received full power
being mounted on the MWO case, riirF~ru
at the positive end of the Tesla Coil.
1

na.tor.
for an 18-irtCh Bo"'rl u;ir.:• ifrn...m
end of the Tesla coil to the antenna.
was found that there was too much loss
of power
set upright, with the antenna mounted
the
end of the
case.

FORD

a IB3GT

Wind 5 or more turns of
around
middle of the Model T ford Coil.
winding goes to the
of the
of the IB3
The other lead goes to the other
7, are used in this
The SOL1oea-u10
rectified
is drawn off the
of the tube to the
condenser.

OF THE BECK
COIL
MODIFIED
115 volt house current into the black leads of the
6 volt transformer, one green lead to the T Coil
amp

B3 rectifier tube. Feed the
into pin 2 or 7 of the IB3 also.
Himvoltage from the
of IB3 goes
Widen gap of
to I/8 inch or more
output of Secondary coil to Antenna
One
VVVDC 1 vv'.... M,,,,.. ...
rent) commercial-type Capacitor, on the
do very well in this circuit. Capacity can be from .0015
to .005 mn1•rn;~r.:i;l"I!~
turns of bare wire for his movable cont.act but
ence shows that 16 turns of 111;:;11.i11a11.i:::u

between Coils.

Here is tentative information on the solid~state MWO. I say tentative since
this is the 3rd version I've built. The first used an automobile
coil for T2
since t lacked
harmonics
Even
ones could be harmful to
Version 2 was with a small black and white
at a
transformer
slow (100
per sec . )
rate
I
it
but could never
the required 1"
from the Tesla coile
This version us~s a color TV f lyback and a
circuit ..
power
Nominal lowest
is le5 Khz though it could go as low as 270 Hz.
All diodes
and transistor can be substituted with universal
available at
outlets.
in
As you can see,
it is
The power
MWO can also be used here if desiredo
I've
of this device to worry about
the power.
This device
for use in Kirlian
several ways: A modified
circuit could be
for a wide range of
There are
the
Other modifications
include rect
The
recommended the use of a tube rectifier out there are solid state

One
much
Be
'-

builders mind
resistors

old

MWO manual
available

the need to heatsink SCR
it

ventilation

No need

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION:
The circuit consists of: low voltage
, and Tesla coil.
discharge
oscillator consists of
a
transistor
as
The low
a
is variable from
Hz to
Khz with most power
generated at 1500 Hz.
VRl controls this frequency. The DC Power
comes from a voltage doubler on the power transformer low voltage
voltage DC value was chosen to be as low as pos
with consistent
SCR ..
in Cl ..
The high DC voltage is rectified and
voltage charges
the
reverse voltage transients.
gap
The secondary of T2 feeds
are used here
Tesla coil
From this
standard MWO fare
Transformer T2 is
any used color TV
In all
or
is maximum
coil

'S BUILD!
1 power
. Basic

, we can

can be
power

T
l;
old time
coi
are
3.Ce Whitney Co, 1917 Archer Ave, PO Box 8410, Chicago, IL
supply
11
with the
l T
"hot rod" auto
more power!
can be
any
volt power

, ECG-513 at
or

least at
ourselves I
to special order

TESLA COIL

GAP

from a set
tungsten auto
vintage 1960's are fine. To

base and bypassing
was cut. Mount
contact points
touch

555 TIMER AND TRANSISTORIZED DRIVER

Even

board.
8766)

power
iometer can
sl
short

mount the

the

two

antennas.
ect sits or
f

every

oscillating electrostatic
f
ld between
two
antennas which are approx
to 6
l
such as
buckles
removed from
the body. C1othes are
optional. Sessions should
last approx 20 minutes;
skip at least one
between
to
Golden

Ratio
the use

of the

'Rl1Dll1TOR llNT£NNR

Bob Beck has loaned us a copy ofthe late
Mark Clement's brief, illustrated review
Georges Lakhovsky 's Multiple Wave Oscillator showing pictures of antennas, beforeand-after skin cancers apparently cured by
the Oscillator, and of cancerous plants returned to normal health by two means: 1.
Radio-Cellular Oscillator, and2. Single Wire
Oscillating Circuits.
drove into Prague a book was published :in
London entitled The Secret of Life
a Russian-born
neer resident of Paris. The book had
appeared :in
German, Italian
and Spanish translations and Lakhovsky's
theories were well known on the Continent
lished.
·"The evil designs of the Nazis soon
gave rise to
:in all
of human activity and Lallrnc>vs·kv'
remarkable work was le,ft virtually unnoticed
:in this country (England) by the medical
alike. A few disprofession and the
cerning critics, however, expressed their views
with an1ore<;;ia1:ive un•1erstairu1in~. ..;uoi,:~~
are so :interi-"h,. .... n.; ..... i- of view of future developments that it will repay any keen
officer to give them his close attention.'
~~~filltm said 'The admirable transla.,1r..,,,..,,.,lrt,'" The Secret of Life will

circles, particularly in Germany and Italy.
Italian :investigators were among the first to
study Lakhovsky's theories and put them to
the test :in laboratories and clinics. It was, of
course, to be expected that the new science of
Radiobiology should make a special appeal
to the intellectual heirs of Galvani, Volta and
Marconi. It is somewhat depressing to observe that in England, the country of Faraday
and Clerk Maxwell, Lakhovsky's theories
have not yet received the attention
deserve.
REGENERATING OSCILLATING CIRCUITS
''Lakhovsky has been criticized byphysicists ignorant of biology and by biologists
lAAOra11t of
These se1t:.a.1mointc~d
censors of knowledge soon found they were
confronted with a redoubtable opponent who
fully realized the value of experimental evidence. Its publication resulted in causing
annoyance to the custodians of infallible
doctrines who made up with carping verbiage what they lacked :in clarity of vision.
But Lakhovsky's achievements with his oscillating circuits
astonishing
photographs of regenerated tissues in plants
and human beings could not be exploded
mere verbal fireworks, and as evidence accumulated the skepticism of hostile critics relapsed into morose silence.
''The
fact remains that Lak:hc1v~:v was the first eximmex1ter

his way to New York where
at the age of73.
''In the United States Lakhovsky's theories were put to the practical test with typical
American speed. Noticing that
treated with Lakhovsky's Multiple
Oscillator showed signs
pearance, ·the possibility of exploiting this
side-effect proved irresistible to an enterprising 'beautician'. A film was made featuring casesaftertreatment withLakhovsky's
MWO, which proved to be both int~~1tmJl
and convincing.
''In New York Lakhovsky was approached by several hospitals with a view to
testing his apparatus extmmex1tallY
remarkable results obtained ... in a
New York City hospital, and also by a prominent Brooklyn urologist are fully set out in
text.

has been shown on the

of those
qwwtied to judge its merits. The medical
profession, whose conservatism is the
formidable barrier to progress, has been notoriou1.Slv slack :in :inv'esti2a1t:ins;i:
die-electrical methods of treating disease as
originated by Lakhovsky.... ''
Mark Clement's .n.hc'""'""'<at.;,.....,
sion :in 1949 is still true today. Effective
electronic diagnosis and treatment ofdisease
is still a closed door here :in America as far as
the AMA is concerned. Those brave MDs
who have tried to
medical
abreast of de"\relc1pn:ten1ts
driven out

exa:mol.e. with his

OS<:ill<Jicla:~t. d~~vello"KM~

and proven effective in San Francisco about

ofthe clutches ofthe medical
There is little likelihood that the AMA
will support research in this area of electronic science for years to come. There is
every probability that there will be murderous
to any
to
the
MWO on a national scale. This means that
you will have to build and test your own
equipment, or make friends with some electronic technician - engineer, TV or radio
and prevail upon him or her to
build it for you. This is the active kind of
borderland research which requires that you
get up out ofyour easy chair and get to work!
live in an isolated spot, take a mail
order course in basic radio construction. If
you live near a high school that has an adult
education program, sign up for the
class in radio theory and bench work. I did at
Barstow in 1958, so can you. If you want to

doesn't!
What are Lakhovsky's general theories?
Mark Clement sums them up neatly in ChapOne of The Waves That Heal:
''The fundamental
of
scientific system may be
in the axiom 'Every living being
emits radiation'. Guided
this pn:nc1p!e
Lakhovsky was able to explain such diverse
pn~moime:i:ia as instinct in animals, m:iinat:ion
health, disease, and, in general, all
manifestations of organic life.
Acc:or<Jllll~ to Lakb.ovsky the nucleus
a
cell may be compared to an
electrical oscillating circuit. This nucleus
consists of tubular filaments and chromosomes made up of
material and
filled with a conducting fluid containing all
the mineral salts found in sea water. These
filaments constitute minute
circuits endowed wiili capacity and inductance
of
according to a
co1nparab1le to
..... r1,.. .,h..,

a transmitter or receiver ofexceedingly short
radio-electric waves which give rise to
frequency currents in the circuits of the cellular nucleus. Now the vibration of an oscilcircuit is maintained
radiated
ergy. But where does it come from.
COSMIC RAYS
''Scientists have established the existence of highly penetrating waves to
by reason of their universality, they have
given the name of cosmic rays. These rays,
generated by the interference of astral radiations, are capable oftraversing dense metals
and soils to a
depth.
demonstrated the cellular oscillation of livorganisms is maintained by cosmic radiation. According to him disease may be
said
result from osc:illattOI'Y a11s..f~n111r;..
rium due to either a det:ici1enc:v
of cellular radiation. An
factor in
this connection is the nature of the soil. A
reinforcement of cosmic rays
soils which are good conductors of electricity such as clay, fermginous and carboniferous soils.
RESONATE IN HARMONY WITH THE
UNIVERSE
"To avoid the harmful effects ofloss
oscillatory
it is necessary to ensure the
of the cosmic field
round the
organism by filtration.
Lakhovsky' s own explanation of the
lem offtltration is as follows: 'Th~ terrestrial
atn1os11>here is known to
vast range of electro-magnetic oscillations
of all wave lengths and intensities as a result
unc:eas.m.2 electrical discharges , .....,................ .
Besides that we know that electric
motors and other electrical machines create
in the atmosphere a field

Iro:m 4;;:lec:trorucs tc1 ra1111o:wcs! He discovered
his own satisfaction that
some ways a
one-tum coil of wire or
fibre was as effective as the electric powered
Multiple Wave Oscillator. The simple Oscillating Circuit, as Lakhovsky called it, has
two
over the MWO. It doesn't

orl
home power
and it broadcasts
interference with radio and TV sets. It acts as
a
down transformer for
cosmic radiation.
Clement says that ''it must be
larly stressed that only Circuits made in strict
accordance with Lakhovsky's directions
should be
otherwise the results will
prove to be
we do
have LakJ:u>vskV''s
and Clement certainly doesn't give
them. You are still free to investigate this

or stnmded.
be done on
in various
(8 inches is one wave length which
has worked well
and make
them into a circle with the ends ovc:~IappinJl.
but with the metal ends insulated or separated from each other. Jl.Jl.<JLJLjij;llJIU>
wire

action of this constant field of radioemaruites from the suramll.os•pn<ere the oscillating circuit
is made to resonate like an instrument in tune
with certain sounds. Thus the osc:illa1:~
circuit creates a field which canalizes and
the cosmic waves necesoscillation.
rollmdi.n~

p.ll:irsical soundness of 1..a1rnovs.1i:v's
s1w11m~ant that about the
rays and ray machines
for t.lle~nre~~pr1~~eaa1b0ve.Onewondersifthis
use by the American Medical Association are the destructive ones ofX-rays and Nazi.ism, wasn't indeed a student of the
atomic radiation for the mis-treatment or W estem Mystery Tradition, perhaps even an
cancer.
Initiate! The Tree of Life is the groundplan
''Since Lakhovsky' s oscillating circuits of our Tradition. On the Tree we show the
were first used for the treatment ofcancerous descent and the ascent
geraniums, an experiment fully described in back and forth from left to right and right to
communications to the French Academy of left across the Middle Pillar, or balance point.
Science, the same method has been successNow for the final paragraph of Chapter
fully applied in Continental hospitals and One. "During recent years observations on
nursing homes.~'
the part of several investigators have estabPhotos of the successful treatment of lished the fact that most animals, including
cancerous geranium plants are included in insects and birds, emit radiations while they
Clement's book, along with the pictures of are also sensitive to the influence ofexternal
the disappearing skin cancers in human be- electromagnetic waves. These radiations
So Clement describes the
features ofl..a.khovsky's work in this first chapter, the simple, one-coil Oscillating Circuit
cosmic rays, and the electricno'wl?!lre11 M1llti1ple Wave Oscillator. There

was
from a !OIJLg-s1taI1tCW:tg
infection of the larynx. which his eminent
colleagues had failed to cure. While in Paris
he met Lakhovsky who advised him to wear
one of his oscillating circuits in the form of
collar.
:rather sK:t:mtical
about this unorthodox. method of treatment
Dr. Araujo wore the oscillating circuit for
several months with the result that he
recovered and has had no relapse since. This
peirsoia.al experience led him to treat his own
patients with Lakhovsky's oscillating circuits.. Having treated over 300 patients suffrom a wide
of diseases

na.s. These were made of metal
seri•ara.tea and
with silk thread.
The
aluminum-foil
circuit
in Bob Beck's adaptation is an easy way to
ex.t~me:nt with the idea.

THE OSCILLATING CIRCUIT
''The diagram on this page shows where
osc:1m:1.tm1g circuits should be worn, i.e.
above the elbows
knees. The effect is intensified if more
than one circuit is worn.. Generally speaking,
the neck and waist are the favoured sites and
about the best results.
"In the
of
theories
organism and
between the
microbes is
a 'war ofradiations'. If the radiations ofthe microbe win
the cell ceases to oscillate and death is the
ultimate result.
on the other
radiacell
the ascendant the mikilled and health is nirfl!,QP.1i"'UP.«i

and

Most of this has been well e:xr>IaJJa.ea
Bob Beck in his article in the November

osc:11111.ari1g circuits around

knees.

report(;id. to your his article, the MWO tends to take the
Director are
my cell back down the time-track to a more
The Nervous Sydem. Gener- own. By mid=moming on Saturday a spinal youthful, more vital period, what would hap.ally speaking I have observed a marked anal- injury from my old, hockey-playing days pen to a person who stayed in the field ofthe
gesic action following the application of the was acting up. Doctors have called it a spasm machine for four hours? Would his vibratory
Multiple Wave Oscillator in all affections in the sacro-iliac area. Ed Skilling invited me rate be speeded up to where he would disap-associated with pain, particularly in the clas- to sit in the rays from the MWO for a couple pear completely? Like the hero of H.G.
of such affections. For ofminutes while the seance room
Wells' "Time Machine"? Anybodywantto
sical cases
example, a patient suffering from cephalagia, readied for testing. Within a minute the try it? It seems, from hints George Van
resulting from violent cranial trauma, for a spasm :relaxed completely and the pain was Tassel bas been dropping over the years, that
duration ofl 0 years, was subjected to a great gone. This was not a permanent change, of his Integratron at Giant Rock, California
variety of treatments, but all in vain. The course, but the analgesic effect was certainly might do something like this-ifand when he
patient was definitely cured after 2 months' noticeable.
gets it working! AP. I recall, both George and
Mrs. Fred Rannenberg, financial secre- the Canadian Saucerian, the late W .B. Smith,
treatment with the MWO. Improvement was
tary ofHarmony Grove anda BSRAssociate, spoke of the four dimensions of electricity:
manifest after only 3 applications.''
Dr. Gentile also reported the effects of told me she had had a sharp pain in the area 1. is the electricity moving in one direction
the MWO on the Central Nervous System, on ofher left hip for over two weeks at the time along a copper wire, 2. is the magnetic field
Chronic Inflammations, on Metabolism, on of the Convention. One 3-minute exposure around the wire, 3. is the static charge created
Disorders of the Cardio-Vascular System, to the rays of the MWO removed this com- bythe first two effects, and4. is Time .... orthe
and on miscellaneous cases. He says he pletely. When I attended the Grove Board ''tempic field'' as Smith called it. The Time
had Field equates with Space, where conscious-adopted the ''technique oflocalized irradia- meeting a week later she said the
tion.
treatment is given still not returned.
present. Seems to me
ness is
every 4 days for a duration of 5-15 minutes
One Associate
a
re- Lakhovsky's Multiple Wave Oscillator is a
per session. This is the technique which bas action to the MWO. She attributed it to gadget which gives us the opportunity .... for
given me the best results after having experi- arsenic poisoning. She had a severe case of the first time· - of approaching the Time
forms
For
earlier in the year. When the machine Field
acceptable
ment, operating in known frequencies.
and debilitated women, was turned on she felt a severe pain
a
weaker application is indicated. her right side, as though someone had jabbed member, that with its circular antennas it
a knife into her. It could be that some of the operates on the~ principle. Each indiIf results are not apparent after 7 or 8
continue until 15-30 am:>nc:an.~ons lead
was still in her
and the vidual antenna in the group is a segment of a
are given at therate ofa single treatment once stirring of the cells in the mid-section pro- 60 degree cone. The 1/2 inch gaps, at altera week. I have never observed any ill-effects duced this reaction. It was endurable, how- nate 180 degrees from each other, conform to
from the MWOtreatment, whateverthenum- ever, and she sat out the exposure without a the alternating principle and give a
that
and or pulsed wave.
ber of applications was in any given case. murmur. The
Moreo1ver_ the
condition of patients she had to put cold compresses on her side to
The next
she felt fme THE SPACE AGE EFFECT
is ~
even if only tempo- get to
rarily, so much so that the patients tJiem- and was eager to take another exposure to the
Copies of our November 1963 Journal
selves sometimes insist on having further multiple waves. This time there was no have gone all over the world. Each day's
neil•ati'\re reaction.
trea1ments... ''
mail brings new orders. We are confident
This chapter on the MWO concludes
The most startling
was the that Lakhovsky' s invention, far ahead of its
with four pages of reports of notable im- woman who had been awake all Saturday time in the 1920s and 30s, bas been
a
provement or cure
American doctors.
with a
headache, an old and new lease on life and will be pushed to its
Chapter Five is concerned with the remarkultimate development on every continent.
the Mult:tp.le
able results obtained
she was sick and nauseated.
was There will be vigorous opposition from the
Wave Oscillator on animals.
suggested that before taldngherto a doctor or right-wing conservatives and reactionaries.
.uv••ll"........... she be
a short exposure to Their resistance will furnish the pla1ttorim
MWO rays. Within minutes all
from which electronic' 'medicine'' will even~
and she returned to her
sweep the world.
and
like a
see the
when a
will be a standard part
home bathroom or c1eans,mg
...........l.11 ................._,

late :saturdlav :atti;~
noon. Before shutting down the eq1liPJne:i1t
sat in the nail-less wooden chair betwee:ii
the antenn.as and gave him.self a three minute
shot ofpulsed waves. Refreshed and revived
he looked forward to a
dinner and the
program.
I don't know of a better Christmas
we could ba]e given the Associates than
idea and the plans for the Lalchovs.'k-:v
researched and so generously offered us
Bob Beck in the true borderland science
tradition. Now it is up to you to carry it
forward in your own individual way. We
welcome your comments, observations
research data as you ~reicm ~Cllui:om.ent
a
program.

AND NOTHING HAPPENED!

in a package. Lakhovsky didn't
agree with this erroneous conclusion. His
was that health is a condition of balforces of the body. ID health
ance of all
is a condition of imbalance caused by your
continue to Dll!~Deltiave.
from the outside, whether
he ·mvtoi:;~enic waves, manipulation, drugs,
medicine or surgery, will only bring te:inporary relief. Pain is an insistent teacher,
you to
your mind; but if you
can't change your mind, how can you change
your
"One
reaction to the exposure
can report is that I took the first one just
It took me three
hours to get to sleep. Several things puzzle
me about the machine we have constructed.
altlJtou~m we have ex1)Cfiimc;:ntc;~d
a Tesla coil of the size your diagram
as one almost twice the size
cannot get a two-inch spark
!W!J!..., antiennaor·resona.tor, 112 to 3/4 ofan
AAV.IJ!-'

on.
my son
fairly well informed on electronics but obviously no expert at his age, 16. He followed

assures me, is
efficient. He also
found he bad to make one
in the
of the Tesla Coil. I have taken four
exposures and the results!
Maybe this lady
to be
nated back to her early twenties. A1J far as we
no such claims have ever been made

abs~olute

maxim.um.

The mention of the two-inch spark was
Mr. Beck's error. 112 to 3/4 inch arcing is all
nr.n1'1ni~i'! and that is adequate to affect notable changes in many
forms of cell life. More power might produce faster changes, and much harm.I Be
cell is so small as to be
mv1s11t>JeWi1:.ho1llt a. nucrc1sc<>ve. Only minute
amounts
are necessary to affect a
to stimulate it or to kill it.

bothering; our
neighbors very much. In any case, we try to
use the oscillator very early or very late in the
day, when few people are using their radios
or TV. I have sent for Cle:inent's
'Waves That
'and Lalchov51)(v's
Secret of Life', not only to better understand
we are trying to work with but also
the anxious hope that I will find out
our
machine does not have the affect it apparently should have.'•
Let me assure you, good lady, there is no
single cure-all for man's ills. The clue to
better health is in the
statemc;:nt of
the Savior of our race: ''AJJ a man thlnketh
in his
so is he.'' Pain is still the
teacher in the world and will be for a
long time to come. I don't know what your
physical condition is and it's none of
business; that's betweoo you and your
tor.
of frustration
and thwarted
back to childhood and even into
energy
going to be broken up and dis:sim:tted
night. If you have consciously
-- ··u·-··-flouted Cosmic
or have turned them to
your own selfish
the consequences
this misbehavior will have to be worked out
at this level. The occult scientist calls this
Fixed Karma. In this connection, one
favorite teachers, Dion
re:ininds us:
"What cannot be cured must be c;:ndured.
Ifthe Lakhovsky oscillator does have an

relieving drugs; it does not leave a residue
over-loaded liver

WORD OF A SIMILAR
UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Is this latter not a
bit of news?"
Both cheering and discouraging. The
basic principle discovered by Lakhovsky is
certainly available to the mental
of
other sincere researchers, so let us keep it
alive by all means. But
a revolution
the ultra-conservative
of the
developments will~ allowed to threaten the
position of the
industry.
•'In their discussion ofthe power source,
the physicist suggested my brother use a wetcell car battery, #50, 39 plates, 70 A.H. We
are using one too and it makes a much better
spark from the antenna, although it still is no
greater than 112 to 3/4 inch. It does seem
stronger. Of course the machine is not so
portable with such a heavy
brother had only one exposure at this
but he reports a noticeable ID111>rovemlln-~1rm1I

for months. On the
report on the use of my own machine is
somewhat less
lb.e
tive results concern my husband. After his

attacks of bursitis there for some 15 years;
for which he had taken
short
treatments.
wave, and even
attacks were severe. He has since taken
another exposure, but neither this nor
first one seemed to

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH
EXPECTED!

HOW OFI'EN AND BOW LONG?
"With the mention of two successive
I get to what is the
im1>ort:ant que:sncm in the use of the
one has explained why exposures
are suggested at
intervals. Is it
harmful or useless to take them more freWhen one is uncomfortable or in
p~ one is anxious to rid oneself of the
discomfort as quickly as possible. And to
have to. wait four more days for additional
im·oro1veiinei11t seems
if there is
no harm in the exposures. have exposed
at more
intervals and still
have observed no reactions?"
The
exposure rate of fifteen
minutes every four days came from Dr.
Gentile's extensive researches with Lakhovl 930s. This.is

a retired lieutenant colonel of the British

anyone, for a few cents. At most hardware
stores, for a few cents per foot, one can
twin electric cable insulated with white rub.........JL..,.,.,.......,. Get the smaller size
114 inch
42 strands
wire. Slit an end with a .knife and the

without llarmuJlg
Whether or not this holds true for
OJX~t1on and effect of the La.Jmovs.K:v
duces inductance and generates an altematcurrent. Circuits may
exposure
stay in all
Who's going to
is borderland research and you are
for new knowI-

''AB for
half-dozen exposures and cannot in

your letter.
"I am so excited and
of the
,,,,,.,,,...,,,.... ,of this
machine that I do not

instruments aac;:quiate:Iy,
became more and more conservative.
would show reactions, resem1bllirg
old fashioned Flu, after a few days following exposure to the o~illato:r. I :realized
we were using too much power, so cut the
several times with good results; but we
Germany for the Government to explore Electro-biology and Biophysics in its application to electro-medical
equipment. I felt it· wise to destroy the
machines so injudicious use would not be
indulged.. The possibilities have intrigued
me ever since. It looks as though you have
solved most if not all of the problems involved. Bence my :renewed interest. The
excess power upset the enzyme
of
·the body,, or as some felt, distorted the double
electric layers of charge carried on the cells,
the
of virii

ate these force fields. Here is where application to cancer can be optimistically explored."
state, Doc! Here
California the medical association has decreed that only four forms of treatment for

and death.
flow from the
and thumb is here and must be rec,ow:iliZed.
We have demonstrated it
its effect on
Yeast
viewed under the mt<::rm1eo1M!:
.&~..-•..&.&;. Whether it comes from

of mucous and other
emnmatu:m cJr.umne1s. and until this is elimimted one would have a cold or flu and the
usual aches and pains which generally go
with such a condition.
An.other doctor stopped by here not long
ago to tell of his sad experience in trying to
use
electronic
in
medical practice '"'for those suffering pa..."' .........,,,., "
'"'"'''U1.~.. uv1• ""'lLV'o'U.
high-frequency machine produced a two-

Even a Faraday cage
of this monster.
Finallyhewascalled beforethecountymedia
cal board to explain what he was doing. The
pre:seIJtte<J. a staggering combination of
fatuous conceit and stubborn iw:itonmce.
''They
to know anything about
the affects of radio waves on the
and
didn't care!''

"The new application of short wavearticle'• wrote the Editor of Radio News, ''is
ofthe:mosttmportmtew~14>UIJ~ andwe
are pleased. to present to our readers this
article
Mr. Georges
the well
known French scientist. The ext:>ertments
desaibed were carried out in collaboration
with several doctors and scientists of high
sw:i.au:tg and it seems from results obt:run.ea.
that the very
treatments will
play an important role in the future. We shall
publish in a later issue another article on this
new
effects of ultra
radio frequencies in the treatment of diseases
in human beings.''
Since November 1923 I have published
in various technical and radio publications,
these elements that the cells detect outside
only the results ofthe emission and reception
by living beings. While developing
this theory, I explained how thoroughly I was
convinced that· science will
some
not only the nature of microbes
the
radiation which
but also a
method
disease bacilli
means of the

For
let us suppose a cell vi- the effect of these ultra radio trec1uei1cit::s.
brates at a certain frequency and a microbe altlJLOUj:$ I remained for a great many
vibrates at a different frequency; the microbe near the apparatus, during the treatmeiit apbegins to fight the cell, and sickness is started. plied to the living cells. It is only wheii two
Ifthe cell cannot repel the stronger vibrations living beings such as a cell and a microbe, are
the
and if the amplitude of its ovvn vibration in contact, that the rays produced
decreases, the microbe gains and its vibrations in decreasing and stopping those of the feet upon cellular structure.
cells, bring dangerous sickness oi: death.
on the contrary, the living cell is started WORK IN A FRENCH HOSPITAL
The experimmts which I carried out at
vibrating with the proper amplitude by inside
or outside causes, the oscillatory attack is the Salpetriere Hospital in Paris, in the service and with the collaboration of Prof.
repulsed. Such is my theory.
The problem is somewhat similar to the Gosset, were made with plants inoculated
situation in which a rescuer :fmds himself with cancer, and the results were described in
when, coming to help a friend in a dangerous a paper preseJited on July 26, last year, before
situation, findshimselffighting hand to hand the Biological Society.
against strong aggressors. The rescuer does follows.
''One knows that it is possible to pronot dare to fire his gun; fearing to harm his
friend mixed up with the aggressors in the duce by inoculation offiacteriUmtumefaciens
melee. Similarly, microbes and healthy cells in plants tumors similar to those ofcancer in
are exposed to electric or radio-active action, animals. One of us obtained experimootally
this method, a great number of tumors.
which could be used to destroy the unwanted
rays and it is difficult to suppress them These had various degrees
without harming or killing at the same
Someofthem
or at least the
the cells which are to be treated.
mtirely until the mtire
scientists have been constantly limb bearing the tumor dies. Evm removed
searching for means of destroying microbes.
surgical
these grew
The great
with all methods found sick limb.
was that in destroying the bacillae, the cell
"We propose to
in this paper,
was attacked too. The experience gained in the action of electromagnetic waves
cancer and tuberculosis treated with radium, high frequency obtained
means of the
or ultra..violet rays, shows how diffi.. Radio-Cellular-Oscillator of
Lacult is the work of the investigators.
This apparatus
wavelmgths of the order of two meters and
RADICALLYNEWMETIIOD
corresponding to 150 million cycles per secThe remedy in my opinion j.s not to kill ond. A first plant was submitted to the effect
the microbes in contact with the healthy ofradiation one month after being inoculated
cells, but to reinforce the oscillations of the with cancer; at this time small tumors of the
cell either directly by reinforcing the radio size of a cherry stone were visible upon it.
of the blood or in
on the This plant was submitted to the rays
cells a direct action
means of the
for three hours each time. During the follow1924 I
to
rays.
days, the tumors continued to grow rapand with the purpose
an apparatus which I have called Radio-Cellular-Os-

from the limb .exactly as in the first case.
in this case, the healthy parts of the
plant were not affected in the least. A third
plant exposed to the radiations for nine hours,
that three treatmoots of three hours each,
was cured in the same manner as the two
others. Sixteeii plants also inoculated with
cancer, were left without treatmmt.
have tumors in full activity, several ofwhich
are very large. These experiments show
conclusively that plants inoculated·with cancer can be treated and cured by means ofthe
ultra radio frequoocy vibrations, whereas
surgical treatmmt fails.
"Such are the results
researches
with plants. At the presmt time, similar
experimmts are being carried out with animals and it seems that the effect on cancerous
animals is the same as on cancerous
"I am
pleased
my
theory and the results of my work in a sciootific review of the United States, this great

conclusive results not
of two meters, but with
wa've-.1mm.ns. The main
number

This
1925 article from Radio
some of
News magazine shows how
LaJ::hovsJt::v's theories have been known in
America. lhi.s ai1ic.leV1ras .filrlllisltiedto
an Associate who had met the RussianFrooch sciootist in New York. He claims also
to have visited several times the New York
uv~•lf.'.11.\!.<r;&JI. which set up
Multi..Wave Oscillator and saw the
No information
on the machine or its effects could be elicited
....."""'!-'......... authorities and in the
shielded room was Cl!Slcnai:1tle1d aild

able to
lander who can be ofhelp. Until the medical
authorities come forth with official approval
ofthis radical approach to the state of imbalance or un-health attributed to disease, no
one but a fool would go into commercial
production of this kind of
in
America today. It is now said to take a
minimum of $300,000 in research money
and three years
to
mediacceptable data.
HOW DR. JAMISON WAS TRAPPED
In a letter dated
1967, Dr.
Jamison enclosed this news
from the
Modesto Bee: "Turlock
Veterinarian
Stanton L. Jamison yesterday was fmed $249

are the actual
Jamison's machine was convicted of grand
theft two weeks ago in Los Angeles after
selling a similar machine to a Food and Drug
agent under false pretenses.
who was manufacturing and
Beck MWO for $250.)
"After Jamison's c011Vi4:;tic1n l'esterdlav.
Damrell called for imposition of a prison
term for the veterinarian. Ifhe had received
the maximum penalty, he could have been
sentenced to 18 months in jail and fined
"We felt very
on
,, said
"because Jamison could easily be=
come a menace to many innocent victims
trmollll~Olllt the state.••

human
for cancer. A
women and three men returned a verdict of
on one count
medicine
without a license and two counts of advertisare
seen in another case and treatment was
decision
a tvvo
Jamison defended himself...

has to be tackled before MWO can be used
with confidence. I think MWO treatment
tul:Jterc:war cc:tses Also
in cases where there is a hemorrhagic tenwould do more harm than good.
''Neuritis seems to respond nicely to
this treatment. Sciatica is defmitely cured by
this. Some cases of Rheumatism and Arthritis are
at first
the
imt>rmremtent does not last much
I
cannot understand the reason for this eccentric behavior. I think there must be some=
with the ttec1ue:i1c1e:s.

used

The only frequency readings we have on
an MWO were those submitted by Bob Beck
originally, :from the output of his own machine. ''It radiates RF interference over
bandpass of 15 Kil0cycles to well beyond
FM and
250 Megacycles. This blocks
Television reception for hundreds
But so does
razor, and I've
using one for years. I was told by a sailor that
electric razors are very effective as ''scramblers'' for knocking out the electronic bnim
of guided missiles, and have been so used as
defensive equipment during missile exercises on aircraft carriers at sea. No one has
furnished us with RF output figures from
original La.khovsky equipment, either at the
New York hospital or from Europe. If anyone has these figures I hope they will be kind
enough to forward them to you. Lakhovsky's
available technical record is very slim.
''An AsSociate writes' A very good psychic in Florida gave the following, ma sitting
devoted to the MWO. 1uis nc•t m1yV1rheJre near
developed to its potential. It
ampIU:icatioxis to be made. The use of the
the auric
thus
it can
the individual.
is
done with the work of the seven rays of life.
The MWO should be
conjunction
with the radionics instrument.' What about
this radionics instrument? I would appreciate it if you can throw some light .on this. 0
Sorry
the punitive hand of the
American Medical Association has driven
radionics builders and users uncla'Juo1ima.
here in the United States. No one but a fool
like me would stand up on the :firing line.
J!jll~~uiw1u isn't quite the
state America
is and you can
information

----- MED!CAL RESEARCH SUPPORTS
LAKHOVSKY THEORY!
That's our headline, and it's derived from news clips loaned to us by
an Associate. One especially is from the New York "Times» for Friday, Aug. 19, 1960 by John Osmundsen.
The heading says that
Chang:es in HwnM ~This is merely
of what Georges
Lakhovsky proved with his pioneering work in Paris hospitals in the

1920s!
"New and possibly important biological effects of radio and radar
waves were reported at a three-day scientific meeting that concluded
here yesterday. One scientist told of producing 'a profound molecular change' in human gamma globulin with specific wave lengths of
radio waves in the high
to very high frequency, or VHF
range.
•Alterations so created in . the molecules that constitute an
tant part of the body's defense apparatus were accompanied
at
least a fourfold increase in their biological activity, the scientist said.
'The changes can be
under widely
conditions of
voltage, power,
and
the
of the
.Lalmc1vsli:.v's original theoThis is obvious in reporter

pictures are rei:iro~dluc:ea
To continue with the
"said Col.
one of the foremost experts on
biological effects
microwaves,
speaking of these recent advances, 'Our work has progressed suffi...
ciently for us to be fairly certain that the beneficial uses to which tllis
energy may be put will greatly outweigh any harmful results it may
produce in men.' All this of course does not mean we should
that uncontrolled microwave energy can be dangerous. But like
or X-rays, microwaves can,
used intelligently and with understanding and respect for the hazards involved, be among man's most
valuable tools."

MWO USE IN A NEW YORK HOISP1lTAcL
Georges ~ovsky crossed the Atlantic to New York City in
there to observe the effects of his MWO under controlled, teclmical
conditions in a New York Hospital. A
beneficial results of MWO treatments ill ap1pe11:lded
lation of his
-Tue Secret of
on
201. These treatments were given
ht to Aug. 21st
name of the hospital and of each patient are withheld for ethical rear
sons.

x.
O.P.

F.

Endocervicitis. Abdom.
Periarthritis of shoulder
after first treatment,
condition good
Marked ilm:>rm.rem1ent
after two treatments,
stitfnet11 diminished

apto cause more comment at the conference than
any
for the effect of radio
on human gamma globulin in
not a result of
Bach that the increased biological activity
mc1lec:UIE!S as measured
a rabbit serum sensitized to
them
have resulted from an
of their structure, thus

M.K
M.O.

AE.

c.v.
M.D.

THEYWGHTEVENCURECANCER
Later in 1960 an electronics maflazine
prc~ce4eclilngs of this Fourth

S.L.
B.M.
claim of a

M.L.
M.B.
M.O.
S.S.

S.C.N.
RL.

General Chronic Arthritis
Arthritis of ankle
t"o11to1>er:ati'\re fracture
.1U1um1us. both knees
General arthritis
Epicondylitis of elbow
Chronic arthritis

8
7
10

General arthritis
Arthritis and circwru:ory
disturbances
Arthritis of ankle and knee

1

6

i

recurrence
Marked

Chronic aczema of Axilla
2
Severe
from duodenal 2
ulcer

in both
for one year gave
relief. Treatment
was instituted.
After one treatment
stated that he felt better. After four treatone treatment in
ments
felt so much better that he took
two
Case 5.
42: Patient cmnoJlaiI1ed
lower left back and
examination of the
of the interverteshowed calcification at the anterior
tenth and eleventh
discs between the ninth and tenth and
vertebrae. There was also a
scoliosis of the lumbar
TreatLa.Jl\.hcwsi:evs M.W.O. was instituted. After the first treat~
fifth treatment imorCJ1veine1nt

say you never
rac11mA1a,re treatment
was bramiE'd
article "Hucksters ofPainiii. There Dn. Smith, Street, Camem,
and Blackberg had their answer to "government support for
expanded :research"'. Fortunately, not every American ill going to
take this kind of libel without striking back at the mouthpieces of the
vested interests who lend themselves so
to control of the mass
mind. Read
news
from the Los
"Times"' for Nov.

too old to Jerurn md I find it i11 very

ma:~ine,

1963:

"SATIJRDAY EVENING POST SUED FOR
.MILLION"
"New York - The Saturday Evening Post, still smarting from one of
the largest libel awards in history, was hit Thursday with another libel
suit demanding $7.5 million.
"The suit was filed in Federal District Court here by the Dia.pulse
of America, manufacturer of a machine that employs
ru11n-tireciue11cv waves in the treatment of infections and infia.mmamc.IUClmg; arthritis. The company said it was defamed in an
"The
of Pain", which appeared in the Aug. 2,4.
edition of the magazine. The article dealt with quack remedies for
arthritis. The suit seeks
million in
and
million in eXE!mJllruy d:am:ages.
the

I sent to the Health Science
Sussex,
md Free Healing", md also "The
That Heal~ and
that there are healing waves in the air
we breathe. I am a sensitive with the pendulum. The book told to
take an insulated
wire and find the· positive md negative ends
with the
so would know which end to put to the left side
of
to the
md the ends overlapping. If you
in place, wrap m elastic band around them. For me,
clockwise for negative and back and forth for
positive. First use of the wire came when I skinned my shin with a
five-inch gash. The bleeding made me sick md I had to lie down. I
wire circuit, got up md put it on just above the knee. It
a long time for sores to heal on my body but this
in three
time and showed only a narrow line about the
width of small yam. This convinced me that the oscillating circuit
wasn't foolish.
"I loalled
school student that was
would interest him but he made all mmner

A "HOPPED UP MWO" IS DANGEROUS!
to draw final conclusions regarding my e:xperience1
Multi-Wave Oscillator, a word of warning ii
oovverE~d. mine with a 250
10 KV oil burner tramDYNAMJTE alld
be fatal if too
001we1~eo

and the resonator to the
occ:asioni:lliv a week
to
third. 10 hours after the
first high-power exposure I felt
running instead of walkmg (age
and walked all around town and back, about six mtles and no
tiredwess, whereas two miles would tire me before. That first exposure
was about ten minutes for me and four for the wife (age 75). Immediate reaction for me was a moderately
sensation of tingling
from head to foot for about three hours before I could get back to
None of this for the wife.
as aforementioned, I felt on top
2,4.
after
however, the wife md I developed
llrana-aa<1av of all colds md flu symptoms that we'd ever had. I
my real cold or
in 15
This one
such an
amount of mucus md toxic waste as
never seen before in my life.
before wore off.
lasted two
until your brochure
all had me
.t.in,gin,eer--.t"hysic::im Associate. He told that

From

LAK.HOVSKY OSCILJ..ATING CIRCUITS
~e danger of strong reaction to a hopped up MWO, as told in the
June Journal, reminds me of my experience with the single circuits.
Months ago I wrote to CoL A E. Powell and he sent me single circuits
to wear around waist, neck etc. This I did for two months or so, daily.
rd been· under the weather
to
for benefit.
I had
successive colds - soxne~:hitlie I never, never had in my life before, even
It never once dawned
on me it
oscillating circuits; now I
wonder?»
A California Associate

Yes, it had been the experience of others that the apparently
powerle11 Oscillating circuit, of only one wire looped around the body,
can produce a strong reaction on Jiving tbsue. A San Francisco Associate told us during our May trip north that she received a wire
and forgot about it.
from Co. Powell and wore it to bed that
Early in the morning she awoke with such a violent
through her
middle she thought she'd die! She lay there and
it out until the
pain left and went back to sleep. In the
she awoke refreshed
and ready to go, with the oscillating circuit still around her middle. It
to dawn on her that this was the cause of the
but it also
the
condition.
the time we
were
weeks
had not returned. ~JllA:l!Juiu}I
permanent cure of any condition can be expected unless
is changed, and if a
cause in mind, emotions or
ind!ul.em2 his vices, me
circuits may

RC., Yucca

Calif.

From

munoltlet describing the Lalk.hc1vslw
Wave Oscillator. I was
first man that bought this instrument in New York in 1940, on the advice of a
who saw it
developed a face
a medical congress in Vienna. My young son
lesion. It was diagnosed as tubercular. I was having
office at
that time With a progressive :MD. I was practicing dentistry. Her
success with the MWO was phenomenal, but when she
to treat
cancer cases the American Medical Association
after
and revoked our licenses. I had translated some
works
came
to my
into English from the French. Professor
New York office. He told me the Pope was using one of his instruments. The success obtained in the hospitals was excellent but the
SUJJJDx·essed. The
died of a broken heart.
the AMA, the
and the
u ....... u .....c:

HE PREFERS VITIC TO MWO

"'nm SECRET OF LIFE"

"Penonally, while feeling the passage of the high tension flow from
the antenna of the Multi-Wave Oscillator, I found no beneficial effect.
On the other hand, the Associate with whom I obtained the MWO
realized definite improvement. He bas kept
the use and told me
that he is feeling steadily better and la.ya
improvement to the
use
the outfit. Some years ago I had frequent conferences
medium) -with one who was said to be Madame Blavatsky.
the course of these talks she dismissed the subject of electricity as of
little value in
with a
of
That in the
vaJlnahlie matters. I am led
and
cure,
a trol.lblesome
the use of a magnet.
Other treatments had been of no value. I made no
of this until
fa.ct was definite. The use
the
the m~~estions

"I loaned my copy of Lakhovsky's 'The Secret of Life' to
praetor, also your Journal. He had one build and Pve been
treatments from him on the Multi-Wave Oscillator. After two treatments I
an. awful cold and I have never blown so
mucous out of my nose. Also, after each treatment, would leave me
weak. I would have to lie down several times a
There
was a reaction but
bad sinus condition has cleared up considerable. I also had
With my liver and there were so
that I hadn't been able to eat, for 15
Now can eat
them and
them. The MWO is ce1tai:n1v

A

will be under no cmnpwsiio:n to pay,
are satista1CtCJ~ry!
Wfhere are no
but there are incurable patients!
~ith the MWO we have not gotten uniform results classified by
the disease the patient had. About two out of ten people do not
.... a•ll-'""H'-" to the MWO unit at all. You had
as well breathe on
I
should consult an alleloas
better by conven~
You might say our cases were selected, as
came to us in th~ last stages of sheer desperation - coi:ivE~nti.on:al.
ods (including chiropractic) having failed.
"Some of these (not many) also do not respond to the MWO.
usually respond to spiritual healing methods when this happens.
have not figured out good as yet. Once in awhile an arthritic
will claim to have been worsened by the unit. This occurs usually in
an arthritic With arthritis in a number of joints. One treatment seems
to break the poison loose in their body, and they fall like the wrath of
about two days after. Get them in immediately and run them
and everything is alright.
sum it all up, I have got so I do not care what disease a
person has
as it is not an acute infectious disease, or a
recent
case.
been afraid to try it on either of these as all
to fall over dead while on the unit
would need is for
we
be
suits or
HCN in a gasper
chamber... The unit regenerates the whole body."

some of the statements
a brief
of mine
aluminum
process so ended up With
circuit boards so my
(antennas) are copper. I
have good arcing between first four rings. Can make 'em all arc if I
point of wooden pencil near the smallest, but pencil must be
certain way or rn get knocked on my haunches.
"I ended up With a 9 in. Tesla coil. Tried 7, 6 and 5 but ended up
with nine. The trouble here was with leakage between primary and
It was terrific until I took means to reduce to a minimum.
The transistorized drive I use is partially a hangover from the days of
when I used transistorized
in my qne vehicle. The ignition
ratio and since the coil was
The
yu•c:a1.11uu

Wish you had cut aluminum antenna rings after all. For some rea1on,
between
builds
cleaned off periodically.
didn't offer us a schematic of the
original Lakhovsky equipment he saw. He said it was housed in a 300
lb. cabinet. The antennas were of circular-formed pipe rings. The
outside ring wa1 two feet in diameter. There was a large, 1>1il'!rl:;u-RM
Tesla Coil driving each antenna. This is a professional
signed to impress the patient. It al.so probably puts out enough static
to antagonize the neighbors for blocks around. We believe Bob Beck
deserves all credit for grasping the principle of
wave
gation developed by Lakhovsky
radio's infancy in the
and redesigning it into a simpler,
device for orEiseirat-<1av
derland research .

LATER COMMENT ON
"The key factor is that the rings MUST arc profusely all around the
There
circumference of the outside and 1lllRD ring
is no effe~ either on a calibrated Hewlett-Packard field
or physiologically, at the target frequencies if this arcing
not
shock~xcite the rings. And yet I have seen at least three machines
that did not have sufficient voltage from the Tesla Coil to even drive
the outside ring, let alone the third element! It would be a shame
invalidate the device because of this. Some of the machines fve seen
drive the Model T Coil from an A. C. transformer! The obvious
here is that the coil's vibrator is a resonant device SU'P•PIVinJC
ma1.K&·an1ctHJ1re~~ voltages
to the
mary at the designed frequency. Since
120 ti.mes a second, the chances of the T coil points •br·ealdnil(
precise instant that the 60-cycle house current is at a.
is about one in
And even it fires 'sometimes', the
modulated with
120 cycle line {twice the 60 cycle frecme11cv,
each cycle has two peaks, both a positive and a nes;rati'veJ.
"Try it at 300 me. and 10 kmc. on a ne1a-st:rellillltll
ti.me. You'll see what I mean. The Tesla Coil, mcidenta.uy.
convenient supply of free electrons. The cascade of electrons o:r
voltage' breaks down the air's resistance {by
and then drives
rings
the antenna rings. But if the drive is interrupted,
absorb and resonate properly. At any rate, it is difficult to
Hewlett-Packard meter, and I'd like to see the
lowed, at least for the :first year. l!ll

AN IMPORTANT MODIFICATION
"The greatest modification to date was the discovery of a box of war
very high voltage rectifiers in a bin at a Burbank electronics
store .. The 30,000 to 60,000 volt selenium stack rectifiers ... eliminates
the
for a tunable
and
the Tesla
also lowers

BEWARE THE PUNITIVE ...........,...,,,..,.,
Calif:

"Police desw'ibed the a!>lPaI'atl.!S
With four-inch metal
to the room.. The theory was to delten:nirae
pendulum and th~n proceed to
negative polarity to positive
With the
volt device. Chief Viarengo said

A

a

mv·estJipi:lon into
bee began receiving co1npJlain.ts
was charged for treatnlent,
were
expected to make donations to the
Dr. Jamison headed the
state poultry lab here for a
He will be
on the
charges in Turlock Judicial Court next
"111 a statement released
his arrest,
said the
'multiple wave oscillator'
tronic gadgets
many complaints. However, he
the exception that proves the rule.
"'The unit suffers from a sort of
association' with other
electronic
to the
where serious doubt would be the

many
fied medical men
healer will follow up my

COPPER BRACELET CURES "TENNIS ELBOW"
News Item from Crosby Golf Tournament at Pebble Beach, Califorup
nia a year ago. 1/24(10: "Bert Yancey one had to
of a nervous breakdown. He also came close to quitting
sional tour last year because of a 'tennis elbow. But he didn't
because he found a remedy endorsed by Australian tennis,_..--_, ......
Newcombe and
Roche. The so-called remedy is a $7.50
as 'The Absorber' or a 'Voodoo
wrist to correct an arthritic condiwears one on his
tion in his
and he has worn it for the past five tournaments,
including the $150,000 Bing Crosby National Pro-Am, which he leads
two strokes at 137 going into today's third round.
"'I don't know why it works, but it does,' said
old former West Point cadet who finished third m the
Atlanta Classic last
confirmation from Newcombe and
i:Ullut:1t11.lS, that it would work.

From the

'I don't know for sure,

'one of the oldest and most vicious swindles'. ill
These
by the Arthritic Foundation and the
general are of course; utterly worthless. They are not based on the results
of intelligent scientific research, but are based on the profit motive of
the medical trust. The electrical nature of liVing cells was established
beyond any shadow of a Ldoubt two generations ago, by the .sound
theories and research of Dr. Abrams in San Francisco and Georges
Laldlo1vs~;,v in Paris. Thousands of
tests since then have
proven conclusively that body .cells have polarity, and that in an unbalanced or unpolarized condition, disease or injury, the subtle oscillations of a Wire coil or loop will restore polarity. Sad to say, there is
nothing of this in the training of medical students today and it is left to
Borderland Science to carry the torch. The honest, straightforward
testimony of public figures like Bert Yancey, ·Tony Roche and John
Newcombe is ridiculed by the witch doctors of authority for medicine.

TAJDNG YOUR

PILLS!

orders from above Harry Nelson interviewed Dr.John Calabro,
the arthritis authority at University of California. in Los Angeles, "He
out that the bracelets may seem to work because arthritis can
irm>rm1e s1:>or1w1eCJ1usJly and it is easy for
person to associate W.s
muorove1ne11t with the ..,,. ......,.,.•., ...
it's OK to wear the bracelet providing they do all
I ask them to
' said Dr. Calabro." Including, of
puircnase of poisonous pain killers at fancy prices. How
seiE!nWic i'rl•t11>annr does Dr. Calabro have when he and his uniaccepts fat research contracts from the medical trust? Is it any
that
students are publicly questioning
the morals and
professors? They are told that the goal
of a
is the search for truth - at least that is what the Chanpublic speeches. But when the student gets to the
finds that the search is for profitable products for ind.usmaintain a well established profit position.

LAKH:OVSKY

wihank
the late

OR OPEN cmcmTS

for the clarification of the Lakhovsky belts described by
Powell in his publication. I tried what you suggested and
I finally understood what he meant and I believe
like this:

Associates have separate
insulated wire.
white insulated wire seems ..,. ..,,t<:..""n1,,
hygiene angle, seeing that it is usually worn next to the skin.

OUR LOOP-THE LOOP PROJECT
"It looks to me like the Lakhovsky loops work noi:neiopi:lthica!Jly.
not the copper element, per se, but the loop the loops it makes,
ing back into the body forces which the body is throwing oft: It's an
automatic homeopathic prescription, each body being its own

cist.
"The Yogi does it when he goes into suspended animation,
re-breathing his own air. Urine therapy, drinking one's own mine, as
described by Armstrong, is homeopathic. An ostrich putting his head
in the sand breathes his own air. Breathing into a paper bag and
re-breathing the contents is a specific cure for old age pains and hicDianetics was mental homeopathy, i.e., the original book but
not no more. Dianetlcs is re-thinking one's own thoughts. You imbibe
your own aberrations, attaching like with like. Homeopathy is like a
It's Isis picking
the
feedback system. Gods ate their own
The smaller the dose the more
cure. Etc. Etc.
me two kits of three
Maybe I can fatten
them.Ji>
P.
.r101rerlce. Arizona

HE FEELS LIKE A NEW PERSON
"'I read that part in the Journal about the copper wire loop; so
did
one around me and sure
the osc:filc:l.tini2' :nilotton
me down. It sure was a sensational
because
so bad I though I would spin off, even though I do
On occasion I also
a terrific
in
me to sit down,
a great pressure espieci:aJJy
stalilding over the stove preparing meals for maybe three to four
at a time. The customers
couldn't understalild how I stood up
under pressure of serving so many
Seems like mass
t.ion.
"So with this new item I feel like a new person! And rm
to
experimental kits, to see how it comhave you send me one
the
pares to what I hooked up on myself. Of couirse
on and this is
about siX hours since I
it on. Ji>

J. M. S.,

South

vi:ii11..uw.1CJ1.

"Enclosed is a check for membership renewal and for five sets
e,q)erirmmtw loops. I want to compare the effects of the .LaJU1c1vsJi;.y
bands which I
tennis customers. I am very active in tennis
The results with this band are very
"

When
needed on the radio towers,
men
hesitate to
on,
cl..U-nb up and work for hours while the station was putting out a steady
five to ten thousand watts of power. I don't recall any of them suffering any ill effects such as internal bleeding. Yet their tools would get
so hot because of the strong field that they would have to wear gloves
nai1Cllin.1?: them!
was these
currents caused
an inert
of metal in the
field that Bob Beck was concerned
in the 'MWO to ca.use heating in bits of
if one can't strip down for an exposure. The
say a
or a ring, might reduce the efficiency of
field in that area but we didn't worry about this when testing the
equipment we had for a short while in 1964. I don't think Dr.
Bhattacharya should either. The machine seems to produce results

BASIC NEW AGE PHYSICS

M111m-w~tvP.

Oscillator he is
The results are
those svs:ternaA:icalllY r•~corded and
over a long perlod by the late Dr.
cor1ce1:nllltg his orgone therapy. Reich was the discovore:-mai:emu and mass-free - which he named
improvement of the appetite, the reversal of rheumatism and
arthrltis even to structural changes, the
reduction of tumors and
the
effects are all to be
in Reich's massive clinical
Dr. Bhattacharya's reports, plus others
eXJ)er:iences with the 'MWO serve to confirm my
ous
this unit as
in
over two years
ago. In essence, the MWO is a device for orgone therapy. It achieves
its
results because it is a generator of primary energy, or at
least
for
energy.
a modest extension of physical vision who will
opE~rat:m,g: 'MWO under conditions of indirect, rather dim
see for himself that
energy from the
of
condenses prolifically beconcentration is many times that which

of the
or other
accessible member may be ex1oosee1. Stl!;r.orumv_
there is the reaction of the specific biological energy of the inclividual
organism, from within, to the stimulus of the secondary waves, which
it rushes to combat.
Under the laws of primary energy first discovered by Reich, the
patient, as a living organism, is a stronger vital system than the MWO.
Accordingly the patient attracts and withdraws the charge of primary
energy produced by the device. This is in direct contradiction to formal electrical laws, and as such is typical of the criteria that rule primary energy. 'f4e continued emissions of the Lakhovsky unit provide
a continuous concentration of primary energy on which the patient
draws. Just how long this process should be allowed to continue, per
treatment, is where we run afoul of allopathic (MD) thinking.
The acquisition of a strong primary energy charge by the ailing
organism results in a reversal, or at least in the reduction oflife-negative,
i.e. diseased, processes. Reich found with his orgone accumulators
a
as the
that the reduction of tumors was not as
auto-infection resulting from the overloading of the excretory apparatus. The debris and bacilli from the diminishing tumors must be elimiand unfortunately, because the excretory apparatus is l:re1ammt1v
involved in the general putrefaction of which the tumor is
this was the
in
such cases, in Reich's
The medical lectures of Rudolf Steiner,
contain one of the
master keys to successful therapy, particularly appropriate to the use
of the MWO. Steiner points out that what the ailing organism needs is
the significant, vital impulse in the right direction, then careful
ma:n~l(erneirnt as it recovers out of its own forces. This was also
view of another genius, the late Dr. Ruth Drown, who knew from
experience how important the first impulse back to health is for the
sick individual.
Hence, it seems that the old allopathic urge to convulse the patient with therapy, to repeat the massive dose again and again, is
something that should be resisted in using the MWO, at least where
tumors are being dealt with. The idea of applying the MWO in daily
closes may stand in need of modification. We are all to some degree
creatures of gross, non-vital thinking that stands behind our allopathic
train and think
medical civilization, and we will need to
ourselves out of the absurdity that the massive dose is the sine qua
non of therapeutic success.

full. As
as
wander in these fields,
themselves the
that
energy
evitable, unavoidable and inescapable concomitant life-positive, mass-free energy whose criteria and laws are
exact
The best testiopposite of the energy accepted by formal
mony to Reich's tremendous contribution to
advancement is
that he died in a U.S. Federal Prison. As all Borderlanders know,
innocent bumblers die in bed in their own
status quo.

From the

1966 .1o·onlal of Borderland. Re.search:

MWO SURGERY AT SHASTRI VILLAGE
RELATED MATTERS
by Al Goeke
I believe you and the Associates would like to hear the latest
Naihati, West
India
ments from Dr. A K
of
Multi-Wave Usc::m~ttor
the Beck
using in his
there.
"'The other day I had an unique exi>e:nenc:e
think this should be
I was
After four sittings, once a week, she had a
there was some inflammation with pus
take a further
After about five minutes
burst inside the mouth and five
of stone came out. When
I found that she had an operation two years beCalculi was extracted, but the surgeon
remained behind. The MWO treatment
matter
paves the way for research with Gall Stones and
operation. This
else had
Kidney Stones. I would like to know
like mine.
''This time I can
ment you sent. A
I

THE TRUE-BLUE ROOT CAUSE OF DIS-EASE
As far as unexpected hemorrhaging from the
festations are

I think the or<>blem

nine

Some time ago a BSRA associate spent

is not to scale.

parts that is
end of the copper wire as

the base as

but

imJDOI'tal'llt.

a
""'"'"'""'n1"" d.istanc<es between antennas,

subject

sparking is much the same and the
are
critical, lj32nd, plus or minus, works just as well. Gap
1/4 inch tungsten. The present primary circuit capacitor is .0015 Micro Farads, but this also is not at all critical, can be varied up to .0025
and still give much the same· sparking and effect on
"I tried
#'18 Formvar wire, heavy ins11llat:ed,
on the secondaries, to shorten coil and get tighter c011plllng,
to secondary, but coil was too short and flashed over from
to
just plug it in and use it, no tuning manipulation of any kind
required. The input of 115 VAC to the 10,000 volt oil burner
transformer is only 17 VA
the 75 watt
as a
resistor. Never use more than a
watt
This is all I can take.
More power becomes rapidly depressing.
the full 250 VA out
of the transformer I once used, with a 5/8 inch
nearly fatal. It took me four months to
over the
th.is info on to your Associates.
J. Gilbert E.

Associates can
ence, which confinns Lalldlc1vidw's
over-stimulated and killed
waves - as
well by X-ray and radium waves. It may
easier to
Neon
Sign transformers of 5,000 to 7,500 volts output as power supplies for
this MWO, at a cost of $15 to $20. In this case the wattage of the
"'Hn"lithrur resistor~ electric
could. be increased to 150 or 200 watts,
it is necessary to
power to
rings on both
cause random arcing down to the third and
antennae. The good doctor says nothing about shielding but care
should be taken to prevent radio interference from this powerful
"No data is
the drawing (May~une 71 Journal) on the
size of the antennas. I would suggest that the outer ring be about 18
inches in diameter with a 3 inch gap. Alternate down through the
separwttnj[ them about 2 inches
and held
with
Wire should be
lewch

An even more
is the Time-Machine effect in con.nee-

do something like this - if and
gets it working! As I recall, both George
and the Canadian Saucerian, the late W .B.
of the four dimensions of elec1. is the
in one
wire,
is the
wire, 3. is the
the first two ef..
field'

advances
to find a
diagnos~ of cancer, Dama.dian's ·research began
11lgirutllcaJllt dtlferences between cancer and normal cells.
relied on a law of physics on which nuclear magnetic resonance is based - that the atoms in each element in the periodic table
absorb and then emit
energy on an individual wavethat is dtlferent from that
and emitted
the atoms
of any other element. In h!s
at atoms
in
magnetic fiel•. If
wavelength is the
one for that
atom will
the energy and then emit it, returning to a
state afterwards.
reactions dtlfer ac<:ordil'lt.!l to the kind of molecule the variatoms are incorporated in.
also differ when
subtle
have taken place in the m<J11ec:we,s.
uses is what is called the 'relaxation time'
atoms in water
molecules within the (body) cells... He
it takes
for
(nuclei) in cancerous tissue to 'relax' than it does for protons
in normal tissue... The relaxation time of
in normal liver tissue, as one
was
of a
with .86 of
second for cancerous tissue.
confirm
€li])ama.dian's
scientists that water mc,Je<:uiE~s
of cancer in

COlildimser, 10:,000 Volt
increases the power of the
frequencies. I think you will be pleased with the results. Mount
condenser at the back of the antenna. Mank.ind has been saturated
with the lower frequencies for years; 60 cycles and their fust few harmonics are almost
in more than adequate power.
1V,
etc.
saturate
world but the amount
able to the average person is very small. In 1942 I
to cure
sinus trouble in minutes
dose to the transmitter section
radar transmitter. Few
and it is a good
this
can kill. I
larger animals

H. B., Me11:>oume. Florida

SEND

FEW BUJ:TONS

"Received the La!i0l<J1vs.ll:v
to the
I wear my
gave one to a
anticipating hospital treatment
was having a problem with her
for same and the response was
to the good... So all I want now u
for
to send me a few buttons so
and

to

buttons we

for
cancer in humans
ex1pe1im:en1ts were conducted on mice and mouse.
that
come out of his work would be a radio
coil to emit
waves to be all:ned at the atoms in the water molThe device also would include a magnet
rec1uu~ed for measurement.
Wf<fl.Pt1ed around
while the magThe
of
ma.de and then

are of

"Enclosed is $. Please send me the
(March-April

inch

assemll:>Jy with carbon rod
for results with the
over

the research area, will be more effective.

M. S.,

.tJJ.e~nsourg, W ai1hinJ~on

If we've proven one
in our borderland
there is no
cure for any or all of mankind's ailments.
and disease
may involve
are outward manifestations of an invisible cause,
three or four levels of consciousness and extend back two or three
don't really want to
want to
so
can go on indulging
the time the hidden vice surfaces as a disease in some
mu1ea1tmy trend has been established

even worse afterward. It was a good experiment. I guess my trouble is
onrcbos<Jim~itic.'

'1 want to thank you for sending me the kit of Lak.hovsky coils. I
especially appreci~ your taking the time to prepare a larger-than-usual
ooil for my chest. I guess Pm, too young to have any really serious
physical ailments - except for insomnia! And the coils eliminated
that the first night I wore them to bed!•
J. T.
Ven.ice, California

UPGRADING CELLULAR ACTIVITY
WITH ELECTRO..MAGNETISM
By Aaron H Steinberg, Ph.D.
For too many years now the sclentiik knowledge of electro-magnetics
and lb positive effects on cell life has been collecting cb.Ht and cobwebs on the shelves of ignorance, brought on by those special mterests who fear the Troth. We are now seeing a rebirth, if you will, with
scientists both professional and amateur, who are reviewing the work
of their predecessors and making improvements in the mechanical
application of magnetic fields.
In 1969 I visited the USSR to see for myself what and how
were utillzmg Electro-magnetism. In several country homes for retirees I was most plea.sandy surprised to see electro-magnetism used
on most of the old folks. I should say young folb since may who
to be over 100 years young, looked and acted like
at 50! The main object of the EM was to reverse the ageing process
altering the cellular structure. I was most anxious to purchase a"
of the equipment, but alas no sale.
Seek and you shall find has always been one of my dominant
characteristics. So when I learned that Japan was truly advanced in
this field, having been using such equipment since 1936, I detjded to
go there in 19'70. I sought out the one company that had been most
productive in th.ii field. They were most kind and cooperative. I was
introduced to several scientists who had done much useful research.
Their claim.I were backed up by scientific facts and I was convinced
th.at they had a well constructed instrument, simple to use by anyone
10 desirous. They named their equipment The Magnetizer.
I returned to the U.S. with a Magnetizer and immediately began
a research program. I can report that the results obtained to date have
been most favorable, after nine months of experimentation. The magnetic flux generated by the coils can be measured accurately over any
pm of the body, thus determining those areas where the flux is penetrating as well as those where it is weak.
Chemicals and pollution are surely cor1trilln1tiing
alteration du our cellular activity and human mapcei:ic
many years, if at
before this mess can be
and controlled.
But in the meantime, those who are aware and see the
will not sit
and wait for the clean up, which may never
their cellular
so
Instead
will seek to
resistance may
at
ohms. There i!i some indicathe aura force centers
as chakras or vortexes a.re
1timulated

magnetic flux passes
tissues, a secondary electric current called
the eddy current is
around the
lines of force
rejuvenates the tissues
tissue cells, which ionized the protoplasm
as a result of activating metabolism. Furthermore, magnetic flux, in
the process of penetrating the tissues, works to increase hormone secretions. These maintain youth
providing energy as a result
normalizing function of the
organs.
. Flux strongly stimulates magnetic substances in the
iron. Accordingly, the hemoglobin in the blood vetlflels moves ae=
tively, accompanymg the lymph drcula.t!on, when the Mal,IU14!tiz~er
turned on. The therapeutic effect is not singular but colllective.
eliminating constitutional weakness.

OSCD..LA.TING LOOPS AND COILS
I have a neck.lace which is definitely an 01cillatmg circuit. rm sure
have Ileen them. They are a wire around the neck in111tead of a
The only thing is that they come with a hook· arrangement to
them. I cut the ends
and rounded them to make a real oscilla!ma:
circuit. Then, too, I got a
of
which are
wires, like this:
One of these
will try either or

have a headache

c.

intlracll:able sinus infection.
fantastic and open up a new field in healing. One can make color
remedies and aura remedies with greater power than radion.ic treat·
ment of the same."'
From his own research this Associate h su,~e:1tili1~
pat.hie
closer to
ment rates, may bring physical
dred years ago in Philadelphia,
Pancoast was
every known human disease with colored
he also
color-treated
up or augment the

the
of

are

.Ki•~~i.re11:11,

are still valid even
this work was done 50
Marina (sea water}
on a
V.P.
good for almost everyone.
rate
of Life', 1934. st
S. M.
Chicago, Illinois
the MWO antenna,
no1rneop;atnic remedies.
Hansard Crabb, editor JBR 1959-198.5

BSRF Associates
there has been a
strong interest in the Lakhovsky
Multi-Wave Oscillator we felt
need to
thi.s information
book. This documentation is
result
wide
and experimentation with the MWO
covers
of active research.
have been many comments ma.de concerning the inherent
effects of the
but as it cannot be stated enough, the
a tool
one may draw their own
whether or not the device actually has any healing
cenclusions as
orc>oertic:~s. It may be
to note that in a personal conversation with Dr. Ita
Steiner stated that electricity, magnuclear
is based, are
netism, and the force
all
ethers.
found
p!u~no1me1tion of

it over and over

away from the organi:sm.
but no one seems to feel that

the alien EM
really. My own
with orgone accumulators
leaves me with no other choice but to
ous. A good rule for any e.xi>erimenter:
the right track. Remember
is always healthy! •.. .It is the
or e11vstun1cticm
sheaths that distorts the manifestation of the
pe1~sm1autv via
st
the
forcement of
comment. Our
of Nature so therefore some
such as this. Wilhelm Reich discovered
energy of· the universe, which he
Yogic sciences teach us how to accumulate this energy without any
so therefore the
, and more
a device
outside
is, the
resembles Nature.
On these pages
will find some of the
BSRF and Associates. We
mentation and
information proves
it is for research purposes
We do not recommend
for medical use because we are not
qualified to give medical
nor do we want to create any false
hope where one may neglect
health care. We do
support an intelligent, aware
to investigate
research with devices such as the MWO. No one has all the answers
device which deserves true scientific
and the MWO is an
verification or ret,ecti.on.

THE BASICS
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and :reproduced here
3
& 4, created a sb:uctured
elecb."o-magnetic field
fed by two Wires contacting the ends of the outside ring of his antennas.
Thb is obviously an
end-fire antenna so the
component reaching the
person is a novel energy
needing clarification.
Several researchers have
expressed that Lakhovsky used a quenched
spark gap which creates
damped waves allowing
free osdllation in the antenna. A Tesla coil is not
required since the Multiple Wave Oscillator antenna.

Photo 8. Golden Ratio antennas designed for MWO use by Eric Dollard.
Obverse similar to Lakhovsky antennas. Reverse provides capacitance as did
metal spheres at ends
antennas. (See

IS THE COIL.

However a Tesla coil still can be used as

create their 11tll"'111rt11n·l?>
harmonious with the Golden Ratio sb:ucture of
and life

interesting insights into the overall
of it will provide many res1ear1:.ll

LOG PERIODIC ANTENNAS
Our research indicates that Lakhovsky worked with
tennas and may have been the first to use them.
antenna
create a harmonious structure in the ether. The Beck
MWO produces a dielectric field 90
with this, and utilizes the dielectric b:re:akcio~rn
of the field. Tub is bas:icaBJly

works
3 & 4 work off of Transverse
5 is a low power driver based on the Steinmetz HJlltltnm2
reJ)roduicticm of
wave
in
given need to be exi>eriimE~nl:E!Cl
formation. A mathematical
duded as an addendum to
book. See ,,_,,,,,.,, .IJ.JI.""-.........

RIBS CAPACITY on pages 159-160 of this book.

It is
he

was aware of the Log Periodic design.

The MWO has usually been understood as
to be driven
source such as Tesla Coils and neon transformers
11.«:>w~wer. those who have looked into .Lalltllci~vsllws
that he used
wire circles to cure
make plants grow betterJn
The
Ratio .Antenna is a
serie1 of Lak.hovsk.y rings because the rear conjugate strips on the
antenna close the loops w:fd in effect make
oscillating rings
which are a complete circuit for focusing the ethers.
log periodic
{following a logarithmic pattern) antenna design carries this effect further and preliminary indications are that the log periodic design creates a structwre in the ether even without power, it may be an
accumulator of sorts! Further
in this vein is
undertaken.
Log periodic antennas have the interesting property of creating a
Virt'Ual (non existent but functioning) antenna extending about 4 times
beyond the actual. It is also frequency independent and b an excellent antenna for Amateur Radio communications.
The ethen harmonize to Golden Section Mathematics,
Trevor Constab~e in his ~~~::.: .&;1.Ati~~~
onstmted
video), so it can be understood
that a living organism is a discharge of energy into the Golden Section space. We have observed the discharge of sprout energy into
sprouts when one of these antennas is directed at them. We
that it makes the sprouts grow better. Then we found that
the
makes the
better. So here we present
Golden Ratio Pattern
you can photocopy and use
may be
as many times as you
for experunents. This
this
the
like for experimentation. We have
1cale out of water heaters and fish
1986
a limJted amount of Golden Ratio
by a

.Antennas in copper and
Periodic antennas, and were
work. There is an
on
those who wish to pursue t..i.is mt1ere:stiiit.K
MWO research.

BUT

o

•

DO THEY WORK???

For all
material in this book we still haven't pe1rso1naJJlv
solid
on the results of either type
be re-verified as true to
investigator. fve seen
and testimonials, but even
photos in
SECRET OF LIFE
doctored to enhance the cancers (tar can be seen on the wound and
the hair). What was Lakhovsk.y really up to and which type of device
works better? In Lakhovskfs Tube patent he states that his instruments are in use the world over. It is important to check out one of his
originals first hand, if
readers have access to such please
We'll make the information avaJlable
Borderland Sciences a
research. Thanh.

CONCLUSIONS
There are no conclusions at this
in time. Borderland has been
publishing MWO information since 1963
years as of this 1994
This book marks the beginning of a new phase of research
in the future, after people do some serious
Ja.boni.tmy research into the subject of the Multi-Wave
CO!lCUJ.Si()llS be drawn.
in mind
these researches that
when electricity is applied it doesn't
e!e~ctricitv and the life energy are the same
cm:nmon} delusion we may as well
for our television sets to
us of our ills. Rather, as astute phenomenological
we see that there is a relationship between elecand life and in the understanding of that
we can
more lucid
of our
manifest
universe.

At left is a Golden Ratio pattern
burned into particle board us
Tesla Coil pictured below, seen
here
into free space
Scientist Eric Dollard~ builder of
this coil, has deduced that the
Golden Ratio is a property of space
itself.
proportions are decided
the amount and type of discharge

Ratio MWO Antenna
Measurements for recon:struct!~n of
Golden Ratio MWO Antennas
inches
starting from the outside ring).
arrwork is shown actual size.
Ring Outside
diameter

Inside
diameter

I)
2)

I
8.46
6.66
5.23
4.10
3.22
2.54
2.00
1.57

12.00
9.43

3)

1.42

4)

S.83
4.58
3.60
2.83
2.23
1.75
1.38
1.08
0.85

5)

6)
1)
8)

9)
IO)
I

1.24
0.97
0.76

+
+
+

DISCLAIMER
Let me make it perfectly clear, I
present this inf~rmation for information
and research purposes only and I make
no suggestions or recommendations as to
its use for healing or medical purposes
whatsoever. If you are sick see your
doctor. I present to you only what I have
learned in my research and observations.
I am not a medical doctor and the inforeducamation I gi:ve should be
tion and research

in and studied and collected articles on the
unusual sciences for over 30 years and
have built many unusual devices. My
attention was directed to the Lakhovsky
M.W .0. by an article given to me by a
friend. I read it several times and studied
it and then put it away, (punched holes in
it and put it in a notebook). I don't know
why-- I can't tell you -- but I couldn't get
it out of my mind, so I got it out again and
read it some more -- this time going
sentence by sentence digesting
it - now I was hooked!
I tried to gather all the information I
could on the M.W .0., and as usual it
wasn't easy -- I had to dig. Bottom
I started to build Bob Beck's
multi-wave oscillator -- I still
finished but I will. The more I studied
M.W .0. (being an average person -e!e,ctncal enJ;~m~er. but a mechani-

into the how, where, when and why, and
that is ~ow it should be if one is to
research. Questions have to be asked and
answers have to be found. I am not a
professional writer and it isn't one
greatest talents, so I ask that you
patience with me and I will do my best to
tell you about my spiral coil M.W;Q.
When I was trying to develop this
spiral coil M. W .0. all I wanted was results and I didn't really care how or
it worked, my goal was results, and in
have
tried had I planned each
step and tried to fight my way through
see that I approached this project with a
more light hearted attitude and I have
enjoyed developing and building this
M.W.O. But at times I
to workout.
I experimented by winding
and
coils, and coils. I got to be the electric
supply house's best copperwire customer,
and boxes
throw in the towel and
up -- but
having the
of being stubborn

As near as I can tell this
120°
energy is centered stnu1!11t
from the small coil.

the
This unit can be operated in 6 modes:
1. The coil <>nly.
2. The coil ]Jlus the vibrator.
3. The coil plus the vibrator plus the coil
shocker.
The
constant
coil charge.
5. The coil (no. vibrator)
plus the coil shocker.
6. The coil (no vibrator)
plus the constant coil
charge.
So as one can see there
is plenty to experiment with

so there is still a lot ofwork to be done here
if someone wishes to do it. Now, before
someone starts climbing my ladder, let
me say that I give the credit to Lakhovsky
- what I did was to modify, update and
expand upon the base ofsome ofhlswork.
You do not have to be gifted in the knowl-

here.
NOTE ~ I also tried
connecting a ion generator
to mine - that really blows
me away- try it ifyou have

OTHER. If they are not you
negative energy. (I'm not speaking of
polarity here.)
I use a fish tank air pump (mc>C1111Le4J
- (Challenger 1) about $8.50. This
to
coils.
vides the oscillatory
rm not in love with it and would
find something better something of
frequency, but it
If
anyone has any sugges-tfons on this I
to hear from them.
I chose to
the
unit so it can access any
part of the
without a lot of excess
Tue

one.
care-

""""""'" them with this
unit as some people get bad

used magnetic water and_
this
and
had

tube arm and
dowel or

no bad reactions.

have -- I suggest you do not
use this on the head or above
the neck.

a heart problem do not use
this unit as in some people
it tends to reduce blood
pressure and lower the

or heart rate.
Well -- now that I've

it rn tell you the
most all

who have used it or tried
of heat

of the scume«es
do
tools.

there are little tricks that
I have learned that make it easier to build
that I will
in another article. The

tions

a wood

activates
read that it
or
power of the unit that is desired, but the
quality of the signal and also the number
of frequencies, signals or waves, as
power can be offset by a longer exposure
time. It seemed obvious that a spiral
should produce all or most ofthe waves or
""'""IJ>'Ul""""' and that it would be better
than one loop with a limited signal effect.
If Lakhovsky could cure cancer in plants
and people with one loop it is logical that
a spiral should be even better. OSCILLATION - how about inducing it artificially
-- vibrate or agitate the coil or coils.
12 o'clock at night, but it can be used
it's energy
the daylight hours
diminishes some

of copper wire. From what I can
if a subject was wearing a
1,~lrhovi::m<:v coil they never took it off.

like
a car, it takes
to get it started, but once it's rolling it's
easier to push. Maybe the body just
becomes more sensitized to the energy
after the M.W.O. is used for a while. In
Lakhovsky's THE SECRET
LIFE
page 75, "The circuit is subjected to any
of electric or magnetic
it is
then said that it vibrates according to its
natural period. " · So, now what do we
have?
1. A spiral coil (Providing MultmJe

Frequencies)
2. Vibrator (artificial oscmano1l).
3. Electric C1.ll1Tent
nro'VICIE'a by a small ttansfonner
and off
bulbs

straight tube coils.
We use these coils because

all

or yourself.

2.

...,,..., ................... llJ.&...

..,.,,ofalw.ninwn bar3/16

x

3.

s~e

4. Soldering iron and acid core solder.
5. Small coil of 19 gauge coated
...,.,.,,............., copper wire.
Now-we have 17-1/2 ft. of 10 gauge
lay it out on a flat clean
strnagblten it out
the
curve out
and the kinks and bends.
Next we
fasten the ends of the wire to - like a

the
continue ronrnmt2
you have your spiral.
DO NOT BEND END OR TIP IN
YET.
your
in the freezer
renl12e:rat1:>r for 30 to 45 mmtute:s.
freeze it. This will tend to stabilize the

stress.
4 we can see that if we bend a
In
piece of metal the inside of the curve is
conru:m;i;sS«:~a and the outside is strc:~tcllle<.L.
this stress is what we are trying to get rid
of. About now some of you will be
GAD..,.. he even tells us how to
hold the hammer. I am sure that some of

After you have found
secure
fasten both ends of the wire

I.
that you have 2
alwninwn bar in the
With a
the screws. Pull hard on the wire
bar - it won't break. Start twlsti.tu!
shown in
1-tension on
the· bar.
the wire - do not let go
Twist the

freezseveral times, this tends
age harden the coil some.
With a
soldering iron solder
endofthe
and bend end in as on arawn12
After you bend the
little bit so the bent in
clears
crossed coil
about 114 inch.
Drill 2 small holes
om~rat1on

s

I

xi_~

-

she was
a
market and
foot in a disposed
plastic bag on the sidewalk, fell and
her hip and leg. The doctors
repaired it by wrapping screen around
and there. She was OK for several
years and then she got to the point where
the
was so bad she could walk
a.short distan c e.

her leg -- (some choice).
does not have a coil shocker on her unit.
In all honesty I have to say that my
spiral ooil M.W.0. does not affect all
people the same. I have had no
or bad reports to date from anyone
it with good oommon sense and
tion. There are a few people that it does
not seem to help to any great
There are also some people that it seems
to almost work miracles for them. I would
say of these persons that maybe it was
mental, except that I have
told that some have said -I
danmed thing will do
any good, but I'll
it". I could go on
and on but we'll

myM.W.O.
Iwouldwel-

In Part One I explained how the spiral coil
M.W .0. evolved and how I came to build it
and notes on things I have learned about it and
its use. I also explained with drawing~ how to
build the main spiral coil. For those of you
who wish to build this
I have added
additional drawings and notes so you can
the rest of the
etc.
vvvu.J.u.JLU'l•...,to address an
issue that has bothered me for some
it
to my M.W.O. and
other
is a situation or

Does magnetic polarity have an
effect on matter causing right or left
it seems to. But how about induced
direction on a non-magnetic or non-electrical
energy or wave? IfI hold a magnetic compass
coil of my
I get
near the
no needle movement. If I
radio under the coil with vibrator and
tune it
I
static on A.M. from
about 80 on
none above 90
but

tub, a small amount
gent,
and some wet or
sandpaper and a lot of elbow grease.
Warning: PVC
sets fast, in a matter
of seconds. I put glue on the female
and whack it with a short piece of 2 x
4. Glue part #7 to part #8 and drill a 5/16 hole
this is so you can
remove the threaded
screw driver or rod in the hole.
makes your unit oo:rtalJle.
Glue
part 6.

off several times it then works. I had no
nrnhJ~,m with this radio before I used it for
Whatever the answers are, I would sughand coils. Look very
you use
l"l'l>n"ti11lhr
113and

for 20 minutes.

to,geth1er on your table.
parts #19 and
we leave these loose and
add someset them in
additional here later.
NOTE: Before you
cut some one inch diameter .050 aluminum tube
of tubes and slide them

or machined out so the one inch tube will slide

them..

oven with a brick
Let them
cool and the plastic will come out flat.
and mark parts on flat sheet and cut out.
all the pieces of vibrator base toand fit to tube #1 S and
it tight. A
wood match works wood to
and fit your metal brace from aluminum or:non-corrosivemetal and fasted with
two .. #8 sheet metal screws.
fit it to T ..
drill two holes for banana

Wire.

make small spiral use the full
or rod. Start by
for
the 10-24 screw. Move down 3 114 inches and
form spiral same as large spiral coil, also
end
in. Put an offset kink in
stem so it
pass
the main coil.
The tube coils are made from #19 shellac
12 to 14 turns.
a 90 degree bend, so I have a 1 inch
I place this parallel on a pencil or wood dowel
and tight wind the coil. Grip the wire tail and
dowel with a pair ofpliers. Remove the dowel
and freeze for 30 minutes, warm to room
temperature. Grip the ends the coil with
your thumb and middle fmgernailsand stretch
the coil to the desired
refreeze for
minutes. Bend long tail ofcoil 90 Uf;;),l:,.rt;t;~ mm
fit to banana plug. Trim short end to 3/4
coil.
brass. Blank size is 7/32 x 1-114.

over-exposure if used with common dis.ere-

COil SHOCKER FOR
SCHAD SPIRAL COIL M.W.O.

This unit provid~ a D.C. shock to the
spiral coil. It should be built in a wood box.
or groa.mded metal box for safety sake as
we use 11 SV AC. power source. All the
para can purchased from an electrical
supply, except auto bulb and socket. Get
these from an autG parts supply house..
The Leviton dimmer is not necessary,
but It gives more control. I use a ceramic
base for 40 watt bulb. A srrmdler transformer an be usedo but I find the 3A-12V
best. It Is nk:e to add a handle to the box.
I dropped mine once. Put ventilation
holes In the box. and rubber hutf'1nnlilllr t~l!llt
on the bottom.

JJ S'. I/. A .c .
01.JTJ...ET

POCR. MANS
COii- SJ..IOCKER..

LE. VITON
/-DIMMEIC.

/ / ,,.+ow. BU/..8.
.BAITE.lf:.Y
ELLMfNA
R.

ro ruse:.
COILS

This is an update on the work I have
done on the spiral coil MWO. I have built
and tested several new coils and made
changes in design of shapes and twist of
the wire and different size of wires etc. I
have experimented on plants and myself
for the past several months.
In my article in the Joumal of Borderland Research ofMarch-April 1991, page
15, figure 1, I stated, to
twist the wire counter
clockwise,. as I. was told

and testing that this is not
so. I now twist the wire
clockwise, causing a left
of the wire
hand
when viewed .... or
counter clockwise. Ifthe
wire· is
in this
manner it more than
doubles the energy and
the plants an.di both seem
to like it better. If the
wire is twisted as stated
itwill produce energy not
only in a Spiral shape but
also in single loop
(overlapped) and also in
of
a straight
twisted wire.
I made a

I do not know
if the energy travels on the inside of the
tube and the outside also, but the energy
produced is much more. than is required

for nonnal use.
I also have been experimenting with
new and different ways topumporproject
the energy. Jn my originaI design I used
a vibrator to increase the output. I now

(overlapped). One
is 2-3/8 in diameter and the other is 4-1/8 in diameter. The
small loop is centered in the large loop and
in the same plane. I made a wood jig with
nails for pins to
them in
soldered twisted straight lengths of wire
pointing from the
outward. I will
bend the tips of the straight twisted wires
down 90° producing a shape like a spider.
I'll let you know if it is different from the
spiral eoil shape in energy output.
It now becomes obvious that a spiral
is not the only configuration tlW will
generate or collect and broadcast energy
of unknown origin. If other shapes or
designs will also produce
ferent? If so,
the diflfere:nce:s?
wave lengths mn·ere11t.
are there different
terns to the waves or en~
ergy? How does it affect
living organism?
is placed in front
a
reticular energy field it
produces unusual results.
Coils can be combined
with many other fonns
of energy, magnetics,
light, audio, vibration
etc.
In my article I said
you ·Call design and build
coils of all shapes
types, as it is only

always intrigued me. I tried to
one in 1976 based on Bob Beck~ s schematics.
These early experiments failed miserably, but
I remained interested. In 1987, I had the
opportunity to see one of Bob Beck's MWOs

nature, and I was
the
machine
bad said that is was
and he was
about that.
The unit was of the

the antenna.

home with the intention of building one of
Lou's units to experiment with.
After considering Lou's design carefully,
I decided to make a few changes and by late
May 1991 Ihadmyfirstunit. Asittumedout,
my unit did not look at all like Lou's, but it did
embody the fundamental principles that he
innovated. These included a spiral main an=
tenna that was charged with static electricity
and physically vibrated. Lou's antenna was
cornplicateel to build. I decided to use an
antenna
that I had been ae\retCJ•'Dmt2
uses for for three years, a spiral based on the
ratio that I
onto a
board. That solved the problem of
fabrication. Ail:omter lcmtll:!
the method to induce the ohirsical
tions. Lou had used an acnla111um
worked well but was limited to
one rate
decided that the rate ofvibra-

for 4~ months or since mid-June. The
results are preliminary. No cures are claimed.
However, all indications point to systemic
detoxification, energizing and re1111venatiton.,
just what you. would expect to see from a
stimulated natural
The VegaTest procedure is ver:y sophisticated. It uses a bio-feedback mechanism.
establish baselines for toxicity level, systemic
stress and specific organ stress as well as the
presence and location of specific pathogens
and types of toxic substances. Toxicity level
is measured on a scale of 0 to 21, where 21 is
the most toxic. A "Biological Score" is
dev·e101oed from
that come
up and can have from 1 to 6 nmnben r~:mg
from 1 to
6 numbers being the most toxic.
An "Ideal Score" is determined on a scale
from 1 1S where normal for adults on first

minute session with the MWO and then was
retested.
These

received
three sessions with the MWO. The ~
within
lessened with each
sion. Pam
that before the
sessions, the
of the eyes and head was
corn:pleteJly dark and devoid of life force.
After the first

7. 1-<..,,,.,....,,.,.,..,.,,, ext>er:i.em;ed im1Dro·veIJa.eIJlt. regardless ()ftheir condition.

4. Rooms where the MWO
to be cleared after its use due to the stale
drain out. Sun
fresh

room clear.
THE BSRF MWO PROJECT continsit
comfortable chair with their feet flat on
the floor and their hands apart, laying on
their
up is best. The chair
should be about 6 feet from the MWO.
should
promote the dralinin,g.
2. The MWOshould be startedatslowvibra-

Sessions can

from the. errors of the past
true Borderland spirit in action.
One final note. We at Borderland are
who invoke
the name of some famous researcher, like
and then sell the
Rife, Tesla or

MWO''
This unit is not a
soe:a.kiin12. no other unit sold in the
30 years has been either.
M. this MWO is

The new BSRF Electrostatic MWO is
It

The German inventor Oscar Korschelt
Patent #69340, dated July
, 1891, on the
that it
the implosion
the ether, having an electrical
the
, according to the
attracts ether particles, Korschelt
them ..

his

mv.11.11;;•1,,.u..J1.a.&.

On a wooden disc
a hole in
Korschelt
wire, on both sides, one wound clockwise and the
clockwise,
connected the ends together
assumption was
would be
at a
and the other negative.
Korschelt wound small coils
He was convinced this
at the neck
the skull,
stretched out and is

how
of 50 cm (
wound
image, the front
almost on
of each other.
_................ has a diameter
-10 mm
ina)•
Aluminum wire
best.
wire,
it into an electric
the
wire in
the

German Patent
the German by Bodo
utilizes the living forces of
for
theory of Wilhelm
ether is identical
rotate around it: at a
distance
ether particles in relation to
a
solids it ought to be possible to condense the diffuse ether and
it. A similar arrangement has been utilized in the following
whi~h has been named by the inventor "Ether Radiating Apparatuseu ..
Thia apparatus can be used for the purpose of increasing the intensity of the
power
living
difference between several versions of
is
of materials
In order to
increased power electric current may
Since the same appears to consist of positive and negative particles
find equilibrilllm, the amount of liberated ether
within the
and the
of the wire formed
increase with

in
therapeutic purposes with
or indirect
a non conductive
,
or
in
of the disk contain spiral wound wire with the side toward the
..........L.lb'"~"~t.·.o·..... and

NATURAL ELECTRICITY
in MAN OR MAT=

on electric fish, provides
nature of animal
''The electric
organ of such a fish consists of many thousands of little piles, each made up of a very
number of plates of two different
arranged in alternating layers. The
two kinds differ in substance: in one case the
plate is made from a material similar to that
tile: ne:rv<ms system ofanimals: in
the other the resemblance is to a substance
when the muscles are in a state of decay. In
this
the two
systems of the
animal
seem to be
here into
direct contact,
many thousands of
times.
"In
electric
sensation and will are
into a pecuFor as a result of the

is related to its
foundation in a
manner which otherwise obtains only between the nervous system and the

servatio:ns
all confirm
correlation of negative electricity
the
nerve-and-sense pole (sensation) and of
positive electricity with the blood=andmuscle pole (volition).,' From MAN OR
MATTER, e 1958 Ernst
Rudolf
Steiner Press, London.
Thus we see that natural electricity is
formed by processes which can be mirrored
in non-living matter. But if we can have
access to the primary form of the energy
why pursue the secondary, and seek out that
''magic frequency'• that will cure AIDS,
cancer, and assorted body clogs that go
under fancy medical names? The answer is
that everyone has their individual path to
travel. Spiritual healing sometimes takes a
long
while an electronic device may
get the person back on the track oftheir dayto-day life. The spiritual lesson of the
sickness is buried for the future. J:£Ic;:ctrici1t'Y
is the subsensible force, but it is a real force
with the
to alter the tuncttc>nil:l~
the human

MWONOTES
The work of Georges
continues
to be
interest. I have been invesyears now and my views have COil.SlS~tenltlY
BSRP s
MWO Handbook is
quite POJ>Ulalfl

c.nangf::Cl with new information.

Oscillator
are
what
was
hovsk:y tried to reproduce the
energies of the cosmos by electrically energizing coils to produce energy fields which
apparently regenerated aberrant
the lines ofhis theories. Laliffio,v§ll':v
this by producing an antenna, comprised of
concentric copper tubes, the outer one being
energized with two wires from his power
source. Our impression of bis antennas is
that they were log periodic, that is logarithmic in nature (Lakhovsk:y doesn't come
right out and say this, but his patents are ·
definitely worded to cover such an arrangement). New data coming in (but not yet
verified) tells us that these copper tubes
were filled with one or more of the noble
gasses (also called rare, or inert gasses).
As anyone could guess, these antennas
would be somewhat hard to manufacture.
Laldlovsk-:v then miniaturized the antenna
and inserted it in a gas bulb. His US

here. One is the
antenna.
All higher forms of life are based on
rithmic patterns, from ferns to humans.
Lalmovst-:v was
structure
ether which would bring cells into proper
functioning. The other is the vacuum/ low
pressure gas eff~t. For those who wish to
understand the
effect of the vacuum
on life then the
of The Nature Of
Substance
is reCJ1w.r·ea..
According to Walter Russell the noble gasses are tlie octave markers in the harmonic

claims ofthe so-called" Rife" units are just
that and unsubstantiated to boot.
Until any su1>suu:ma.I
in this area

men.ts.'• lhis needs serious examination.
The last two
on an under=
ground cult
Generators.'•
called "Rife" units

Rife's work.
Lalmovs.k:v' s story is similar. All the
built today are based on Bob
Beck's early 1960's interpretation of
first patent (#1,962,565). After four years oflooking at these devices and
reading Lakhovsky's patents and books I've
come to the conclusion that Bob was misled

spheres, as "Tesla preferred for maximum
effect) coated with heavy dielectric material such as beeswax. Eliminate the
A necessary
for
units will be to
wave.
The second is a
of
Lakhovsky's Tube MWO. It will take miniaturizing the Golden Ratio antennas that
Eric Dollard designed for the MWO and
inserting them into low-pressure rare gas
bulbs, which will then be driven at
frequencies. It is my estimation that this is
the best way to pursue
frequency researches. The mathematics for
antenna, along with further reference
materials on

electrodes!
is time that researchers

case for bis view that Lakhovsky was inept,
that bis earlier units didn't
and who

The "Rife
craze should be
now before it takes
another
find
been misled. Serious research into the effects
DC
should be undertaken

would not
at the stake ifit would have been possible for
them to demonstrate electrical devices.
Electricity is considered by some to be
a degraded form of the Light Ether, that the
etheric -force gets bound up in matter in a
But being bound up
in matter it provides mankind with the option of
it properly or improperly.
articles on the detrimental effects of
electric fields have been published, and
more studies are no doubt underway on this
importanttopic. 'Iherearealsosomerecords
of electro-th~peutic devices that used this
force for healing. Tesla envisioned a worldwide electrical power system and did the
basic testing to show himselfthat it
was viable, and needed but to be
built. Tesla was a man of great
intellect and was a reader ofGoethe
and
minds. One would
feel that he was in some way familiar with Goethe's Farbenlehre
The type of elecsent around our
wires is of a different, lower
form that that of Tesla's tra.nsmisru~~tri<;itywith01J~wrres b

properly

sev-

eral solar eclipses that Dr. Kolisko reported

on (1927, 1941). A darkening effect was
noticed on these slides.
Just recently I came across this in the
recollections of Dr. Rudolf Hauschka,
founder ofWala Pharmaceuticals: "In the
course ofreseat'Cb.esinto the delicate changes
in matter which are revealed in the capillary-dynamic method, an alarming sympm
tom came to the fore. At one of the Easter
conferences of the Antbroposophical Doctors' Working Group in Comburg in 1964,
Frau Kolisko, the past-master of the capillary-dynamic method, SPQke on 'Gold and
the Signs ofthe T~es.' In earlier years she

PU.:NET EARTH-PRE-RADAR

Tesla did research into electrotherapeuticsand was no doubt aware
of both beneficial and detrimental
effects.
system he
envisioned on linewemaynothave
ended up with the electrical problem we are just beginning to s~ the
of the iceberg" o(.
This
needs clarification
elaboration beyond what most
now
We perlodicallymention certain aspects ofDr.
Kolisko's experiments with
:1 "'"'""-"-"""~J•v..... of metallic

in the first half of the century,
at the time of a sun eclipse. She closed her
lecture with a question to the doctors, namely

whether, considering the change now in
gold, they could still be answerable for its
use as a medicine. There was no doubt about
it: since the middle of the century
become different - it was sick.
express it differently,
connection be=
tween the spheres of the sun which stream
<town and me m€~W
disturbed.''

ELECTRICITY:
THE MAIN CULPRIT
111e main culprit .in this sickness
matter is none other than the electrical environment that has manifested on this planet. Certainly
there were radio communications
going
Dr. Kolisko' s
experiments, but as this chart from
Trevor· Constable's COSMIC
PULSE OF LIFE shows, the
WWilenvironmentwasheavywith
these signals,
today's total saturation
Imagine what the Steigbild would
have shown in
centuries
before the. electrical force
its manifestation.
Nu.clearproliferationmust also
be considered as
to this
phenomenon,
degraded form of the
whose source the sun is related to
gold. Walter Russell, in ATOMIC
SUICIDE, iµdicates that the spread
of nuclear energy will destroy the
atmosphere surrounding this planet
and now scientists are scn1tclli.mg
their heads as the hole

PLA.t""ET EARTH-POST-RADAR
Entire

with pulled
eonditfof!I.

phu:aetary envirol!l.ment pel'l!l111eat,ed

radiation-an

electl!'O>

has an influence on
Cie\i'elo1pm,ent of man. 1b.is is
true; man's inner life will become different
if these things are carried as far as is now
intended. It makes a difference whether you
supply a certain district with steameru:tinc::is oir elc~tr'ifvthe railwa!V linc::is Steam
works more consciously, whereas electrichas an
unconscious influence; people simply do not know where
certain things are coming from. Without a
doubt there is a trend of evolution in the
following direction. Consider how electricity is now being used above the earth as
radiant and as conducted electricity, to carry
the news as quickly as possible from one
to another. 1b.is life of men in the
midst of electricity, notably radiant electricity, will
affect them in such a
way that
will no
be able to
understand the news which
so
The effect is to
down their
intjelli~entce. Such effects are already to be
can notice how
that come to
few decadc::is ago.
''It is a remarkable fact that whenever
stages it is heralded as a remedy-a means of
Then the prophets get hold ofit. It
where a new thing appears, clairvo1varitt ~erceotion often reduced to a very
human leveH Here is a man who makes all
vrc>r>hieci~~s about the
powore:lectric:itv. wh«~e110 such thing would
nre:virm.c:tllv have occurred to him.
become fashionable! No one was able to
electri~citv so
as electricity was not there. Now-not
because it is there, but because it has become the fashion-now it is suddenly proclaimed as ameans u.1.JU,..,a.Lu..ui;:;. Hlc;~trici1tv.1.1Vi:lu..w.,l>l:.

is not meant to
especially; it cannot do so. You must know
that electricity is at a lower level than that of
living things.'' (from Agriculture by Rudolf Steiner)
How pertinent and timely these words
are
·on many levels of borderland
research. Electrical/el~onicmedicinehas
the glamorous position on stage at most of
theconferences,andinmanypeople'sminds,
in today's 'borderland' field. People are
racing to buy instruments which are designed by electronic engineers with little or
no training in the comprehensive constitution of humans. It is the fashion! There is
no consideration that true healing comes
from the spiritual realm~ that the spirit is
always healthy, and that dis-ease comc::is
from a condition where the various subtle
are not
levels of the
with the ph'IJrSiQll.
These electrical instruments have

ing disease symptoms. ll..llnt· url>"'t
term effects of the subsensible electric current? Considering the alarming state of
affairs viewed through the information just
presented I pose the QU€is1u>n
''Do you prefer the natural or the unnatural
forms oftreatment?" Many people flock to
electronic medicine because they feel that
the petro-chemical drugs that are prescribed
by the medical establishment are detrimental to their long term health. Very possibly
so, but will electricity be any better? What
own vital energy and its relation
to cosmic life forces?
El~cal stimulation ofthe body treats
a symptom and fails to
natural healing process. As electricity is an
externalized part of humanity's inner volitional force we can see that there will be
definite effects from the subsensible cur=
rent But the effects will be relative and the

MWO QUESTIONS
Your comments re the MWO in the Nov-

Norm.an McVea?
2. How can the Kent Wlit1 now in circubam
tion be conv,lited to produce a 1/2 wave?
P<11>Yf•hm1111111!! Klark would be willing to pub=
lish an article on this or be willing to do
the converting for a price.
3. Has any member ever tried to obtain
my information on the circu.m.1mces of
Lakhowky's death? About three yean
ago a reference librarian made a serious
effort for me to obtain any information re
Lakhovsky, with absolutely no 1uecen.
Perhaps there was an obit in the NY
Tim.es at the time he
ii where be was at the time.
4. Where in the world would we obta.in.
copper spheres like Tesla used? P 411•111i@1mfli
member can suggest a source.
P.V.P.

In answer to your questions:
Norman McVea has sent us in a bit of
material on his latest oxygenresearchc::is. He
has opted for the oxygenation approach
instead of the electrical.
2. I don't know about conversion of:Kmt's
units to 112 wave, you should check with
It will probably~ -~er to use
it as it is - they are good power supplies for
experimentation - and in the future engi
neer units with more refined outputs. After
reading my column Klark added a rare gas
tube assembly to his ''Rife" units. He has
listened to other
and
con1Sta:11tly worked to imt>rmre
0

have info on LaJmom:v's
medicine of the
natural
process.
1b.is does not mean that we should not

"Edmoo.ds". coD.D.ected the HC:on,wv
to the center of my antemias and did
some action in the form of a purple glow
aroud thethlrd and fourth smaller rings.
I can only assume that I need more power
to thi1 unit althoUghl wu uQwte" pleased
at the limited reaction on my ftnt at1would like to reach out to a fellow
member who might be able to help me
with some advice at this point.
Any advice you would send my way
would be greatly appreciated.
PJ>.
New York

Natmally, the quality of output of any electrical device is dependent on not only the
quality of materials, but also the geometry
ofstructureandammgement. Thebetterthe
coil, the better the ant~ the more refined
the fields will be that are put out around the
device. As I have pointed out in the article
mentioned above in my remarks about the
"RifeH devices, th.etypes of"Lakhovsky"
MWO's being built today vary quite a bit
from what Lakhovskywas actually building
and using himself.
Lakhovsky used very refined electrical
with both poles ofa Tesla coil feeding the
outside ring in such a manner that there was
a logarithmic, electro-magnetic structu.:re
oscillating in space which apparently had
quite beneficial effects on living organisms.
The modern. variations, based on Bob
Beck's schematic of 1963, feed one pole
into an antenna (and the other into a second
antenna), creating a dielectric field, which
when it collapses, due to the rings on the
antennas, creates unnecessary sparking and
random :radio-frequency noise with questionable effects. It is an organic system
alterant, but is quite different electrically
from Lakhovsksy' s original equipment.

SKY
I am in the
proees1 of building m 01cillator. I have
all the part1 except 6Kv .OOSmf capaciton. No electronic store in Alaska has
them, or knom how to get them. I would
appreciate it if you would send the addrellil of either the manufacturer or an
electronic store that carries 6Kv .OOSµf
capaciton. I have one more question. Do
you bow ofa meter or electronic apparatm that measures the amount of energy
level tl\e human body produces? It seems
that like fingerprints, all human bodies
aredifferentintheamountofenergythey
u1e or produce. If one can coordinate the
energy level ofthe oscillator to that of the
body far lellil damage would be done and
far greater healing potential be made.
S.N.
Alaska

For the first auestion.
ante.rma uses the golden ratio as a
it was engineered to conform. to other considerations of antenna propagation. It is
what is called a log periodic antenna. These
antennas are based on the square root ofphl,
that is the inner
is
the
square root of phi to get the next ring, or
:inversely the outer ring is multiplied by one
over the square root of phi to get the next
inner, etc. This provides the Golden Ratio
mathematics (every other
is phi re=
lated).
MWO NEWS FROM FRANCE
Pd like to mention with
to "Electricity the Main Culprit" that
after
Gurdjieff wrote a chapter in his
book ALL AND EVERYrmNG entitled
"Beelzebub says that man's capture and
subsequent destruction ofelectricity from
name is one of the main causes of the
reduction. in the human
And
you are
in the US. h
we
that
far more
have a 230V
harmful than youn.
A final comment on the MWO which
i1H11r1U111m1Hhn• u ever. When I lived in
made the

curious
from uurctu.etr
concurs with what Steiner indicated, that
electricity makesliving things sclerotic. If
perhaps you wouldn't mind searching your
memory a bit more I have a question about
Lakhovsky's device: You say it :interfered
with radio and television reception. Was
this from :internal spark gaps, .. ~ .... •,.... "
you see arc between antenna coils. The
pictures in THE SECRET OF LIFE :indicate
that the then necessary spark gaps were
:interior to the unit, and the pictures of the
effiuvia coming off the antenna are obviously pictures of corona discharge and not
arcing as in the units built in the US today.
Bob Beck, in his 1963 article on MWOts
claims he built a unit from an original, but
his antenna hook-up is quite different from
Lakhovsky's pictures. Many years ofsearch=
ing have failed to produce an original unit.
The modern units are derived from the most
obvious derivation of Lakhovsky's first
MWO
which is written to
tect his
cover infinite variations
thereof. A detailed account of an
MWO in action would be
value in
this research.
SOUTH OF Tim BORDERLAND
IhavereadMarkClement'sTBE WAVES
TBATHE.AL and discovered a Uttle pi~e
of information not included in the current edition to THE LAKHOVSKY
HANDBOOK. h WAVES
noted a short sentence indicating that one
set of rings transmits energy ttll!rnwHITllll
space which falls upon the patient's body
and (it must be ascertained
ei:=
11>e1·unent whether this is as I tell here or
otherwise) later absorbed by the receivresonator which resonates it fo.r rebroadcuttnginto the patient's body. Thus
Lalld101vslli~ I\'fWO and UNLIKE
would

the electrostatic current flows both
the metallic
of' the outermost
and the excesses accumulated from attracting ether from the environment, are
projected towards the patient (in the case
ofthe transmitter) and collected for resothe instance of the rece1vm2
resonator). Also notice that there are two
••h11'!2lll"·ana wires" to both keep the
in place and at the same time
to fulfill the 90° division determined
for Earth by the metric theorems
which are the foundation of the
Energy Grid! Tb.is adds another
feature of complexity to the
cation of the MWO, which carries
ther from the Beck-built model.

Thanks fo:r
further
the MWO. I feel that a continuing
dialogue will eventually produce more
evidence as to what
of
ment
successful researches into cell regeneration
and how to best reproduce it. The
resonator antenna setup on
Lakhovsky' s original is more complex than the Beck MWO, as, like the
wires. The two
from which brush discharges can be
~ have always struck me as the
nuts that held the heavy antenna onto
its stand. Some mechanical contriv-

written to
spe:citicaJllyira,gue> This was mean.Ho be an

improvement over the original units, and
probably was. What it tells us is that the
"Beck" units appear to be far from what
akl1ov.!'l.kv was doing and where he was

know less than
about.
itself Borderland
search sent out a bulletin claiming that noone today is
a La.l~ovSk-:v
M11ltJ:ple Wave Oscillator~ These charac-

The units don't have the same external appearance.
with no formal
in electron~
ics or electricity don't understand
that an electronic device and how it
operates are determined by the cir=
not

we don't know but we do know that
what is inside counts as much as the
outsideontheMWO.

and have in fact stated that ifwe can
that we have no final
some of the facts.
crude attempt to belittle BSRF' s
research
the main facts
the facts and the
DlC'turf~ in
SECRET
a bit different
built today, inthe antenna
noc>!all'PS. from which basic
would indicate the need for a differ=

mental status
As
Constable pointed out back in the 1960s in
this Journal, the healing powers attributed
to the MWO could be caused by the etheric
force rushing to suppress the life-negative
electro-magnetic activity. It is also possible
that any benefits coming from modem
MWOs are psycho-tronic in nature- that is
the mind is doing the cure and the iJlStru..
ment provides a physical anchor for the
psychic energies. The actual operation of
the equipment, the sparking and gross elec..
trical output, is superfluous to the matter,
other than in convincing the mind that
someting is happening.

Jan=Feb 1991 JBR.
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gaps basic MWO diagram, an intelligent guess of
what Lakhovsk.y was doing, is in this Handbook). A basic schematic would probably
be the most important piece of information
to date. Please read on, pot bas been stirred. ....
LAKHOVSKY ANTENNAS

I
my Nov-Dec 89 Journal where
shows an update on Lakhovsky's antennas. On page 181 ofSECR.ET OF LIFE it
also shows the same thing. Take a magnifying glass and you can see it. I disagree
with all the experts, it seems that they are
cmasllll2 a phantom ghost. Lakhovsky
gave us all his secrets in his
all we
have to do is :read car·etu:Uv.
He could cure cancer and other ailments with
piece of copper wire.

LAKHOVSKY'S ORIG1rN.AJ.

You ask whether the o:riil?tD:al L,akJ1ovsn
MWO had any arc between antenna coils.
I don't :remember any but to make

a friend who has worked
on the MWO and knows it inside out.
was also present when I saw the device
He tells me that there is deft~
no arc between coils. The arc
occurs inside the machine after the "Ruhmko:rffcoil".

also he would have
to sell. I
think Beck's machine is dose except
antenna. Who came up with this aluminum foil glued to plastic? That's where
tl-11..n:u !F..,.n on their face.
times. That's why he hung his :rings with
silk
so it wouldn't
the VIBRATIONS.

and brought together manually.
The othe:r thing I remember is a
of metal wand with a knob at one
which is used between the two units to
treat people. At the time I saw one
the persons present had a bad back. The
two MWO antennas were turned on
were facing each other about 6 ft
The "wand" was applied to the sore
back. I seem to :remember that it kind of
gave off sparks, but I'm not sure of this.
I touched the wand and I could
k~ sorn~:llml12 ~·~~IOMft ~hW'RUOh_

ways
answer them for you.
France

organ with
I have
ae511eiwaan
vmw'Vlim1a

of
sizes held by fish leader that I

think would wo:rk fine. I'd bet a penny to
10 bucks that George used thin wall bronze
tube as it will resonate better - but it's
ex1P•em1tve to fabricate.
Louis A. Sc.had
California

The aluminum foil antennas
veloped by Riley Crabb, as a low cost way
for experimenters to make their own antennas without having to have printed circuit
boards made, and many folks were quite
happy with the results. The physical evidence now clearly indicates that the Beck
unit is quite different from the original
Lakhovsky unit for which the cell regeneration results were recorded. What I have
termed the "BECKMWO" must stand on
its own merits and it can lay no claim to
Lakhovsky's recorded :results. As stated
several times in the past Beck's device is
more like one ofTesla' s electro-therapeutic
oscillators, except Tes.la used copper sphere
antennas, coated with a heavy dielectric
suppress sparking. Beck's unit would be
covered under Lakhovsky's original
very generalized) patent, but research
LaJmovSk:v' s own material shows
what he used for electrc)-tJ:tm1pe11tic
searches. To excite the antennas in the Beck
manner will not create the same vil'lrratina
field that
antennas excitation
circuit will. But it does create an electrical
field that some claim is beneficial to a live
placed in its proxmuty
makes much sense that the antenna
should also vibrate physically as well as
electrically. Ah... if we
had
unino weigh and measure...
Lou has sent us in a MWO of bis own
design with a single spiral antenna made of
two twisted bare copper wires. We will be
:running a several part article on construction and use starting next issue. This unit is
reminiscent of the Sun-Ether disc of Oscar
1891.
a number of different operating MWO's
over the last six years I have to say that
Lou's unit is the most exciting
I've
ever seen like this. I could Q.tt1w1011v
effect 10-12 inches away, and there was no

called to
say that be has completed a run of Golden
Ratio antennas from the
B.S.R.F.
artwork. These are double sided

be.lt1.et:icuu effects on
electrical excitation. Many experiments
can be done and the results quantu:iea
·various protocols such as those used
Rudolf Hauscbka and
There is no doubt that there is a new
of MWO research
undertaken.
For 25 years
built Beck's
with many people claiming beneficial :reand others
but
..........,v....."i'<o track of results for evalua-

ested.
ently covering a very wide range of frequencies, must, because of its inherent
fixed inductance

term Kilo
to use the
and other Wlits seem to be basically timed
to one fundamental even though they do
of harmonics.
"Jacob's Ladder" for the
gap.
This consists of two 114" copper tubes
5/32"
the bottom
tapering outwards to 1" at the top then
~hn·un,thr h111'·111:1lim1a out at 1" radius. The
travels up the ladder from bottom
and is
the sudden

the idea was
will have many
ideas to choose from
their
measurable effects from energies
from the
to the fine etheric.
Thanks to everyone who has interacted
on.i;~ou1g aspect of our researches!

EVEN MORE LAKHOVSKY STUFF
Some time ago I bought your excellent
hudbook of the
Multi Wave
0.cWator and due to prenure of other
have
found time (o read

range and lllP.llivi!l!•riln,o Wlirt11~111v
power at all tb.ol!le tre Q1UEmciies.
A further improvement on this feature is to make the ladder a
Stairsolid
1

fan
low power lldnd used in
computen) provides a current ofair which
accelerated the progress of the spark up
the Jacobs Ladder and more importantly
ii
up the Spiral Staircase. The
sometimes reluctant to
at the base of the ladder and even more
reluctant to wend its winding way u.p the
but the air flow does the trick and
everything cool.
The fan also
remove Ozone
from the enclosure. Ozone has the delightful habit of attacking insulation. It
has also been blamed for respiratory ill.;,
ne11e1. I am skeptical of the latter as I
found

it exhilarating.
Master Violet Ray even included an
Ozone Inhaler with its de-lme

some warts and
wrapwire around the electrode and
aPJ>IYl!ne the
of the wire to the
I had some troublesome warts removed in this way
It was not until I
involved with this
that I realized

one of thae? It worb well on 6 volts
which ii just as well as it draws a lot of
juice and 8 D cells won't fire it.
Now a request for information about
Lakhovsky Treanne:nt and parts. Please
Please. On my knees! 1 Where can I
obtain High Voltage Capacit~n as used
in the Lakhovsky Machine?????? I have
tried all the surplus stores I bow of in
this area but the highest voltage they have
hi 450. I recently paid over $SO for a 660
volt one for a 12 v trailer power supply
and that was ordered specially from New
York. BELPm Ieventriedmakingone
from instructions in the Boy Electrician,
Sunday School prize from the 19301. I
used Acrylic 118" dielectrics instead of
They worked well for a time but
soon tracked and failed. I don't
plates any way but I

--

ately need some H V
at less
than Pentagon prices.
Re TreatJ:nents. One of the contribu=
ton to the Handbook reports that treatment with the Lakhovsky Machine rec
isulted mthe dis-appearance of underarm
hair. (The report of decreasing underarm hair is from the Nov.1968 Journal of
Borderland Research by Mn. E.H., Piqua,
Ohlo.) Thls is very interesting as I am a
heavy construction worker, and after a
hard day at the office I like to drop in for
a cool beer and fraternize with nice hot
ladies. However, underarm odor which
results from my dally exertion and defies
Guard AFI'ER for 2
is
the
Repellant. I did fmd
offending fuzz helped a lot. ·m·'°'~ul"lin1 a
even
de=activate the sweat
jjji-

succeeded in
chine to stimulate hair ,,..,,,,,,.,,,..11-11..·r.,·;
hair like Yul Hin1nn11P.r_
think its sexy but I find it
and
worst of all it
me look and feel 20
It seems
to me that the machine could well be used

without further
let me conQtatulate you
a stand
to use the word Hertz to designate cycles per
second. Why use mumbo-jumbo designators when simple English will do. Tesla said
that the acceptance of the Hertzian theory

.01capacitor1!!212
Three connected in series will be 6Kv .003
uf, another 3 co11mected in parallel across
the lint three will be 6Kv .006 uf. Sb: of
these costs about $3.
Regarding the
when Hieronymus lived near me in. Ft. Lauderdale
asked
about the MWO. He
recommend it because the broad spectrum of
had both beneficial
and harmful. frequencies which could not
tie C!O'!l'~Gll"<lli1l'01rll

.:RB.
Florida
Thanks for all the input on where to get HV

capacitors. Also, thanks Ron, for Hieronymus' viewpoint. With the Beck style MWOs

I would agree. A mass of radio frequency

KLARK KENT CHECKS IN!
Just a note to say thanks for the mention
in. the Jou:rnal about the
of
the Golden Ratio Ante11ma1 from
the
Science.
also to
on the
developments of the
MWO are molt welcome.
m..,,
teresting is the comparison of the
MWO to the Lakhovsky original!
I have never seen an original Lakhonky MWO.
from the
in.formation can we really get schematic
in.formation, circuit diagrams, antenna
st:ructu:res, etc. .AJ8 you know from all of
the freeene.rgypatent1circulating aroud,
patent wrapper and
is not

tO

ll'llll"8111!1IH•~dl!

device. If it were, then we should have
free energy devices

This Jomnal acts as a forum to ideas such as
these to
and the MWO refuses

distance from the emittilli2
dealt with much more svecrn.cailv

on...

THEORY OF WIRELESS

THEBECKMWO
ls a ..Heck 1!lllo1e1e1. It has succenkilled a skin. cancer on the back of
my hand. Yet I am
about its
resonator. There seems to
no
it's of no use and is as if dead. I did not
:realize that we a:re
trouble estaba

Dollard. ReiKar<llin2

whereabouts· of an "1lll"ii,m1111flll L·akliOVll!kv
MWO. What this means ii that we must
grope ou:r own way in.
the
tecllu:utlolii!V lint
Lakhov..
So I gue11 I owe Bob Beck a word of
than.kl because he was the one who made

Glad to hear you are
.ald1ovsJcV ieft much int;omtlation
never got translated into English. BSRF
will continually publish the results of ongoing MWO research, and will aiways be on
the lookout for the best information available. Here is the letter submitted to K.lark,
from a person known to us-here also:
Dear Miro Kent,

At long last I «1161111" !lll11•nm11nril wrH1li'lio
and share some of my experiences
with the MWO I bought from you.
The unit arrived on
R7, I 990 in
excellent condition. Your packaging is
superb. I inspected the unit !t!L!ll!EMlllllll"t!il..
because of some
sionall problems, was not able to make
use of it until October.

are
MWOs. B1i- ... 1i..n.. nn
MWOs will be identical
components, circuits, etc. Also, Lakhovsky did not have some mystical secret that
is exclusive to his particular instruments;
he built one that generated his rec:mi1red
multi-frequencies and there are no doubt
many ways to effect this.
ThelargeMWOibuiltin1966worked
as well as I could expect and, although
never use it now, its circuit can be regarded as a basic Tesla coil, starting out
with a 12KV neon transformer. Other
circuits I have experimented with unfortunately appeared not to give the same
results. Your MWO Handbook should be
the starting point
would..be experimenten keeping in mind that most of the
'transistorized' models do not have
energy to effect the desired resuits.
to
mentioned i1
the
should be
. seated.ONANINSULATEDPLAT.FORM
with the antenna about sb inches from
the back. In this way all the cells of the
raised to their Ml oo~ten1tfal

ferent results. A French horn and a clarinet
will show the same frequency for the same
note played, but the difference
of
sound should be obvious to all. The
difference between the

fall into
categories. A silver
bell rings finer than tin.
MWO REPORT FROM FRANCE
I finally managed to ,............,,.,..., ..ir..,,..,.,. ini<•ilamui
(see BSRF Bulletin Board, Jan-Feb 1991)
but he is very, very busy and only gave me
some of the information I wanted.
he declined to nr1111v1111'1!1
basic
orthe MWO because he say
no two units were the same. AP·Pairen.tlv
each machine was a •vo:n1A...on"
different from the others.
Of the MWO are

ment

your audio cassette, done
a fine dnunatic
suggestion: include the cassette
with the MWO as a matter of courrse.
I used the machine about
times, sometimes dally, sometimes
skipping a day or two fur 35 min. per
session,
in the
Power
Radiator mode.
of about
chronic bron..
chitis, some coughing in the mi!l'~ll"ll'l>iinar
with some
rest of the
fine. The medicine men told me that

your machine has de1finiitelly
my condition. I
courrse, that my testimonial is worth..
~m1i'.!lril'av!l!l!d

himself for an instant
off
the
Then switch off the instrument. I found lrhiici n'"'"""'""e!! n ..... m1!mdlat<t:rv
to obtaining no§:iti,"!fe
found it odd tha:tthiis JJ1oi11tt hills ... ,.,...,.,,,,.. ""·"""'""
1

efforts.

:RM.

so courteous and ch111rmin2
that he returned to America
nrn<nru•n the idea of court .action.
friend tells n;ne that the whole
secret ofthe MWO is in the "diffuseur".
He further indicated two sources of in.for...
"""""""'"'"'"'•both in French. A series of boob
have been written and
the

has been
able and siimulatlml:.
erally: loudspeaker or nozzle) would
be
so the "secret" could
very well be (as we have intimated over the
years) in bis mathematical arrangement - a
much mollfe
consideration under
with Beck:'s.

MWO CEJR.NER
was
Received the Journal
about the
Coil MWO.
I congratw.late Mr. Schad on doing a very
good job :2nd would submit the irouowlnP
for future models.
1) N ~ aluminium

"mobile :home" site means trailer
which there is a
of Al.
fo:r tornadoes
neil!ative influence.
chief .reference for this is Dr. Star bard
Box
CA 95662.
She has been
the
since
1956 and has accumulated a mass of data.
for she travels
in
seminars etc.
2) The rest is from a Tibetan lama to
whom I showed the
If

with sub-audible sound.
make sure that it was clear that the antenna

When I first received. the 11-.~.~m,~" r~Diflli'I
SECRET
LIFE and THE WAVES
1

un11>eramre that
your
to show the cora
rect way. am not a scientist of a
penon, but I KNOW what I have
done ud you will have to take my word
for it unless you want to YOURSELF,
conduct the same experiments I have and
PROVE ·it to
I have not the

IT MUST.
You bow as well as I that EVERYm
THING in the COSMOS is perfect, exact,
precile ud absolute that the LAWS,
FORCES, ENERGIES, POWERS, FREQUENCIE_S, RAYS. •• and all the:restfuncm
tions even for an in1tut. Life as we bow
It wm cease forever if even an INSTANT
ls made
I would

co1tceJf)t shows. have
to ex1>er.im1ent
with a HUMAN BODY ad will need to be
to use the RIGHT PERSON
off and on you could hea:r the resonator
like

BRACELETS he calls them OSCJLLATm
.!iU ,,IO!if '-•.l!.l!!.'l>~'l-'•.111. Jll
of course, and altlbov:agb.
on page 63 of WAVES THAT
•Olg

Wlllllilll!lid~li"lill'llO

WOOD SUPPORT

if

Nebraska

MWO RESEARCH

The:re was no
The side effects from this unit were too
on smaller units. After 15
uter your head would be full of mucus.
The closer the antennas were
other the
the effect to the
maJ!illltf!: one very nauseous.
did anyone else nu1ra:"hfll~
test Dr. Charles T ......... ~u wmrllrilr•a

WRONG

after I rounded them off with a
The outside

7

static and
fields. He was also
cemed about the underlying earth itself. In
hls Secret
Life he proposes hls theory
that cancers are more predominant in areas
where the soils (such as clays) reflect the
cosmic radiation back to the surface, ca'IJSinterference patterns that
body's energetic flows. It is interesting to
note thathls antennas were constructed with
all these factors involved. It is also very
interesting that he relied on the pendulum
and the mediumshlp of Abbe Breuil for his
refinements. Lakhovsky was a true borderland scientist! Also ofnote is your point #5
mentioning the hollow glass circuit containing chemical salts. Something new to figure
in our researches. We also have the open
question of whether or not some of his tube
antennas contained rare gases, which his
MWO Tube Patent implies by its refinements in miniaturization. This has boon an
of
what
1!£ll'llc1v<11111"V was really up to in hls vast
searches. Please read on....

or

MWOCORNER!
fo:r you and
Some tidbits about

He:re is a nice
ri!J>'!ll,l!'l!<<!>r'<S!

LaJldlovsk:v. I

............-.v.it is
to know that
there are still about fou:r original MWO's
within a radius of 200 miles from
and the
who have them are
ca.re of them.
L.
:secon 1Uv. from what I can
took very great
with each MWO. I
understand now what my friend meant
he
different.
1

one in the dark.
taken
These are some of the
into consideration by L.
Diameter: D.
2) ,Thickness of the wire of the tube
to be confused with the section).
3) Distance "e" between the two ends.
4) Orientation of the circuit with respect
to the horizontal plane (29 70 N).
S) Kind of circuit. Should it be made of
metal or hollow glass coilb~ining chemical salts.
6) Orientation of the distance ''e" with
to the
North.
7) Study of the terrain: the m11111~ll'·!lll1.n.m
geological,

°

tonic factors.
of the
natureofthesurface of the circuit and whether
and how it should
be covered.
see now that
what I had taken
for solid rods
up the
antenna were in
hollow tubes.

antenna

th.ii~ info:rimatim:i inter~esti1n2. It sheds
a new light on how L. operated. He used
the pendulum a lot and, as we have seen,
the mediumistic talents ofb.i1 friend Abbe
B:reWJ.
best wishes to
to
BSRF in 1992.
R..C.
France

Your input on the MWO project has
the truth of the story, and I ,,.n;,,... ..,..,....
and I'm sure the thanks of BSRF members
the world around. Georges LaJchovR.licv 1J11a!\l.
conwl~:x individual whose ideas on cell
re~;eni;rration have

REAL L.AKHOVSKY SCHEMATIC!
This schematic is :from a Lakhovsky
Radio Cellular Oscillator manufactmed
Lakhovsky's son in Paris long after the
untimely death his father in the early 1940s.
It shows that the Lakhovsky's own family
followed the path ofthe radio-cellular oscillator and not that suggested by Lakhovsky's
tum to damped electrostatic power supplies
inhlsMWO. Ourmanytl:umbgotoPatrick
Flanagan for providing this information to
BSRF. Patrick obtained the unit, removed
the seal at risk of voiding the warranty, and
provided us with the circuit description you
see here. Also, a special thanks to Roger
Modjesld of RAM Tube Works of Santa
Barbara,, California forprovidingthepinouts
and tube conversion info. AJl far as our
extensive research notes
this is the

in the US!
which fits in a small box that

can. be held in the

Pl

000.WmA..
#20lPLASTIC

~WIRB--.. .--.--'°"'"'-"~,_.,.-........_...~
.........

L.l...A[).;}/\l'l,.,J!'l~U PINOUT
pin 1: grid 2
pin 2: grid 1
pin 3: cathode
pin 4&5: filament 6.3V
pin 6: grid 3
pin 7: plate/anode
pin 8: intemal shield
pin 9: not used

6CL6PINOUT
l: cathode
2&9: first grid
3&8: second grid
7: third grid
4&5: filament
6: plate/anode

for both.
the
We
The 5 and 20 tum coils are ~ inch
diameter tightly wound with #20 plastic
coated wire. They are air core and all three
are wound in the same right band direction.
They are spaced tightly and arranged exactly as shown. Varying the physical distance between the primary and secondary
coils would vary the output strength. The
resistors are ~ watt. The .01 capacitor is
ceramic at 500 volts. The choke is 33 µH.
The power supply is not sho~ but is implied by the circuit.
We have no exact details ofthe interaction of this generation ofLakhovsky device
withthe human system, only that suggested
by Lakhovsk.y's original RCO research and
its extension through time. This data is
provided forresearch purposes and to record
yet another
in rac110-mo101!1cal research.
We would still be most interested in
PJ.~l:urf:Q in l...aJIChCW~ICV'
PW>11c:anjons such as that ptcmn~a
:from his book
Terre Et Nous

cerltamly utco1:po1rate the
characteristics for the main antenna feeds.
We have discovered the basic construction of the Radio-Cellular Oscillator and
:from them
the MWOs with damped electrostatic power
sup1phc~s and concentric
antennas be-

But then we see
Lakhovsk.y's son was still manufacturing RCOs after the death of his father!
So we can see
the fillal conclusion
has yet to be drawn as to exactly how the
original MWOs were built, and ofcourse
we would also like to see some actual
MWO Tube units that Lakhovsky patented. We also see the RCO as a potential low-cost method of res,em:c.rumg
Lakhovsk.y's basic
of radio-:fre=
quency cell regeneration. This MWO
Handbook contains the essential keys to
all our questions and more. Much research has to be done and Borderland
to
any
Sciences is
researcher who wishes to pursue
streams of activity.

The Journal of Borderland

researches - may
and well documented for
learn :from.
U n . 'WV<l!JlU..

M:WO REPORTS
Pleue all0>w me to
theae comment• about the on-gomg earch.
f'"""• ,O.h• u.11mriat;e MWO, and. moat es=
WCJ•rll;iD.Jr mod.el of

to
o:f
oWD.. .!Jit me ay to any or all,
are only opinion.1 backed.
with 110me ream.lo of a beneficial
1till
and. 110
will and. du..
110me

ton of 011<cilJ.ai:io:n./voU1L11?e
become 03.

..,.,.,...;;;'"'...,break of 1.1to13 Hz be:1ro11re
the primary of the
former there will
stimulation. of n.erve end.ilrimi/
'!Rle'll'!ll!Tf11.••

crease.
Then., with the
submitted. here of a.ll1 mstru.men.t
d.ucmg much ionization. and. an.
teme electro-friatic field iD. con.ju.D.e=
tion with multiple waves reachmg
many milliom of
with a
of freo
me&JU of manual
que:ncy and. utatic field. the ultrahigh voltage is taken. into the
Thu.u we combme most of the ideas
advanced.
others than Lakhov
0

tinue
breathed. m from
before Jll.4illlil•a.L11.u111•a
were
ozon.e cabinet.
table chamben for thh t.ltu~ra.uv
with e:xcellen.t results d.eafin!ll
tuberculosis and. what we :now call
emphyaema. The eru.m levels of
o:xygen will be
e:nhan.ced.
111,;;g;iuu.lM!llilJll.

in.tern.al di1c•)mtf01rt:1.
aeema that n.o on.e ha.a un.d.entood.
:re&J111>n for
and. uau.mea
MOmti!lillillta: to do with freque:nllO. ThU ili only a

~method.

means of a blood. test.
No alien viral invader
arwrvive m the
of in-

b.und.rell:ls of 2it~all:lier1tz
even. then prove more h..armful that healing •
The diagram of the mstrume:n t submitted. is driven.
a
neon tran.af ormer and. is en.ough power. However I have used a 750va and. 900va
co:rn~SiliOl!lld.ilD.!ll increase iD.
coim.pHOin..en.·ts but that
not necessary.
Perhaps the most im.portan.t
item is the 1" copper pipe flattened.
one end. Thia, when held.
antenn.a or the outer static
came• a l O:x increase in fn~at11.emLcv
usmg the capacitance of
By
approaching the
an.tel!W.a. with
flattened en.d the
electr<Mlltatic field is also increased
that the en.tire
is stimulated. and.
so
the
Sea1.ted. uriH'llin tWO feet
.lea:w.i.11.2 toward the anteD.D.a. With
a 900va u:nit and
a sh foot
diameter static
the

built with a Tesla Coil
I have had no
other
to compare it
therefore I can only hue my find=
mp on th.at particular model and
design. I find that for my need& it
worb totally and beautifully. In
d.el:li!~, it u a work of art.
sugge1d that ANY of the
...,,. ..,,...,.,. ... ri
of designed MW011 abo
pe1r1-orm. adequately. Why? Became their sole purpoaae is to con~ert an unW11able form of electricity into a uaable form of electric=
Why? Tha.t'11 the 11dxty-four
do1Datr cin1c:~stiio11.. What use does one
want
it? Why does one wuh to
~ute electricity? Aa. fu u I
(which leaves a wide
of
there is but ONE me
parti1cu.ll.a.r inlt:nunent.
m1co1rpc>ni~te1d. into it.

nJb1vsiC1U. counte~

in the endocrine
Let
those old dem.o:ns of the
anger and fear. Then you
remove the
influence

1. .

ndiator antenna. is
labor in
One ml!t£.llrt
w:Uh to
with the traDJI=
muted energy AND a violet ny
pwrat1.u INSTEAD OF co11.11taiLntJlY
better ve:nton
a.b:'eady ill in emtence.
There one other factor that
bu to be in thill
if one
their anawen
pretsemtt dile1nm.a.. That
tor u
I call GOD. GOD
worb WITH one, but not FOR one.
ID my
that bu been the most

thia
ue left off.
upon t0s
ta! anonymity. If times were d.if..
i-e1:-ent.a if people in general and lcl.m
enmtl in particular were more in
uw~L'*'l&i and therefore more co~
KC11J1UUilJ, I have no doubt that thia Usue could be reoolved. A.al it
hutm.il.DlltY ill
itl own demise. It'• an
time to be
a.live.
Thank you
effom in
keeping open a forum of opou.on
not common any 10112.:~r
country. Pleue C()llltillUe
effortl to do
With kinde11t re.1r;u'dll,
Name Wit.hltl!.eJ.d

for the main reason that we are not
trying to build. a "better" MWO, but are
d.iBcover the original,
matically regenerate diseased. tissue unlike
of the mod.em variations. We are not
at straws, but pointing out a major
crepancy in the information that BSRF bu
been publishing since 1963. We have come
into contact with Serge
and. have
requested a schematic of the
unit.
the publication of
we
will labor no more other than to
on
actual experiments.

INTRODUCTION
. When I wrote ·''The Lakhovsky Radi0o
cellular OscillttJtor" (Jan-Feb 1992 JBR),
making a synopsis ofinfonnation released by
Georges LakhOvsky himself, I indicated my
doubts O!I the quality ofthe infonnation. and
in the end. how in my opinion he was pursuing
(at least) two very dijferent lines afrese.arl'.~h
Later, I thought it proper to have a greater
umter.stanttinR of the
Lakhovsky's time of early researches, so I
went in to the library ofthe Argentine Scien~
to try obtaining more data.
search was rewarded
the book

You will notice how AC and DC were
mixed in a single circuit; this feature is almost
non-existent in today's broadcasting equipment.
A simplified version of the symmetrical
arrangement is seen at Figurie 2. Please notice
how close it is to the Lakhovsky Radio-Cellular Oscillator that I have shown as Figure 9 in
my former writing. The only difference seems
to be the
of the DC batteries in
Figure 2, by a fllament/high-voltage transformer.

ll!;lli~tCt.naiwes Co1JJT11es

the circuit
va.wiation in this core's satucore "F".
ration will change its permeability and con.sea
quently the inductance in "R", allowing either an increase or decrease in broadcasting.
The whole setup shown is, according to the
at the extrem.e
French text, an
right appears the word ''recepteur'' meaning
receiver. Maybe an analysis of the whole
original reference in Onde Electrique magazine will show the reason for this discordance.
The '' great-grandaddy" oftoday' s satellite 1V antennas appears in Figure 4. It is a
parabolic reflector of340 centimeters in wave=
length and an aperture of 600 centimeters. Its
was to focus in a narrow beam
the
for that
minimum
broadcast.
reading Waves That Heal
by Mark. Clement I found out that the MWO
had a transmitter and a resonating rec1:ive~a
there was no specific technical data per11'....... ,,..."' 11'.n either in the book.. I,
like to know what led Georges LalttlOVSj'Y

which the antennas differ from those
sueh as the one seen in Figure 4.

I will show
quotes the work Les Lampes a Trois Elec..
trodes by one Mr C. Gutton (Also pUl:>.llSJtl.ect
by Les Presses Universitaires de France in the
collection Conferences-rapport de documentation)
something not
thought of nowadays such as including negative resistance in the circuit. One kind of this
circuit is seen at Figure S, Where the coupling
and the
is
means of
received broadcasts are heard

Mesny together with
a brief explanation (based on his writings)
and the co"espon.ding reference publication,
so that whosoever wants to know more on the
subject can go directly to the source. This I do
because many of the references given in
IU/,,.,.,,,.,...... work are not available to me,' hence,
analysis ofthe

in every wa:ve-oroaa.cast'er
quency. One such fi<%lllellcy·=Stabililser
invented by the French Kacno··~u%:a1c
ety and is shown in

the superimposition of two
to
yield four more frequencies in the end; all of
them 'alloyed' to give a greater and more
efficient output in early radio-broadcast. In
the "superreactive" circuit of Figure 8, we
have a triode of nrn:n-1reci1ue:i1cv r•••...1~~~+Frequence") in which the
voltage upon which is superimposed
tion of 10,000 cycles per
the modulating('' Mo4ulatrice' ') tpode lamp~

shown at Figure 7. There, the adjusting of
condenser• 'C'' imparts within resistance'• R''
:more or less important
as the c.t.a.Inpt;mrtg

This id.ea was c.alled a' ':reactive circuit'•

of current

'/1///.-.

s
achieved without crum.g:mg the parameters,
acc:ord.ll:uz to Mr

..l:iemarw:nq11er. put>liS.ltled in Paris
............ ~... ..,""• no year indicated.
ploying
seen in the schemat=
and Onde Electrique, Volume No 1, pp
625-636, 1922) had developed what he called
and which is shown

ics of Figure 10. Detection is acc:omtplisb.e:d.

andVol49,
Feb
using a setup similar to
illustrated at Figure 14.
Please notice that I have
pertinent technical explanations
the
devices by Hm~.khl:1.WM:m.-J~z,, \l\'hidldiil,gto~
and
as
extensive for this article.
the references themselves, do take note.
Mesny' s wor)4 I felt
the full
understanding of Lakhovsky's ''Radio-Cellular Oscillator'', yet I also felt myself no
closer to that of the Multi-Wave Oscillator.
10

no reference was digiven for consulting, reading the bibliography disclosed the existence of the thesis,

propagae1ectr1oma211etJtques le

This
did in 1919
Zeitung, Vol25,page 1, 1920)andafewyears
later the scientist Scheibe improved on the
pro1ctuc::m1;z w;aves ttom 30 to 334 centimeVol
pp 54-

These points are yet to be cleared:
I. How many (and whichkind) ofvacuum
tubes (either by him or from others) were
included by Lakhovsky in his MWO?
2. How much of the "Radio-Cellular
into the MWO?
Oscillator'' entered (or
3. WhichresearchesleadLalrhovsky from
Radio-Cellular Oscillator into
and what initiated them?
4.Istherea "Final,, or"UltimateMWO"
~ -..,.,,...---- of
all
or
model ofakind that is
of diseases?

no
in case you have avnnh1na_
to the Journal of Borderland Research
all to know....
v::11111::in1e

3
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of this information with schematics is
available from BSRF for $2 pp.) Anecdotal
claims
forthis device at
the time.
exact c0Illi$l(W(ttio n
MWO is still unknown to us, but we hear that
there are a number of original units still
1

In response to Jorge's questions and also
to collect my thoughts on this matter, after
completing the third revised edition of The
l..akhovsky Multiple Wave Oscillator Handbook, I wOuld like to present what my general
conclusion is at this point in time on the
Multiple Wave Oscillator and Radio Cellular
Oscillator. I know that some readers will
think we pelabor thisfleld ofresearch, while
others keenly await any development. I didn't
start this; BSRF has been investigating this
area since I was in grade school» and I have
up with the demand for information,
alti,un.rgh my primary interests definitely
elsewhere. However, we have come a long

Lrumovs1c:v· s. researches .indicated that
electric fields in the radio-frequency range
can be gene.rated in such a manner as to
regenerate diseased
not
tissue. This was well documented in medical
research in France and New York.
Borderlanders were first introduced to
this idea in 1963 when Dr. Robert
mt€m>reta1:ion of Lakhvosky's
•·:rc~Jmrmancm n1ac..tune' . He claimed to have
had access to an original, but 7 years of
have led me to believe this was an
eJG:i.gg.erated claim. Beck is known as a meticulous documenter ofall equipment he comes
a
across, as anyone who has seen him
p:rt::sex1tltion would know. I am basing my
on the available evidence which masked Bob for

L.alChOVSkV used copper
suspended in space for bis antennas""' "u"""'"'
them to oscillate freely both physically and
electrically and Beck used printed circuit antenna boards which allows neither. We know
from first-hand reports that Lakhovsky's
MWOs did not arc between the antenna rings
and Beck's MWOs are based on this
taking place. However, there is a simlilruritv
between the two in that they both create a field
of multiple wavelengths, but certainly of different quality and character.
units were
documented in curcertain types of cancer. ·
Beck's
have claimed

no documented research,
over a
century of their usage.
In answer to Jorge's query, the Radio
Cellular Oscillator was the
ofradiottei:rneincv generator
used
his electrical researches. He found this to be
a successful type of unit, but he felt that there
the tissue from extended use ofthe continuous
wave output. In one sense he took a technoto a
logical step backwards
gap driven Rhum.korff coil
erroneously consider to be a Tesla coil) feeda pair of concentric ring antennas. Lalchovsky stated that he used damped waves

This is
mentioned in the excerpts from Radiation
and Waves - The Source
from
Mark Gallert's New
1wn.'21l'«J•ii"""' and rep1rinted
MWO Handbook.

would include the exact circuitry of the antenna feeds. It is my
that the ideas of
Eric Dollard first
in the May-June
1986 JBR, based on bis extensive knowledge
a move in the
and
I think that Mike
Theroux,s
end ofthis article
may be the closest we have seen.. While
LaJmvosl(:v states that his
are electroabs1olut:e1y as the
eQUltmllent he
put>lls.l1ect reSlear<:he:s) would gen..
with the inner

still be considered electrostatic with
gap. The Beck MWO
electrostatic field

Thereisalc1to:rel1ectJro-1~erapeut:ic~~u1p..

ment (including alleged Rife devices and
various MWOs) being sold these days with
the claim that they are not for medical use.
None-the-less I would have to consider myself stupid if I thought that everyone was
uLUJLllJl.U.Jll<f. and
these units purely for
research. The information and equipment that
BSRF makes available really is intended for
research purposes and we don't say that with
a nod and a wink. If I knew for sure that a
specific reproducible device would cure any
disease I would say so without fear or trepidation and provide the plans. To those who do
use this information we sincerely hope that
you provide BSRFwith documentation on use
and effect. This is an experimental field, with
exact details of the original equipment still in
question, and to rely on this for health one has
to base their motives on faith and not on fact.
This is extremely important and is the fundafor our
all this avail..
mental
able.
on exi:>eruwental
ment as a
modality. Not that there
isn't a basis
that there
in this field of research, but as stated before
are

not the least of which is the mass of information now becoming available on the disastrous
health effects ofelectricity and electrical fields.
Much needs to be sorted out here.
RudolfSteiner pointed out in his Agriculture course (circa 1924) that just because
electricitywasnowavailabletherewereprophets who claimed it as a great cure, not withstanding that there were no such prophets
before electricity was available. He also
pointed out that with radio signals information could be transferred around the world at
amazing speed, but that the effect of the
electricity was such that people couldn't comprehend the information as well as they used
to! This is an important caveat to consider
before any experimentation with electrical
equipment (including computers!).
There are avenues of research into biologically positive energies that do not partake
of the subsensible electrical currents. L.E.
Eeman' s biocircuits are a well documented

is

a

little interest in such (not as sexy as an electroarea of research (electricity is used to power
electnlca.l effect

would be

also indicates that there are potent non-electrical energies that are incredibly bio--positive
if applied in the correct manner. Competent
research needs to be done in all these areas,
and this Journal is open to all ideas of
character.
And in closing I must state that there is
the more refmed view of disease,
it is a
problem of alignment between physical and
etheric. Rudolf Steiner indicated that the
etheric is always healthy, but when out of
phase with the physical we experience health
problems. Our true purpose in the Borderland
fields ofresearch is not to cure disease, but to
leamhow to attain the supersensible overview
ofour existence- to reach beyondthe borders
ofour senses. Our orientation is of course to
seek across the upper borders of the senses.
Electricity is a sub-sensible force, beneath the
senses, and is an
system alterant.
Whether it alters a
for better or worse
der>emW! on many factors, state
me:-sr111e. etc. It is very possible that many
claims for various devices are based on
cebo effect. That is
we support serious

RQ.BCOAX
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ne~:Jigitblei ).

Dr. Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy research

Antenna

After years and years of guessing, hoping
and wondering what Lakhovsky was really
doing, the fish is about to hit the pan! In the
last two issues of this journal, a number of
schematics have been reprinted for devices
capable of producing oscillations of multiple
wavelengths simultaneously. In this article, I
will present another schematic of an easy to
build MWO submitted by an associate from
Texas. But fll'St I would like to go over some
ofthe basic information that all ofthis is about
and attempt to make some sense of it, finally.
The understanding that I now present is
based on an article written by Georges Lakt11n11e.l\fi!T tn 1941 entitled Radiations and Waves
.. Source of Our Life. excerpts ofwhich appear
on pages 98 .. 100 in

The
MULTIPLE WAVE

OSCILLATOR
second
edition, by BSRF.
Quoting Lakhovsky, "Ihaveshown
in my books, ..Ol..Ml~t::,;;.
cret of Life. and especially in The Earth and
Ow;selves. that every
living cell draws its
energy
of sec:radiations refrom the ionization of the geological substances of the
earth h.,,..,..,,.,.,,..,,,..

ground were not always beneficial, depending
on the geological formations underneath. "But
certainnatural radiationsa:reparticularlytoxic,
especially those originating in earth grograms
[coarse ground formations]. Many cancer
cases have been attributed to these toxic :radiations and proven experimentally, notably in
Germany by Dr. Rambeau ofMa:rburg. Therefore, earth radiations sometimes cause disturbance of the ceUW.a:r oscillatory equilibrium
of the organism.'' Here, when Lakhovsky
refers to "natural :radiations" that are toxic,
he was not
about radioactive emissions or chemical poisons, but what are now
called geopathic zones .
"To re-establish this "'"fli.&Jl.Jl.J\IJJLLu..u.i.,

the Saltpetriere I observed and checked the
effects of these short waves. Using very low
power, from 10 to 12 watts, and a limited
duration of treatment, I succeeded in curing
cancer inhuman beings, but also had to record
some failures."
Lakhovsky goes on to say that by
the news of bis successes had caused wideQ
spread interest in Europe, and that researchers
were buildinghlgherandhlgherpowered units.
He felt that more power just caused dangerous
thermal effects that· could kill micr~organ
isms but also healthy cells. This is no doubt
the advent of today's Diathermy machines, a
direction that Lakhovsky clearly rejected.
At this stage, he changed bis fundamental
assumption. "I thought it possible to obtain
better results by administering an oscillatory
shock to all the cells in the organism simultaG
very
Such a
dampened o:r weakened ~9I:Q:§.~&.
waves, does not provoke thermal and pr~

figure 9
A "' a Lakhovsky Triode
B .. another Lakhovsky Triod@
C .. Loop associated to Grids
Loop associated to Plate$
0

=

E "' Connection to Filament

F

ConneC'tion to High Voltage of
Tnnsfonner secondary tap S1
.. High Voltage tap of AC Transformer

khovskyhad already
succeeded in
various cancers with
10 watts of electromagnetic propagations between 2 and
10 meters.
he

at these
These

nn'IJ<JP'f'' IP'!J'Pl<O!

''Radio-Cellular
Oscillators•' were
bis first successful
device and
remain very, very ef-

that there is an energy
:from outer space that
enters the earth and causes a reaction that

'•After much research
an apparatus cre;atmlg
cov·eru:12 all ttequenc1es
custurbm,g rays,
cell the necessary stimulation for a
I
return. to its normal

£.LJl).;]/\J\,.,J:lo.V PINOUT
pin 1: grid 2
2: grid l
3: cathode
pin 4&5: filament 6.3V
pin 6: grid 3
pin 7: pl.ate/anode
8: intema! shield

9:notused
6CL6PINOUT
I: cathode
2&9: first grid
3&8: second grid
7: third
4&5:
6: nl.ate/a.no<1e

eliminates this tPT'l'1PT1l'v
the transitions between the on and
of the spark. This intensifies the nature ofthe
oscillations and produces extremely high har:monics. My guess is that in Fig 1, E, in the LCoscillator section ofthe circuit, is a quenched
other
would like
spark gap.
to add here is about the construction to the
concentric ring antennas. For the last 30 years
here in the USA, these antennas have been
made of copPe! foil on a dielectric material,
like a printed circuit board. BSRF has been a
major source of these antennas. Recent experiments that I have run suggest strongly that
this design adds unwanted capacitance to the
output circuit and could clip off the very short
wave emissions from the output. This would
be even more pronounced in a system set up
for electro-static output as Lakhovsky specifies in his patent. Only a sequence
rings, suspended in the air, like Lakhovsky
would be free to oscillate
antennas

_____________ well-, however, with the RCO;After all this, I now must
is
nothing sacred about any of these circuit deI'm a strong believer in the motto

tteqwmcy cunrents from a

gap.
circuit of the transmitter vibrates
its natural tte<Jue.ncv

of a meter to
meters.
many ruumo,ru.cs.
each circuit also
which with their basic waves, their intereffiuvia· can reach
ferences and

scale

patent
leaves unresolved
the exact output connection.
Two last
should be mentioned
..aJC110 1vs~v speaks of his output circuit
~..................... ,.,,.,..frequency

it's not brok~ don't fix it", however, there
are many ways to produce the effects
hovskywas producing. EvenLakhovsky states
in his 1931 patent, "These rings may be fed
by any producing device whatever of
frequency ... " This is well illustrated by the
schematic
the March-April 1992
issue of this journal submitted by Pat
Flanagan. This circuit, while resemibliILg
one of the earlier Radio-Cellular Oscillators, seems capable of
waves
told
well below 1/lOth of a meter (as
me that it
with his satellite TV
and therefore should be con-

tumors, natural hair color retu.rJaiD.'2:
elderly, and many more benefits including
increased vitality. No doubt, Lakhovsky saw
these types of benefits too. But he was not
satisfied with success. He went on to make the
MWO. The target of frequencies for the
MWOwas between l/10thofameterand400
meters. He was not satisfied by stimulating
the organs, he wanted to stimulate each and
every cell individually also. For this he needed
shorter wave lengths. He wanted
to include a range of frequencies
so that even the strands of DNA
could find their own natural resonance and be directly stimulated
it.
The
as conceived by
USVAC
Georges Lakhovsky, was not an
intrusive influence, but one that

connected to the tube in the ara·wu:uz
turns of #16 wire and the output coil connected to the treatment loop is 4 turns of#l6
wire. Both are wound on a 3/8 inch diameter.
You can also tap the output loop directly off of
turns 3 and 7 of the 9 tum coil, but then your
output
is
connected to the wall
current and could really shock you if the
insulation failed. The sample unit submitted
to Borderland has the output
connected

clear, but what a trail ride it's been. Justa few
last words before I hang up my hat and dust off
my boots. Lakhovsky was a student ofnature.
He saw· that cellular oscillations could be
influenced
waves from
cosmic, atmospheric or telluric (earth) orito
His interest in machines was

ln4004

c· >
(+)

may have encountered. As with
other natural
Lakhovsky knew that his MWO
could cure all diseases, but not all
patients. ::soimetl.mtes,. a aitseciSecoI1dition had pr<J•WC:~t::d
lost its
generate. In such cases, the MWO
could not forestall the inevitable.

30µ/

cesses ofthe
"In all
cases this treatment gives
very good results. As it does not
attack the microbes
it
does not
live tissue, but
reinforces the
of the organism
accelerating cellular oscillation. It is therefore the reinforced organism that successfully
resists the microbes and all pathogenic
causes.•' Here then is the clear difference
between what Royal R. Rife was doing and
what Lakhovsky was doing. Rife discovered
specific "mortal oscillatory
rates" that were capable of
microbes directly
while Lakhovsky let a
strengthened and normally
functioning immune system
do that work. Rife was workon the magic bullet while
+320VDC
Lakhovsky was working on a
shotgun panacea. Both ap.... "''~"'"'thr were successful!
On this page is the schematic from the Borderland&sociate in Texas.
permi:ssHm to use his name,
but did not want to be associated with the claims for his
unit. I decided to use his

•'machine'' at all.
The treatment
is 8 inches in
diameter connected to 6 feet of#18 zip cord.
The
is made of some well
stiff
wire.
As we have in the past, a limited number
of units based on this design may be made
available for further research, either as a

LaJkh1:>vs:kv' s focus was on the

it seenis reasonable to assume that the effective use of such
aei7enae-,,it. as a
a geopathic zone may very well accelerate its
death. The
from the environment
is far more disturbed and far less
of
vibrant life
than in La1moivskv'
More and mote locations
or at least
This
makes it harder
for all of us to
The main message in the
is not that we can now cure
cancer with a new machine.

S.condar,y coU. 11
'10 tunu11 #2:5 wire Ii

Heavy

lnwl~d•4

P'omvar
La1t a end tUlNHI

1pread out to ~8 ~e
betn11n tw•111u1e

coils, I actually
to think about it.
tightly
. usually block high frequency signals and, for this reason, .are
sometimes called "chokes". Obviously, these coils were not
supposed to be extremely small because passing a wide spectrum of high frequency currents was their purpose. By coELtral~t,
one of Tesla's designs specifies a 2 foot diameter coil set in
location in the output But photos ofLakhovsky's MWOs clearly
show no coils that large. I decided to wind two coils about 2
inches in diameter to begin my experimen~. 11, the :;rimary,
wound with 7 turns of bare #18 single strand copper ~e. The
turns are about 1/3 'of an inch apart and stand free in the open
air with no dielectric material or coil form near-by.
the
secondary,is only 5 turns ofsimilar wire and dimension. The two
coils are placed end to end about an inch apart
are connected to rings 1 and 2 of the printed circuit board MWO
antenna developed by Eric Dollard and BSRF, as illustrated in
11 is
to

[I aea.aea

between the rings of the antenna.
Having resolved these issues to my own satisfaction, I
decided that the only way to find out the rest of the fa«;ts was to
actually build a circuit that behaved like the circuitin Lakhovsky's
To do this I had to decide what components to use, as
no parts values are given in the patent. Even if they were, these
parts would not be available today. What to do? Iri Figure 1,
Lakhovsky begins by powering the primary coil of a transformer
{direct current) that is rapidly interrupted by a device
calls a "trembler" 01' in
1). The
and
of
trembler is to
a sequence
pulses to
mechanically making and
nri111111~11'V winding. I decided

the
Kent
orotect: tl!le ignition coil from the discharge of the cai:1aator.
was the only deviation from the Lakhovsky circuit
do not believe it negatively affects the quality of the
since it is not in
capacitor discharge .loop.]
treinbJinR:
anticipation; (not really) I turned the unit on. Besides
irritating noise of the spark-gap,
antenna was very gentle
minutes, a noticeable refaxation
This experi"buzz" feeling -was present throughout
ment, long overdue, begins to confirm my many speculations
about the nature of
and opens up a
new direction for future resear·cn.
'Ib.etwo
articleactctr~~es
location the spark-gap in the circuit and .2)
driving the antenna. In Tesla's circuits and the Bob ue•WAJJJ,.~A
Kent style of MWOs,
is
by
COtli'llJSe'
the

SOLID-ST.ATE

CONTROL

L1 & L2 and directly connecting the outer ring of the antenna m
the place ofLl (Figure 6). The effects subjectively seem stronger
m the direct connection mode, but both are gentle
mg. I have also driven two phi-ratio spiral antennas m
electro-static mode facing each other, each spiral connec:teo.
its tenter to one
The effects m
two antennas are
While use of these
section spirals is a deviation
Lakhovsky's
configuration of using two antennas to
intent, it seems.
effect ill the area
oetiwee!n the antennas is
strong and lends credence to
electro-static mode of operation. Tesla also experimented
this method of driving the antennas which he called tenninab (t)
as shown in Figure 8.
used large copper plates for
tennm1a.1.S, and as such, did not expect them to augm.ent the
tre<meincv response of the system as Lakhowky did 'With
experiments suggest that when using
one antenna, the electro-magnetic hook-up is the strongest, as m
Lakhovsky's
circuits. When using two antennas,
electro-static
is
strongest, as in Lakhovsky's
circuits.
In future '11.1!.UlWC':ii•

Oxci.llator, which
the 1st Quarter 1993 issue of Borderla.n.cb, a
great deal has happened My associates and I a.re confident
cracked the secret of Lakhovsky's miraculous
that we have
M.WO. For much of this
I am deeply indebted to
Hessel Hoomveld of the Netherlands. First of all, Hessel has nm
quite a few experiments and tested many different variations.
Besides that, he visited Serge Lakhovskyin Paris, France in the early
accmm.t of a true
MWO
summer. His

there is NO arcing between the
of the antenna. ::>ec:on1a.,
the unit DOES
in the

dark tUbes holding the antennas
to the stands each contain a high
vo111:ag4~ st«m-11p coil, so that both

oert1orn11. Because of this, we are publishing this schematic
diagram (Fig. 4) and parts list so that home builders can now make
their own superior Lakhovsky-style units. We are also making these
units available in limited quantities for serious amateur experimenters.
The current unit consists of four sections: (1) the power supply,
(3) the spark-gap discharge
the
the high voltage output and antenna.hook-up. Each
section,
of these will be discussed separately and compared to Lakhovsky's
CtiSL.R'f«UD. in order to
clear understanding.
nn•'tC! UJrn

arrangement produces pulses coming out ofthe secondary coil that
can be used to charge the capacitor. The circuit we use here is a
variation of the one developed by Klark Kent. It consists of a 555
timer chip, protected. by some RF chokes, controlling a power
transistor that makes and breaks the DC current to the nrl1m!:11-v
an automobile ignition coil. The pulsed output.of the auto coil
then used to charge the capacitor. The high voltage diode between
the coil and the capacitor is a necessary addition to this circuit
because the capacitor does not charge properly without the diode
the solid-state section can be .ret>!ac:ea
the treitnb.ler~
maoce:$ a itoi (1J:n10u1e and the solid-state circuit
'll"AH1!:llh11u The solid-state circuit also

arr«miriemient vrc>du.ces the best trade-off between
cost
good circuit
cmd
gentle subjective feel in the output field Mcmy other systems were
tried

di~tJUam shows a single
coil connected to the first cmd second ring of a single mtenna (Fig. 1). We
now know, however, that Lakhovsky's clinical units rm separate
high voltage coils for each antenna (Fig. 2). Our system compromises between these two positions by driving a single high voltage
output coil in a balmced manner to power two mtennas equally.
The output produces the required oscillating electrostatic field
between the two mtennas as well as the two inch corona discharge
on each of them. I also center-tap the high voltage output coil md
connect it to cm
This
allows the output
to be driven in a manner that is consistent with Lakhovsk.y's clinical
units
using only one high voltage output coil. Adding the earth
connection to the output makes a big difference, in fact
makes all
difference in the world
that
much
what we are
md
me a call at (505) 281-7554 and I'll
a few words about the unit that
ma'1d.Iltir avaiJlabJle to researchers. The unit comes complete
md ready to use md is housed in a white plastic case about 15" x
15" x 511
15" diameter, silver plated antennas and
of clear acrylic. It also comes with m

prc>du.ces a very oeitietratltnR:
energizes the aura md prc,mc1tes
causes a normalization of the
even ne11tr~illZitn§.{
acidity of a cup of coffee
in the field. If you are int~~res:ted
owning one of these beautiful hcmd made
BSRF nea1aou.arte~rs
to discuss is the real

cage.Also,
the rings of the cmtenna were related to the
statements reinforce the
of how inttma1te1v
nected to nature the MWO must be in order to ooiera1te

and the musical t.ones from some research. done

an H.
Berlin in 1932. Since we know that Lakhovsky was
wo:rkill.2'~\liu:uome German doct.ors with his RCO and early earth
strongly suspect this information could be the
the development of the
tubular
antenna during that same time period. This research. document is
included as a footnote to an article entitled TAe Gr®itationaJ W®C
in the BSRF
of the 1950
of
ScienA't..a.., ....... ,

PUl>llSltlect in

and

of

ne

and

The follomng
Song of Longevity,
contains Michael's insights int.o these relationships. In the future we
to prototype some antennas and try them out t.o see if

Kadi41!tllt11le11iL

we continued to refine our collective un<ie:n;tal1tcfu1l.K
what Lakhovsky was really
This has really been a global BSRF
people have all contributed in significant ways.
wa1.m:1• KU
to the follomng: Ralph Bergstresser, who apparently designed
"Magnetic Wave Oscillator" which has been the basis of MWO
research for the last 30+ ye~; Bob Beck, for igniting interest in the
hlf.WO in 1963
reproducing this basic "MWO" design;
for printing that diagram in the BSRFJoum.al; Klark
for actually building units that gave people something to work with
and gave us
strong enough to whack on for years;
for
education concerning the oro1JPev:1ies
dielectric fields, and for shomng us the
rilhl'A.,.«lrAn,,..Ac:> from
actual work
the li'\T'll!!>vi8'11111'!!
searcners: Ron
on his
hand n1™il:~rv~.n11. .., ...............

JU'1LI1..............

tially solved The following is the parts list that goes with the
schematic in Fig. 4. for
interested in building a unit
themselves.

Part·a
Tl 1 20VAC to 1 2.6VAC, 4.4amp transformer
Wave Bridge 250 volts, 6 amps
RFC
Radio Frequency Hash Chokes, 250uh
Cl

series, gaps set at .017"
T2 Automobile Ignition Coil for a 12 volt
T3 Hand-made High Voltage Output
'Ptioli1ftlllft•-· 5~ turns of #18 wire Um:ulated to
on2" ID PVC
:Sec~Ollllldall"'V: 5~ inches of tightly spaced #33 magnet wire
wound on 1" ID PVC. Primary wound"""'""'""'""'"' ....,...'"4'1-1......
secillnd:arv ;)ec::on.a.a.x=y is ceIJLter·-tat•1>e1a..
Notes on the
list
T2 should not be a hot-rod roil because *. . ,,..........,.11voltage and will
C6. An !:ll'\\T111•r!:llillrttA
fine. C6 and D6 are hard to

ec

I

c

of ancient
unmistakably the

MOST FUNDAMENTAL

sion of this archetype is found in
ever
expanding and contracting universe, as
depicted by a series ·of concentric rings.
This symbol of cpncentricrings ftnds within
its compass the models of both the spiral
and labyrinth, and cannot be confined to
. its ~parent 2-dimensional interpretation
(and we will
its 3-dimensionality Wlfolding in
sphere.) It
meret<>re. no coincidence
Lakh.ovsky
design for his.
a concentric
antenna system is

of great
tanceto
analyze
a n d

accorCl.in2: to in.r11-nmrtn~ SPE~ciJJLCa11iOilS c~UCUJatE!Cl
accordance
the local
Lakhovsky was
·each device to a particular earth energy.
Lakhovsky was also very much interested in the sonorous
possibilities of his devices as evidenced by his patent for more
natural sounding loudspeakers and microphones
1

~

octagenarlans and older. Leon
himself is
alive at the ripe age of 97! In a lengthy conversation with Mr.
Moog, I found that of all the people connected with the
instrument, only one has since passed away. NadiaReisenberg,
theremin's greatest virtuosos (Clara
sister of one of
K01CkDCB.ore l wasn't a
player at all,
the piano
course it would be
speculation to
assume that reason behind the theremin performers longevity
was a direct result of their contact with the instrument. Many
factors would have to be taken into account
There is a certain and most common thread which has
been cryptically woven into all of these inventions and may
not have been coind-

Hau:i,mnookSecond~u~~~~

antennas were
constructed with concern for their musical properties
would appear to be true) then several variables
figured into their calculation. Based on
mtc>nnattCJ•n
received conceming the observations of Hesel Hoomveldt,
the diameter of the outside ring was approximately
and there were a

MWO, the theremin, and most
certainly Tesla's Radio
the

produce
no matter what the particular
constant is. I personally
it with the golden section and
the twelfth root

is

primary

inside would be the resonant chamber. Since
'MWO are closed on each end, and are also circular, the
variables governing frequency will change
with temperature fluctuation, and will alter vibrational patterns in the geometry
respectively.
To solve this mystery I made a
1
analysis of the photos of the antennas.
2
measurements thus derived showed no
3
signs oflogrithmic periodicity in either the
4
diameter
concentric circles or in the
5
diameter of the tubes. I had to then
6
conclude that Lakhovsky merely experi...................... and diameters in
8
order to ~ the proper pitches for the
9
desired scale. The next problem would
to determine what the ri'°'"'' ...'°'.n

decrease by

desired
as well.
corespondences of the planets and metals used, it is up to the
experiinenter, and should be dictated by
locale.
are
devices
interest
whose construction and design follows
similar corespondences. The Terpmtone,
36
an<>tb~er of Theremin's instruments,
the entire body to change the pitch of the
instrument, and had a very interestiri.g
spiral design for its antenna. I've recently
been informed that there was a musical
element to the rad.ionic instruments
Ruth Drown (this information came from
Trevor Constable via conversations with
Gerry Vassilatos). The series of mn:>eoance rheostats (comprising the tuning secconstructed so as to
coIJld.e:riser action) were wound tightly,
2
gave off a certain rini!llle:
sound. If
device did not ring, it
not function properly. We also know that the Drown devices
ne1cesi~itated a
ground connection.
It could be concluded from all of this that the two essential
components in devices such as these are the earth and sound
This can be anived at in many configurable fashions,
hopefully, this will give the experimenter valuable guidelines
for continued research.

Paris,July 7, 1993

Hessel Hoomveld
~ER.GE

LAKHOVSKY is the son of George

George Lakhovsky was not thanked for the fact
that he was able to do this with his apparatus.
George Lakhovsky carried out a great deal
the developer of the 'Radio Cellular Oscillator' of research at a university level, with truly astonand the 'Multiple Wave Oscillator'. Serge's father's ishing results. In other words, both past and
discoveries are still the subject of great interest; in present scientific research has proved that his
his ti.me, the years between 1900 and 1940, he method works.
brought about a veritable revolution with his __
George Lakhovsky died under extremely
discoveries and theories. It is not easy to go suspicious circumstances. He was hit by a car
through life as the son of a famous father, it has during a stay in America and, despite his proa great affect on you. In the room where we held tests, was taken to a hospital from which he never
the interview, his father's presence could be felt returned alive. The death of Serge's father and
everywhere, in the form of paintings and the the Second World War meant that his discoverdevices he developed.
ies and developments subsequently fell into
The device that attracted
'Multi1ple Wave us~::wa.tor'
~ovsky. Serge's father was a brilliant
scientist, a man ofgenius. George Lakhovsky was

degenerative
been ten11pc>rairily
eliminated from the scene.
Fortunately, information is now
to light that allows us to benefit from these
techniques of
Some time
respected newspaper reported
ings to the effect that one in three Germans,
Americans or Dutchmen suffered from, or
was developing, a form of cancer.
Nowadays, it is becoming virtually impossible to find sufficient funding to support
the entire health-care system. And it is not
inconceivable that the fossilized medical industry, along with its many branches, will go
completely or partially bankrupl
Serge Lakhovsky was born
Paris
and, after finishing his
went to
America in 1940. He worked there together
with Doctor Kovac at the
of Chicago, where they carried out aa1rut1.on:aJ research into the effects of the
which confirmed his father's nrn.r.ov·<f>rv
.Lalltll<J1vs.l!•V has worked in the perfor more than 30 years as a
orc1aucer of new scents.
of his scents

A painting of Georges lakhovsky. who was a
tremendous inventor and scientist. and whose
work covered many areas of endeavor.
they don't work'. He thinks that it's fine for.
people to look for ways that do work, 'But you
must take their effect on people into account.'
By this he means that scientific research
should be carried out, and that it should not jwt
be allowed to run its course.
Serge told of the extensive scientific research
his father had carried out at universities in
and
but added that
took a great deal of care with his research
and results.
Serge Lakhovsky thinks that there are a lot
un:iusl:iD.e~d claims being made these days,
is too much reference
made
puO!i:sne:d research results of
reason that I am sitting here talking to
you is that before I leave this earthly plane, I want
to set matters straight.' Serge is resolute. 'No-one
and none of
makes the· MWO as my father
them work as my father's
so the claims that
are
made in my father's name are
and far from true.'
I was
visit with Serge
able to see
feel the original MWO in action.
We were able to
tests, using radiation from
ticed a change in taste and an increased radiation
of energy from the water
or cosmic
energy).
I have to agree with
Lakhc>vsl~ MWO works as no other I know.
Furthermore, its antenna is
that used on other devices. McJstusei aJ:Ser·,gstresser
or Beck antenna, this MWO works
antenna
which are tuned.
I confirmed that

enclosed
Cage.

of the a..'illtenna are held r.o,r:>nl:>r
by means of a string, and energy does not flow
between them by conduction but by radiation.
The antenna is thus capable of radiating gigantic
quantities of energetic energy.
The
and more
the enE!r2'E~tic
field, the faster illnesses and degenerative processes are positively affected. The outermost
is directly connected to the coil
ring, the C
on both sides.
The reply to my request for a peek into the
sanctum of the MWO was a definite no. Nevertheless, I hope that Serge will eventually give his
permission because the technology involved is
nat:ur.illv of great interest to us all, and because
father's work should be open to the
view of everyone who is open to it.
It seems to me that Serge's fear that his
father's
would be misused can be

the MWO. Nikola Tesla had more
1,000
patents to his name, and was the discoverer of
alternating current, and induction motors.
A month after
visit to Serge, he sent me
the Radio Cellular
a device that
on
effective instrument, which relaxes
and
you a
and body. The
is .,, ......."u........ "''"'£ ""'"""'
of tension aches and it stimulates the cir1culati~[)n;
for example, cold feet
like snow in the
sun. Its effect is based on
pnnci1p!E!S as those of the
subtle and the unit is driven

CURRENT M:WO RESULTS
FINDINGS
The enormous interest that has arisen
tec.lmiqm~s

demonstrated the MWO, two
be seen. There is a
coil
of the two antennas,
are
resonance with each other. The
is based on oscillation and

ring copper
5-S, 6-C. 7-B, 8-S, 9-C. I 0-B, I IC. 12-S. 13-B. These identifications are
a
uess and are derived from an examination of
ne
with a _........- •. ·~ m1anl,2'!flE~r
Each antenna ring is made from a different
letal. What the metals are was not revealed to
ie. When I asked why different metals were
used, I was told by Serge that
were chosen
in connection with the different ,,.,.,,,,,,.,",t"'"'"'
ons. Although I would not guarantee
am
I have taken a studied guess. The outerthe C, is made of brass, the second
of a
metal, the
fourth
the fifth of a

resonance!!
The sound of the two spark gaps is very
stable and serene. No sparks
from one
to
as occurs with the
He:nrs1tres:ser and Beck antennas.
is
safe to come very dose to the
antenna rings with a car key, although
to jump continuously from a distance of
six centimeters. This does not cause an
unpleasant sensation though. This indicates an
voltage, high
and
pulse behavior
the
that the MWO contains
gap.

and results is a dear indication

Of course, much has Ch«mJl~ea
more
them
time: elecirostress, stress, different eating
ior, lower quality food, environmental pollution,
lighting and double-glazing which distort the
la.w1 of nature, sufficient reason to leave well
enough alone concerning Lakhovsky's research.
After a number ·of years of research and
many technical improvements of the MWO, we
are now able to state that we have achieved
results comparable with those of Lakhovsky.
I do suspect however, that it takes more time
for the positive effects to be felt nowadays due to
increased pollution . and different living condi-

tions.
Lakhovsky's device was exceptionally powerful; I do not think anyone builds them as
powerful. as that anymore. From various sources,
I was able to learn that ifyou operate a.Lakhovsky
MWO at full power, you could damage living
tissue. And other experts have told me that a
magnetic field stronger than 10 Gauss can also
damage enzymes.
The old devices were rated at 220 V or
and were capable of causing considerable
interference on· radios and television sets. The
MWO's I am allowed to build use a small 12-volt
battery, which provides sufficient power for approximately four hours of use. A second
can be built in, which gives you eight hours
use. They are housed in a doubly insulated
plastic suitcase and are portable. Another important feature is that they need far less power than
older versions.
The battery-powered version is to be
preferred to the 220-V and 110-V versions;
is so much electrical pollution in the public
electricity supply that I consider it absolutely
essential to use the cleaner energy that a battery
supplies. Furthermore, many of our clients take
the MWO with them
they travel or on
New versions of the device have become
more effective despite the fact
much
less power. They do not cause
and
can be operated continuously without overheat-

I have positioned t:µe spark gap in front of applied, this allows you to generate enormous
see the diagrams of Peter qmmtities of energetic {cosmic) energy.
Ltt1de:mainn and Lakhovsky. This costs the least
Energetic energy is the principal factor in
amount of energy· and provides the widest fre- restoring balance and. harmony at a mental and
quency spectrum as they are not damped by the physical level. This transmits the correct vibracapacitors
tion and polarity to matter, which enables you to
The MWO's I build are not grounded, and recover very quickly and even to regenerate
have the feeling ·that they work better and damaged cells.
generate more energy as a result. The person or
The ionization that takes place between the
animal being treated is already in contact With antennas, and the ozone (both very rich in
the earth, and, as far as I am concerned, provides oxygen} that is created by the antennas or
the earth contact. Moreover, the middle of the antenna, and especially by the lamp, are absocoil, which is where the secondary coils begin, is lutely indispensable positive energies.
not grounded either.
The MWO enables you to create order out
The coils are connected to each other, which of chaos allowing energetic energy to flow agam,
means that they have a floating neutral point and allowing you to function as an energetic
where the flat primary coil ls positioned.
antenna once more. For we are all energetic
When someone takes up a position between antennas; we only obtain a fraction of the energy
both antennas, and does not sit exactly in the we need :from our food. The rest of the energy we
middle, or one side of the body requires more need is obtained elsewhere.
energy than the other, the energy supply stays in
You can also store this form of energy in
balance automatically and the resonance of the pure matter. I have carried out extensive reantennas is improved.
search with these energy methods. By means of
at the
With a
in the
electro-acupuncture (dermatron) measurements,
the system is less flexible
you can clearly demonstrate its effect on people,
more forced.
visually too. The MWO method can be used in
A111ott1er impo1rtru1t consideration is that the
a great many ways, for example, to enhance the
area in which
MWO operates should be effect of homeopathic medicines by providing
energetically well furnished, with crystals for more energetic energy in equivalent volumes.
or
filled with sand
You can polarize water with it and thus
a
structure contairtL-ig siliclc detoxify dissolved contaminants (even though
acid and silicon;
chips of a computer contain they can still be measured). If you add a drop of
and is a perfect conductor. The area the energized water (preferably distilled water) to
not form a Faraday Cage, and it should fluids with many additives for example, such
to open a window.
coloring agents and preservatives, you can taste
is not inconceivable that the glass of the
the difference in taste within a few seconds.
windowpanes filter certain energies. Ultraviolet
The taste of wine becomes fuller, that of
light is filtered out by glass (except quartz glass or coffee smoother. Jn general, you could say that it
plexiglass}. It is very important to correct for the takes the rough edges off the taste. The addition
energy that ultraviolet light contains due to its of a few drops of water makes plants grow faster,
frequency. Jn this regard, read 'Health and Light' produce more beautiful flowers, and bear fruit
by John N.
and 'Into the Ughe by W.C. more
They also suffer less from insect
Douglas.
pests.
The MWO needs
a small quantity of sharp sand with
because it takes
produces
results.
is
or this sand or mix it with
earth at the
be less effective. Jn my
electrostatic and

shoulden.
The MWO
been used to treat a
number of ailments and illnesses. Here

few:

*Arrythmia has often .disappeared after a
few treatments. The intended amputation of
limbs usually becomes unnecessary.
*Rapid relief is often experienced from
camed by arthritb, arthrosis and rheumatism,
and in many cases the sicknesses disappear after
a number of treatments.
*Bone fractures heal in ~ fraction of the
normal time, as do wounds. And scars fade, often
vanishing completely.
*Tension aches and fadaJ neuralgia often
disappear after a single treatment.
*Vmow people have been cured of leukemia and cancer partly as a result oftreatment with
the MWO. This has also been confirmed in the
regular health-care circuit. Many people who
have undergone chemotherapy and have been
treated with the MWO at the same time have
stated that they did not experience any sideeifects from the chemotherapy, such as hair loss
or hemoglobin decomposition (iron
*People who have been exposed to
tion and then treated with the MWO have
1uft'ered almost no tissue or cell-tissue damage, or
other side-effects. Docton call it a mystery.
"'Mlig1:'ail1te and tension headaches usually
disappear after a few treatments and some people
have even regained their memory. The memory
of one person, who had a 15-minute recall,
aiaowed increasing Improvement after a couple of
treatments. One woman, who was treated for
mo regained her memory~
*A woman who was to undergo an operation for a cyst, was completely free of the cyst after
ten days of treatment with the MWO.
*Various people with tinn.itw were relieved
of their mhnent after a single treatment.
*One man whose left hand had been virtupw~~1d after an operation, and which was
was relieved of his paralysis
to its
treatment, the arm
normal size.
lll'fbe condition of a
whose
blood.cell count had been too low since he was
became critical when it fell below 10,000count of
is considered normal. It was
eventu:auv decided to treat him with the MWO
his· blood-cell count had
The
had
attack

not fallen out due to illness or medicines.
man with incurable prostate cancer, was
treated with the MWO by a doctor for a number
of months. His cancer began to disappear and he
is now completely cured. The doctor is of the
opinion that the cure can be completely attributed to the MWO, because every other treatment had failed.
In the Netherlands alone, there are currently thousands of people who have been successfully treated with the MWO, by
therapists, homeopaths, private individuals-etc.
A high level of medical supervision is important of course, and minerals and vitamins in high
doses are an absolute nece11ity. When undergoing treatment, the body's reserves are immediately mobilized by the 'MWO and sent to those
locations where they are needed.
If we all, including members of the regular
medical and scientific establishment, want to get
to grips with degenerative illnesses, cancer, leukemia, aids etc., we would do well to realize that
the answer we have been
this device is
looking for.
In my
treatment would be even
more effective were it to be based on a combination of the MWO and Ultraviolet Blood Irradiation. In this regard, read 'Into the Light> by W.C.
At the moment, there are various highly
qualified doctors, therapists and other scientists
working with and researching energetic methods
of treatment in order to perfect them and to make
the resulting data available for statistical analysis.
Practice has shown that not every practitioner succeeds with these methods. If a person
does not experience any reactions when treating
him- or herself (something that occurs sporadithe treatment does not have an effect when
on his or her patients.
However, when a person is sceptical, or
not open to the matter, but is treated by someone
who .i1 open to it, that penon will definitely
exi>en.em:e positive effects.
Dear friends,
up the
work.

"lakhovsk.yastyle" MWO showing two antennas on stands.

action.
one
antenna with the other to her back

old

days'" (before WWII, after which the AMA and its branches at the
°' dictated what must be done and what is not to be done
Medicine and
the
scientists of the world dared to
field and worked hand-in-hand with the MDs
better
devices, even if
left
lot to wish in terms of
article
of the "Enciclopedia
) I have extracted
a combination of the features herein

F

electrical
the usage of
I and II

electrostatic ~a·~uJ~u~;o
of electrical
the
that had

connect: ion with
meridians and some of them are
.Lll.&l~ the proper data from China--f ailed
.Jl.Q .... K\. .

(B)

but the

e

The treatment

of

a galvanic
(usually) Leclanche
connected to a milliammeter
knob graduated from 0 to 5 (in this specific case) whose
(A). Another embodiment of the same principle is shown if
--=--( R) was added to regulate the power
delivered.

F

ure IV

coated
fixed

ure

If

(a)

b)

then Faradic current was tried.
pnenomena and are different from other

show a difference between the
a certain time interval.
The
than that of the
current
and of opposite
induced circuit are
motor effects Faradic current could be
same
and it
towards
(B)

The best
it better to
Figure VII where
break device,
milliammeter and

the Rumkhorff Coil (RK), (T) a make-andfor galvanic treatment,
a
treated ..

Sometimes the MDs used
treatment devices but because of the · nature of
the Tes1a waves (that cross through matter
the (in
time) world-renowned Dr. Arsene
Arsonval
that the
necessary to
the field in the
of the Tesla device was too dangerous for it could
resonance the human
if
were
with the energies .of the
hence he proceeded to re-design the devices and thus produced a large (1 5
meter in diameter and about 2o5 meters
helical coil that
around
metallic. cage but
insulated
coil
suitable
or
current of the s
in

---

VIII..
EMf

I

The
of sinusoidal currents is
tha. t has at one end the usual collector with
two insulated metallic shafts that
two
of current upon the inducted
turns inside a
field created
an
the inductor
the wires
= marked in
illustration
that lead into the coils

IX

It consists of a Gramme
)
at the other
with
side of
), the
current that goes
and
at the

is taken
the
nevertheless
waves such as the ones of
to do so use the circuits illustrated in Figures XI and XII, where (B)
a
Coil, (C-C') condensers, (S) a solenoid, (CH) a-Spark-gap, (mA) a milliammeter and (A).
the patient to be treatede The circuit can be altered to that
Figure XIII,
a spiraling antenna that goes from (A) to (B) whose length is tuned by rotating a
has a cursor in it
of
upon the
this
selfinduction into
devices which is maximal when the cursor is at
and
is
All other elements are
to the ones already considered
) which are connected
the
)
-...:....~

ure

allows work with very short
Faradic currents being within the
to treat an
was of about
had a small volume and the
the

which
watts with an
to do
and the

from the
that are
references
the matter

not included
at that

eliminates

by Nikola Tes a

cannot be too dear in describing a
a
of
the several modes of connecting the circuits which I will enumerate, though obvious for
deemed of advantage.
The first and simplest method of applying the currents was to connect the body of
to two points of the gener.1tor, be it a dynamo or induction coil. Fig. 1 is
mtenc1ea to illustrate this case. The alternator G may be one giving from five to ten
thousand
vibrations per second, this number being still within the limit of
electromotive force - as measured by a hot wire instrument - may be
to one hundred volts. To enab!e strong currents to be passed through the tissues,
terJmu1a1s T
which serve to establish contact with the patient's body
of
area, and covered with doth saturated with a solution of e1ecm:>1y1te
harmless to the
or else the contacts are made by immersion. The. regulation of
best effected
means of an
trough A provided with two metal

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

e1e~ctrc>!Vt1c

at
should
movable.
solution is added to the same, until
the

Pll11'~;e of

synchronizing the secondary with the primary
but this- is J.:.'-!.1.1...1..a..1..1.,
necessary. In this manner a cheap coil is obtained, and -0ne which cannot
regulation
---··------ Additional advantages, however, will be found in the
is effected merely by altering the distance between the primary and secondary, for which
adjustrµent provision should be made, and, furthermore, in the occurr~nce of harmonics
which are more pronounced in such large coils of thick
situated at some distance
from the primary.
The preceding
alternating or mterrup1tect
currents of low frequency,
certain
properties of high frequency currents
oo:ssll:He to apply the latter in ways entirely ·impracticable with the former.
One of the prominent characteristics of high frequency or, to be more general, of
rapidly varying currents, is that they pass with difficulty through stout conductors of
self-induction. So
is the obstruction
self-induction offers to their passage
it was found
as shown in the early
to which reference has been
of
of volts between two
to maintain differences of
- not more than a few inches
bar of irnLpt>te1ciao1e
This observation u ............. uv ., ...1::.i::........ ~ .... ......
a generator G of n. ..,.,,"."'""'
cornpns1es a primary P, a
a
thick wire 1
a circuit
device
currents
or coil of
are
from
loop 1
two coril acts c c', one or both of which are capable of
displacement along the wire
By
the distance between these contacts,
difference of potential, from a few volts to many
obtained on
terminals or handles TT. This mode of
the currents is
and 1..1"""...................... 11
cor1ven1t:~nt. but it requires a very uniform working of the break b em10HJVe'Cl
:ind discharging the condenser.
uu,1-Ju.•..:11...:1 was found in the
Another equally remarkable feature of
with which they are transmitted th1:ou:Rh condensers, mc>de~ral:e
small capacities being
currents of considerable volume to
observation made it
such as indicated in
4.
the connections are
that the
condensers C C are
but has
the advantage of
on the
terminals of the
of such
the

noted in each case. When
connection is made it may be of some
secondary is connected to the ground, as in
consequence which of the terminals
frequency discharges the impulses
one direction are generally preponderating.
Among the various noteworthy features of these currents there is one which lends
itself especially to many valuable uses. It is the facility. which they afford for conveying
large amounts of electrical energy to a body entirely insulated in space. The practicability
of this method od energy transmission, which is already receiving useful applications and
promises to become of great importance in the near future, has helped to dispel the
o'Id notion assuming the necessity of a return circuit for the conveyance of electrical

I
I

p
Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8.

in any considerable amount. \Vith novel ""1-'il-'U"'""'-'-., we are enabled to pass ...........,uJ.:~"
Pnt·1rPh1 insulated on one
currents
to fuse it, or to
amount of energy to an
mode of "'"''"' .. "'n,..,.
medical treatment appears to me to
the ,..,.,.,,,,,,1-,,,..,1- '"''""" •.., ...... L•''--"'
The effects
in this mapner
features
observed when
currents are
in any of the before

the
in this case to establish
sec:onaa1y circuits p and s resoec:t1ve1v
a rule best. e.t.t1ect<::ct by varying the
of the
for whi<;h purpose an adjustable self~induction e is "' ..r.uu1 ..r1
the
force of the generator is exceptionaHy
machine is used and a condenser consisting of merely two plates offers sufficient capacity,
it will be simpler to attain the same object by varying the distance of the plates.
·The primary and secondary oscillations being in dose synchronism, the points of
highest potential will be on a part of terminal T, and the consumption of energy will
occur chiefly there. The attachment of the patient's body to the terminal will in most
cases very materially affect the period of oscillation in the secondary, making it longer,
and a readjustment of the primary cirrnit will have to be made in each case to suit the
capacity of the body connected with terminal T. Synchronism should always be preserved,
and the intensity of the action vari,ed by moving the secondary coil to or from the
......,,,,..,.,.,,... as may be desired. I know of no method which would make it
to
body to such excessive electrical pressures
with
of one which would enable the
to and
serious
amounts of electrical energy aPJJroxmnatm£
which are
when this manner of ~~·~· ..... ~
This is
to the fact that action is
section being
to the transfer of the current,
energy. With a
and smoothly •• ..., ........,,""
to the
of a person and to
several
power with impunity, while a small
ways could not fail to produce injury.
When a person is subjected to the action of such a
the proper ad1ustments
luminous streams are seen in the
issuing from
streams are short and of delicate texture when the number of
and the action of the device b (Fig. 5) free of any irregularities,
when
nnr-nh•.... of breaks is small or the action of the device imperfect, long and noisy streams
which cause some discomfort. The physiological effects produced with a01oar·att1s
kind may be
from a hardly perceptible action when the ..........., ..............
at a great distance from the primary, to a most violent one when both coils are
at a small distance. In the latter case
a few seconds are sufficient to cause a
of warmth all over the body, and soon
the person perspires freely. I have rPr.1P'.'.lf·pr1:1tr
in demonstrations to friends, exposed myself longer to the action of the VJ'-.UA<~•H.J'UJ,
and each
after the
of an hour or so, an immense
of which
· would take hold of me. It was
difficult to
~&•~UA><UJ".. and
connected. It is of
oscillations in the

...

transverse
But while
is
turned in what appears to be the
right direction, scientific men are still at sea. This state of things impedes the progress
of the phy~icist in these new regions and makes the already hard task of the physician
stiII more difficult and uncertain.
One or two observations made while pursuing experiments with the apparatus
described might be found as deserving mention here. As before stated, when the
oscillations in the primary and secondary circuits are in synchronism, the points of highest
potential are on some portion of the terminal T. The synchronism being perfect and the
length of the secondary coil just equal to one-quarter of the wave length, these points
will be exactly on the free end of terminal T, that is. the one situated farthest from
the end of the wire attached to the terminal. If this be so and if now the period of the
oscillations in the primary be shortened, the points of highest potential will recede
towards the secondary coil, since the wave-length is reduced and since the attachment
of one end of the secondary coil to the .ground determines the position of the nodal
of least p~tential.
the
vibration
that is, the
may
shifted
manner, the
term1:nru. T, which has
long to illustrate
this feature.
same
is, of course,
the
of a
constitutes the terminal, and an assistant
the motion of a handle cause the
of highest potential to shift along the
any speed he may
When
action·
the coil is vigorous, the region
potential is easily
the
or
it is most curious to feel how
across the body, from hand to hand, if the c011m~ct1ou
wanders up and down, or
to the coil is accordingly made obedience to the movement of the handle . . ...., ..• ~ ....
Fo.
the osciUations. Though I have not observed
specific action in exJJeritmc:~nts
I have
felt that this effect
of
v ... ,, . .

Another observation which promises to lead to much more useful results is th~
following: As before remarked, by adopting the method described, the body of a person
may be subjected without danger to electrical pressures vastly in excess of any producible
orcun:arv apparatus, for they may amount to several million
as has been shown
in actual practice. Now, when a conducting body is electrified t~ so high a degree, small
pai:tIC.les. which may be adhering
to its
are tom off with violence and
to distances which can be only conjectured. I find that not only firmly adhering
as paint, for instance, is thrown off, but even
particles of the toughest metals
to be restricted to a vacuous indosure, but
are torn off. Such actions have been
coil
occur also in
The facts mentioned
with a
would
to
that this
in other
will likewise
have

more
with the distance - with the
the same - the latter are rec1uc:ed
simply proportion to the distance. On the
hand, the former grow with the square
of intensity of the source, while the latter increase in a simple proportion with the
intensity. Both of these effects may be utilized for establishing a field of strong action
extending through considerable )pace, ~.through a large hall, and such an arrangement
might be suitable for use in hospitals or institutions of this kind, where it is desirable to
treat a number of patients at the same time.
Fig. 6 illustrates the manner, as I have shown it originally, in which such a field of
electrostatic action is establi_shed. In this diagram G is. a generator of currents of very
frequency, C a condenser for counteracting the self-induction of the circuit which
incJlud es .the primary P of an induction coil, the secondary S of which has two plates t t of
large surface connected to its terminals. Well known adjustments being observed, a very
strong action occurs chiefly in the space between the plates, and the body of a person
1

------------------- .r ---------------~:-

Fig. 9.

When I first observed these astonishing actions, I was interested to study their
effects upon living tissues. A~ may be assumed, I proceeded with a.II the necessary caution,
and well I might, for I had the evidence that in a turn of only a few in~es in diameter
an electromotive force of more than ten thousand volts was produced, and such high
pressure would be more .than suf kient to. generate dest~ctive cur.rents in t~~ tissue.
This appeared a.II the more certa.m as boches of comparatively poor conductmty were
rapidly heated and even partially destroyed. One may imagine my astonishment when
I found that I could thrust my hand or any other part of the body within the loop and
·hold it there with impunity. More than on one occasion, impelled by a desire to make
an
some novel
useful observation, I have willingly or unconsdo'usly
laboratory
experiment connected wi.th some risk, this being scarcely avoidable
ex1:>er.1en.ce, but ha.Ye always believed, and do so now, that I have never undertaken
a.mrtnitnJ? in
according to
the chances of
as when
within
space in which such
Yet I
so, and
and have felt no1tn11nR.
forces were at
convinced that there is great danger
such exi>eri1m~~nt,
a step farther than I have gone may be mst:antJv d.~:stroved.
exist
to those observable with 'a vacuum bulb. It may
of
loop, however intensely energized, and so long as no
formed, it will remain cool and consume practkalJy no energy. But
first feeble mrrent passes, most of the energy of the oscillations rushes
the
consumption. If by any action whatever, a conducting path were formed
living tissue or bones of the head, it would result in the instant destruction of these an".!
death of the foolhardy experimenter. Such a method of
if it were rendered
in which such
practicable, would be absolutely painless. Now~ why is it that in a
the currents
violent turmoil is going on living tissue rtjnains uninjured? One
mass.
cannot pass because of the great self-induction offered by the
because a mass of metal offers a still higher
and
But this it cannot
is heated just the same. One might ar~e the tissues offer too
a resistance. But
this a~ain cannot be the reason, for all
shows that
tissues
well
enough, :ind besides, bodies of approximately the same resistance are raised to a
tenap:~ra!ture. One
attribute the apparent harmlessness
the oscillations to
specific heat of
tissue, but ~:en a rough
estimate from exi:>erJ.ments
with other bodies shows that this view is ·un1ren:abl1e.
I have so far found is that the tissues are cox1ae11sc~rs.
abs=nce of
action. But it is remarkable
as soon
in the hands a bar of metal and +,......,"", ... ""'
the currents tnr10U.£1~n

f

not as high as is desird., conversion by means of condensers is resorted to. The diagram
will be understood at a glance from the foregoing description. It only need be stated
is .·formed by
that the primary p, through which the condensers are made to
~. thick stranded cable of low self-induction and resistince, and passes aU around t~e
hall.
number of secondary coils s s s, each consisting generally of a single
layer of rather thick wire, may be provided. I have found it practicable to use
as many as one hundred, each being adjusted for a definite period and .responding
to a particular vibration passed through the primary. Such a plant I have had in use in
my laboratory since 189i, and many times it has contributed to the pleasure of my
visitors and also proved itself of practical utility. On a latter.occasion I had the pleas1ue
0f entertaining some of the members with experiments of this
and this opportunity
I cannot let pass without expressing my thanks for the interest which was awakened in
me by their visit, as well as for the generous acknowledgment of the courtesy by the
Association. Since that tirne my apparatus has been very materially improved, and now
I am able to create a field of such intense induction in the laboratory that a coil three
feet in diameter, by. careful ad_iustment, will deliver energy at the rate of orn:-auai:rer
of a horse power. no matter where it is placed wit~in the area indosed
the f•m<l<l'Tr
Long snarks, streamers and all other
obtainable with maua1on
producible. anywhere within the space, and such
not connected
amrrnitnP'. may be utilized exactly as ordinary coils. and what is still more rennarkat>1e,
are more effective. For the past few years I have often been
ex1:ier11me~nts in public, but, though I was desirous to
with such recruests. vre:ssmt~
has so far made it impossible. These advances have
the
improvement in the details of the
which I
to
corme·ctedlV in the near future.
However remarkable the electrodynamic inductive effects. which I have menhom~d.
may appear. they may be still considerably intensified
conceritrating the action upon
a very small space. It is evident that since, as before
electromotive forces of many
a
thousand volts are maintained between two points pf a conducting bar or Iooo
same magnitude wiH be set up
inches long, electromotive forces of anproximatefy
in conductors situated near by. Indeed, I found that it was practicable in this manner
to pass a discharge through a h~ghly exhausted: bulb, although the electromotive force
required amounted to as much as ten or twenty thousand volts, and for a long time
in a novel
I followed up experiments in this direction with the object of producinJ~
and more economical way. But the tests left no doubt that there was great
co11sumt,ticm attendant to th is mode of
at least with the apparatus I
then at command, and, finding another method which
a higher eccmomv
ns1·onmat10.n, mv efforts
in this new direction.
afterward (some
1891), Prof. J. ]. Thomson described
which were Pv111Pr1t-1v
outcome of long investigation, and in which he
much novel and 1nt1ere:mn12
<:tnd this made me return with
zeal to
efforts were centered upon
in a small
and
I VIJl.a.u.n..:u
character. For
bar of
'l°'\ ..

"'"""'""'"' '""'""'" treatment
this method. It
to sterilize ....,....., .... ~<!" or to locate,
or even to. extract metallic objects, or to
other
of this kind within
of the
duties in this novel manner.
Most of the results enumerated, and many others still more remarkable, are made
possible only by utilizing the discharges of a condenser. It is probable that but a very
few - even among those who are working in these identical fields - fuJly appreciate
what a wonderful instrument such a condenser is in reality. Let me convey an idea to thi~
cffect. One may take a condenser, small enough to go in one's vest pocket, and by
using it he may create an electric.al pressure vastly in excess - a hundred times
necessary - than
producible by the largest static machine ever constructed.
he may take the same
and, using it in a different
he may obtain from
it currents against which those of the most powerful welding machine are utrerly
Those who are imbued with popular notions as to the pressure of static
macmnes and currents obtainable with a commercial
wiII be astonished at
to see. Such
and
statement the truth of it is
because the condenser can
stored
short
time. Nothing like this pro.pertv
battery, or
if
could, things
of at
might be accomplished by ~heir means.
The nearest approach to a charged condenser is a high explosive, as dynamipe. But even
the most violent explosion of such a compound bears no comparison with the discharge
or
of a ·condenser.
while the
which are
in the detonation
a chemical compound are
tens of tons per square inch, those which
be caused by condenser discharges may amount to thousands of tons per square inch,
if a chemical could be made which would
as quickly as a condenser can
discharged under conditions which are
- an ounce of it would
HT be sufficient to render useless the Jprgest bat:tl.e.s.tu:p.
That important realizations would follow from ~e use of an instrument possessuch ideal properties I have been convinced since long ago, but I also recognized
that great difficulties would have to be overcome before it could replace less perfect
1m1pJements now used in the arts for the manifold transformations of electrical energy.
difficulties were many. The
themselves, as usuaIIy manufactured, were
.,..,,,,.,1-1- ••,.,"",.. '" the conductors
the best insulation inadequate, and the conditions
the most efficient conversion were hard to adjust and to maintain. One difficulty,
however. which was more serious than the
and to which I called attention when
of energy
was found in the devices nccesfirst
this
used
the
and
the condenser.
prove a decided ct.r~twtlack_
valuable features. For a number of years
number of such devices
rf!of"f"'ll Hn

a high idea of my ability, but I rnnfcss that my patience was taxed to the utmost.
I had the satisfaction of producing devices which are simple and
,._,,J.~&~ .. ~·'"• which
practically no attention and which are ,.,,, ..""'"' 1"'
"f effecting a
of considerable amounts of energy with fair economy. It
is not the best tl-iat rnn be done,
any means, but it is satisfactory, and I feei that the
hardest task is done.
The physician will now be able to obtain an instrument suitable to fulfil
requirements. He will be able to use it in electro-therapeutic treatment in most of
ways enumerated. He will have the facility of providin,g hims~lfyiv:j_th,_coils _s_uch_as
m:ty desire to have for any particular purpose. which will g!\·e him any current or
pressure he may wish to obtain. Such coils will consist of but a few turns of wire,
the expense of prcparin~ them will be quite insignificant. The instrument will als::>
enable him to generate Rontgen rays of much greater power than obtainable with ordinary
apparatus. A tube must still be furnished by the manufacturers which will not deteriorate
and which will allow to concentrate larger amounts of energy upon the electrodes. When
this is done, nothing wilI stand in the way of· an extensive and efficient application of
this beautiful discovery which must .ultimately prove itself of the highest value. not only
at the hands of the surgeon, but also of the electro-therapist and, what is most important,
of the bacteriologist.
To give a ~eneral idea of an instrument in which many of the latter imo1~vements
are embodied, I would refer to Fip;. 9. which illustrates the chief parts of the same in
side elevation· and
in vertical cross-section. The arrangement
parts is
the same as in the form of instrument exhibited on former occasions,
the Pvr·1hr•n
coil with the
is
one of the imor<)ve~d
to which reference has been
sleeve
which in a vu.;:i•uu'""'
This dcv.ice comprises a casting A with a
supports a freely rotatable shaft a. The latter carries an armature within a stationary
field ma_gnet Mand on the top, a hollow iron
D, which contains the break proper.
Within the shaft and concentrically with the same, is ola.ced a smaller shaft b, likewise
movable on
and
a weight E. This ·
on one
to the
the wei.~ht remains stationary as the
side and the shafts a and b
pulley is rotated. Fastened to the weight E is a device R in the form of a scoop with
very thin walls. narrow on the end nearer to the pulley and ·wider on the other end.
A smaH quantity of mercury beir~g placed in the pulley and the latter rotated
the narrow end of the scoop, a portion of the fluid is taken. up and thrown in a thin
and wide stream towards the cen~re of the pulley. The top of the latter is hermetically
dosed by an iron washer, as shown. this washer supporting on a steel rod L a disk F of
the same metal provided with a number of thin contact blades K. The ·rod L is insulated
by washers N from the pulley, and for the convenience of filling in the mercury a smaH
screw o is provided. The bolt L forming one terminal of the circuit. breaker is connected
by a copper strip to the primary p. The other end of the primary coil leads to one of
the ·terminals of the condenser C, contained in a compartment of a box
another
compartment of the same being reserved for switch S and .terminals of the instrument.
The other terminal of the condenser is connected to the casting A and through it to
D. When the
is
the contact blades .K are brought
in and out
contact .with
stream of
thus
and opening
succession. Wi~h such a device it
easy to obtain ten thol.isa.nd makes and
a is made of two
coils and so ....... ....,..$"' .......
second and even more. The
that it can be
out, and a metal
in its middle connects it to the ,..,, .. ,,m,,,,F<,
This is done to
the
from
down when one of
terminals
is
as
often
This form of coil
withstand a very much
coils as
constructed.

Ke~o:rJW.t:ed
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suffered in certain types ofcancer.
Realizing that pain is a sensation representative of an
excessive nerve-current flow,
decided to experiment to see if there was some way of
interfering
that nerve flow through artificial imthe
or alleviate the pain.

ment.
A ouzzlmle: c1rcwmstance.

the arc frequencies
isolation
to e1nmn1ate
being saturated by the maJm(msm
surrounding the arc.
more eo<::i>t-..,,.o,....,..,;i
became, the less electricity it passed.
re-designed to place the transtonner
field of the magnet.
The instrwment can
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FIG. 1-Balanced planar rqufr1.11gular
or logarithmic spiral-11/ot antem1a
(left) radiates a brood circularly
polarized beam 011 each side nf, and
pe.rp.,ndicular to, the plane of the antenna

DEVELOPMENT
coverage of

By JOHN D. DYSON
Univenlty of Illinois.
Urbana. I11i noia

THE NECESSITY of pro.;,.iding con-

equipment that

tinuous coverage of large portions
of the electromagnetic frequency
spectrum for defense purposes has
exerted great pressure on the antenna engineer to produce antennas
that could be used over wider and
wider bands of. frequencies. Such
requirements have led to an important breakthrough in the antenna
field. The conception of the frequency-independent antennas at the
University of Illinois and their development at this and at other laboratories has produced advances in
the state of the art that now puts
pressure on the electronics and system engineer to de!!ign equipment
that will match the available antenna bandwidths. The purpose of

FIG. !!-Balanced conical foga.rithmic
spiral antenna (left) u!ilh feed cable
carried alm1g one arm; wire ~·crJJion of
bala.nccd conical /ogorilh.mic spiral an(ri,11ht), fed 1t>ffh coa:rial line and
along a.:i:i11 of cone

this survey is to outline the development of these antennas.
As of 1945, antenna research and
development had led to a few structures that operated over a 2 to 1 or
slightly greater range of frequen-.
cies, with acceptable radiation and
impedance characteristics. In a majority of cases, ·it was the radical
changes in the radiation pattern
with changes in operating frequency which limited the usefulness of antennas' to somewhat less
than this 2 to 1 .range, since antennas had been developed with an
input impedance that remained
relatively constant with a change
in :frequency.
The discone antenna' introduced
in 1946 was one of the fir!lt antennas that could be used over approximately a 4-to-1 range of fre1encies. Advances during the next
or 8 years were limited, mainly,
to increasing the bandwidth of existing antennas by a few percent.
The one exception during this period was a modified helical antenna.. •· '. These unbalanced coni.cal helical structures, fed against a
ground plane, had acceptable pattern bandwidths of 4 or 5 to 1.
The spiral antenna introduced in
1953 was a major step forward in
wide band antenna design. This
construction consists of two flat,
narrow, constant-width metallic
wound in an Archimedean
Fed at the center in a balon each
antenna.
of this

configuration produced forms that
had stable pattern and impedance
characteristics over bandwidths up
to 10 to l.._,.
Arrays of the Archimedes spiral
antenna provide variable polarization of the radiated field" and beam
scanning by simple rotation of the
antennas.......
In 1954 a major breakthrough occurred when V . ..ff. Rumsey suggested that an infinite length structure based upon the equiangular or
logarithmic spiral could be specified completely in terms of angles,
and hence it should have characteristics independent of frequency. A
study of balanced planar antennas
based on these curves disclosed the
equiangular spiral antenna to be
the first antenna of practical size
that had characteristics associated
with an infinite structure."·,. This
structure became the first of a class
now called frequency-independent
antennas ...
This descriptive term is applied
to antennas set apart from the
usual concepts of operating bandwidth. The upper and lower frequencies at which these antennas
may be operated are determined"by
independent paramters, and hence
the bandwidth over which the
radiation pattern and input characteristics are essentially constant
is theoretically unlimited. Actually,
the bandwidth is limited only by
practical considerations of construction, and such antennas have
been built to operate over a bandwidth of more than 42 to 1. There
is no fundamental reason why this

bandwidth cannot be extended.
The general philosophy behfot'
the frequency-independent antennas is to design a radiating stru,.
ture such that successive applic~
tions of a scaling factor result i:.
structures identical with the ori~:
nal, or which at most, differ b:·
some rotation about an axiS throu~'.
the origin of the original st.ruclurr
Although the structure must be ii.finite in size to fulfill the Mcali11;·
condition "of exact equivalcm·r.
forms based upon the equiangubr.
or logarithmic, spiral curve may Ii,
truncated to a finite size and still rr·
tain, over an extremely wide ran~,
of frequencies. charactcrii<tic~ a··
sociated with the infinite structurt.
A second breakthrough occurrn:
in 1955 when R. H. Du Hamel prtposed to force radiation from other·
wise angular structures by periodi.
discontinuities. This led to a lint:1rly polarized.antenna with pattern
and impedance characteristics th.:
repeat periodically with the log-•.
rithm of frequency."'... Althoug~
these Jogarithmic-periodie antenw.,;
scale exactly at only certain di,.
crete frequencies, they can be designed so that the radiation charar·
teristics do not change appreciab:;:
over the period between these fa.
quencies. Hence they also exhib!:
nearly frequency-independent char·
acteristics.
Many versions of the log·-spiral
and log-periodic antenna.~ hm
been developed. The
lug~pi ral antenna shown
Fig. I
is bidirectional. radiating bro;,~
circularly polarized beam on ear~
side of,· and perpendicular to, tb<
antenna plane.,. This spiral antenn,
may be made unidirectional, anJ
hence more useful, by an orth<·
gonal projection of the balanri:\!
spiral arms upon the surface o! a
cone (see Fig. 2 left) ...... For included cone angles less than abo~:
45 degrees. radiation is confined !
one broad circularly polarized Ioli
with maximum radiation off t~;
apex of the cone. The antenna !·
balanced, with the feed voltage 31'"
plied between the two arms at t~~
apex of the cone. This feed volta~
may be supplied by a convention:.:
balanced line carried along the a~i,
of the cone, or by a coaxial line ~r..:
balun.
The characteristics of equianJil.·

another. The pattern and irnpnlance characteri:;tics o:f the array a:
frequency f., such that the nth el...ment is resonant, will be repeattil
at a higher frequency f •. ,, whici.
makes the ( n + 1 )th element mvnant. The characteristics · rep;:;it
periodically at all frequencies ginn
by T f, where n is an integer a11c
" the ratio of the lengths of ~d
jacent elements. The geometn
shown in this figure provides a~
excitation with a 180-deg phase
shift between elements. Thus it r•·
diates a single-lobe, linearly polarized beam, directed toward the apa
of the array. Analysis and llesign
information for this array has ~n
presented."- A militarized version
of the antenna is shown in Fig. 6
(left).
In an extension of this work, a
log-periodic monopole array has
been described in which simplt
reactive netwqrks produce the
proper monopole current amplitude
and phase distribution for unidi.
rectional frequency-independent op.
eration." A slot complement of tht
Jog-periodic dipole array has aJ30
been investigated...
The log-periodic resonant-\' ar·
ray•• (Fig. 6. right) is an adapta.
tion. of the Jog-periodic dipole ar·
ray, designed to operate in several
modes. In the lowest order mode,
the performance approximates the
log-periodic array. The active portion of the antenna centers arournl
elements whose lengths are near a
half-wavelength at the frequem-y
of operation. As the operating frequency is increased, this active n·
gion moves toward the apex. The
antenna may be designed so that
as the "A/2 region moves off the apeI
of the antenna the large elements
on the other end approach a 3l'.!
resonance. Thus, as the operatin:r
frequency is increased, the active
region. moves through the arri1r ic
the 3A/2. wave mode, then in tilt
5>.;2 mode, etc. Forward tilt of the
individual elements insures a unidi·
rectional beam and . provides increased directivity. This anten113
has transition regions betwe.n
modes where the characteristics deteriorate, but it can provide a ga!n
of approximately 18 db over an iStr
tropic radiator in the higher mode:;.
Triangular or zig-zag log-periodic structures have received cou·
siderable attention.
tlu>i.0

D7111atro11fos 500-to-J,,OOO-Jlfc dual conical apiral Autorack feed for .!,0-foot dil1mcte.r
(right) by Applied Ph11•ics Lab. of the Johns H'!pkins Unfoersit11.
spherical 1111rfacc provides for transmfosion at SJ,, 108, 16!2 and !216

finite balun feed is desired, the
cable itself can become one of
the arms, with a dummy cable ber the second arm of a balstructure.
The balanced conical Jog-spiral
antenna ha!! characteristics other
than b:mdwith that are attracth·e.
The electromagnetic fields radiated
these antennas are essentially
rized over very wide
axis of the antenna.
addition, the phase of the far
field of the two-arm antenna has
a one-to-one relationthe azimuthal angle
the antenna. These two
!S were utilized in the line
for the University of Illinois
telescope shown in Fig. 3.
this 400focal-line
reflector conby-600-foot
sists of a linear array of 286 conical
logspiral antennas.". The beam is
steerable in declination ::::30 degrees and the phase adjustment to
provide this scan is secured by a
;·sical rotation of each element
the array to a prescribed orientation. Thus it is of importance
that the beam of each element be
circularly polarized over at least a
sector :±:30 degrees from the axis
and that the phase of the radiated
field be linearly related to the angle
of orientation around the antenna.
Multiarm versions of the bal~mced conical log-spiral antenna operate in aeveral distinct modes .......
Thus a four-arm symmetrical
be excited to radiate
with an e'" variati on,
the. pha11e of the

field varies linearly with the aximuthal angle 4,, around the antenna.
It can be excited to produce a conical beam with an e'' .. and a conical
beam with an e'' .. variation. Since
orientation of the maximum of the
conical beam may be controlled
''.arying the rate of spiral of
antenna arms, it can be positionei'I
perpendicular to the axis of the antenna to provide a simple verywide-band circularly polarized omnidirectional source. The wellbehaved phase characteristics of
these antennas suggest .the basis
for many variations of phase-comparison direction-finding systems."'
The conical log-spiral antennas
have been developed as feeds for
dishes used in tracking applications."'- "· " A modernization program is now under way to equip
many of the large
fiector antennas on
Missile Range with dual conical
spiral feeds designed to cover a 10to-l .range of frequencies."' The
first production model of one of
these feeds is shown in Fig.
(left).
In· an interesting modification of
the log-spiral geometry, the planar
antenna, was projected upon
spherical surface and used on the
Transit satellites'" shov:n in Fig.
(right). Although this geometry is
no longer :frequency independent,
the antenna operates well over four
frequencies, spaced from 54 to 216
Mc. Similarly, the planar antenna
can be projected upon a myriad of
surfaces. However, it ca.n be shoW'll
that tJ-.e conical surface, which in-

F'JG. 5-Trapezoidal tooth nonpla1wr log-periodic antenna (left) designed
by Collim Radio Compl)11y to cover C.S to 60 Mc; and logarithmic periodic
dipole array (right)

i
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6-Militari:zed ver11icrn of the log-periodic dipole array. (left) bu
a.,d log-periodic re11onant-V array (right), an
loa··Pe1r-iod!ic dipole array, designed to operate in se'veral

eludes the plane,.is the only surface
satisfying the required scaling
principles for unlimited bandwidth.
The log-periodic antennas have
extensively investigated. The
r antenna can be modified to
provide unidirectional patterns by
forming the two elements o:f the
antenna into a V, that is, a nonplanar arrangement.'" A wire \·ersion of the log-periodic elements
(see Fig. 5 left), and
tional horizontally
unidirectional

log-periodic antennas have been
d_essribed.'" Multielement arrays
have been described,.. and design
informatjon for log-periodic antennas as feeds for dishes, and as
point-to-point h-f communications
antennas has bee~ given."·"'
The dipole array of Fig. 5
<right) is a simple log-periodic
structure." The length of each element ·in this array bears a fixed
ratio to the length of the preceding
element, and the adjacent element
spacings bear the same ratio one to

~
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mounted :;:inuou~ structure, fed by
a '1111\·e~ide, has been .l'ltudied,"'
~id 11 balanced zig-zag antenna has
liei!n proposed."' A vertically polarized log-periodic zig--zag antenna"'
i~ shown in Fig. 7. The teeth bent
rarallel to the ground plane 11erve
?'a delnr line to phase the vertical
r,;diating portions.
Tapering i::tructures, not conitructtil in a logarithmic periodic
rr.:rnner, have led to antennas of ap?re<:iable bandwidth. One tapered
bdder antenna.....,, consists of sym!l'~trical elementi:: excited by a balanred line. In addition long slot,
::ipered feed, structures that can be
n•ed o\·er a 10-to-l bandwidth have
~n proposed."' A radiating horn
11ith side walls of periodically
C!laced wires,01 when fed from a
ridged waveguide, can' be operated
over 11 4-to-1 range of frequencies.
The frequency-independent antennas have opened
a new era in
..-ide-b:mJ antennas.
in
ril'l\" of their complex geometry, the
~'Qlerimental and empirical devel~?:nent of these antennas have out-tripped their theoretical analysis.
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The theoretical problem of the
log-spiral antenna has received considerable attention. This problem
has been attacked by calculating the
fields due to a logarithmic spiral
filament,"' and the fields produced
by an infinite number of planar
logarithmic spiral filaments."'·"" An
approximate analyids for the radia~
tion patterns of a filamentary logsniral antenna with an assumed
current distribution has been published."'·M.M
A recent comprehensive analysis
of the Jog-periodic dipole array has
been reported."
A new and promising approach
considers the Jog-periodic antenna
a11 a locally periodic structure whose
period varies slowly, increasing
linearly with distance to the origin
or apex.'" This approach indicates
that the basic ingredients .for a
frequency-independent antenna are
a slow-wave transmission medium
and 11 series of radiating elements,
::;atisfying the similarity condition, coupled to the transmission
medium at points spaced in geometric progression. Such a struc-

ture produces a wave l!lul>11tant:ially
radiated toward the feed point
characteristics that vary little
the operating frequency is varied
over extremely wide bandwidths.
A general consideration of the
periodic zig-zag antennas and
conical log-spiral antennas as lo-·
cally periodic, 11low wave structures1
has led to a better understanding·
of their operation and to some use·
ful design criteria.""-"'
This survey has covered the work
of many people. It has been impossible to acknowledge the work of
many others, however an extensive
list of references has been included.
The original work on logarithmic
spiral and logarithmic periodic antennas Wll!! conducted at the University of Illinois, sponsored
the Aeronautical Systems Division,
Wright Air Development Division
under contracts AF33 ( 616)-3220
and AF33(616)-6079.
This articl~ is based upon
paper by the author published
the Journal of Research of the r
tional Bureau of Standards, Section D, January 1962.
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to dabbling in the mysteries that the
ultra short waves have created.
On the other hand, medical scientiflc
personages are making use- of their
medical knowledge, plus a large portion of electronics, in efforts to make
the world a better place to live in with
less aches and pains to bother us.
0

Many engineers employed in large
electrical laboratories have made valuable use of their knowledge pertaining to the ultra short waves, and have
constructed oscillators of high power
:for the purpose of producing fever in
the human body at wm. It is a known
fact that fever is nature's doctor to a
certain degree. If it can be produced
in cases where there is no cause for a
high fever, the patient's chance for
·recovery ·and cure is far better than
combatting disease by injection of malaria germs, etc. which may produ~e
reactions worse than the dfsease itself

•P·

production of fever or temperature. This
paratu11 conaiated of two UX-81>2 tubl!l!I srramged
in push-pull, but with the "beck-to-back" ar·
rangement ot Mstm'IJ• Veluri. It le 1111 permlstent
ooclllator 111nd ill capable of runnlntr Iona: hourm
on wavelenfrth11 from 2 to 10 meters.
An auxiliary eiablnet wu con11tructed
leads to couple SCJ!'Oiill the plate Inductance.
C111blnet ha11 one adjustable 11ide; the
bottom being one lead, and the two
other end :fonninir a lara:e condenser.
Rabbits were u11ed In experiments 111nd their
temperature reached .Cl degree11 (Centi,;rrade)
from the usual 88 degrees (normal). However,
after a few week11 severe burn.a were noticed.
Since that time rnesrch hu been carried on
'by other lactlon11 In 11n effort to secert11ln th11
direct ceu11111 of the burn!!, which do not seem
to be due to eollection11 of moisture, or from
comlnl!!: In contact with the condenser plates.
This brings to mind that experiments by the
writer with the very short. w111vei1 dl1clQ11e the
fact that 11ome sort of a photo-electric ray could
be produced 111nd would hlirhly expose amall
dental filma. It Iii believed thill elementary ac•
tlon wu ftr111t dl11covered by Mr. John Reinart&,
the noted radio amateur, who perceived a bluish
glow within an auxlll111ry indicator at a cer•
taln frequency.
Before any
be applied, It
our
111.tel:r whether other
all indlcatlona there
Is mevere burnill,
an unidentitied element.

Unknown QuaUtiH
However, the production of fever by
oscillator is a simple procedure, but
application of these high wave
s to the human body is an endifferent matter. Secondly, the
Construetlonal Data and Summary
output or radiation of an . ultra high
,Am will be noted In
frequency oscillator has never been
p111r111tua bl entlrel:r
completely identified.
11ldes to better view
It seems that :for every known ele- gla11s
thlngm tend to go the "h111y-wlre"
ment discovered there: are many others lower portion of the cabinet cont&IN
within-undiscovered. Alli illustration sary plate and filament tranllformers,
volt, 60
of this fact was brought to light very eute direct :from the
C. at a
recently in which the writer witnessed The plate power ~bi nw
a demo~stration of photo-electric cell 2600 volts, the 1':1ament tr111m1former
cU11tomary 10 volt aft'elr. l!nductancu
work.
movable ; the 011u11 shown are at
A double-cell apparatus manufac.. far
ao.ooo kc. work. The circuit
tured by the Weston Electrical Instru- Fig. 1, which b the
ment Corporation produced readings method.
.However, th@ auxiliary cabinet
in f oot-candleq from the output of a
HI k. w. X-r111i tube in which the cello were com=
pletely covered by % inch Jead 111heet.
The roentgen ray111 do not penetrate lead,
a11 the tube w.a.111· quite a dl11tance from the
the re111ction in the 11en11itlve meter wu not
due
heat wave11, but 11lmply a current output
registered through the Je111d upon the face11
of the ceJJ11. The X ray lo noted for producinir
very bad burn11 if not handled properly, and the
defteetlon fl!'Om the tergse ill called and ldentlfted
11!.lil the rocmtgm. mv after the name of the dim·
How doe11 science know whether the
Hu11ed from thlm additional element 1111m
In foot ca.DdlH, for went of a better
0

U. S. W. "Fever" ApJHilratus
writer co1B11trueted 1111nd
short w111ve oecillatOT

ot holding en animal within
out 11trapplr1r him and c111u11lng dllicornfc1rt.
condenser pl111tel!I are of sheet
sted, the schematic diagram
Fig. 2.
When a rabbit ill placed
power applied, he failm
but
he "warmll" up to
in
ears show dilation,
temperature
riae
b only at a
noticed.
From the foregoing
vl11able to subject
leut,,

in

(1ome of· whlcn have
never been
opened before) and allowing
natural polooM
of the body to e.Jcape more quickly than eould
have been accomplished with potent medicines.
Th@ majority of high frequency spparatu1
produces thl11 result. In the cue of pulsatlnll
a serle.11 of
muecular aymtem,
In activating those
been manipulated mimuof pain.
noticed
frequenctes were
early experimenten while conducting transmission te11u with hlirh power. It wu noticed
that the body temperature tended · to rime at
v111rlowi tlme.11, due entirely to their proximity
to a powerful oscillator.
Science hu been
looking for a long time for mome method to
raise the temper111ture In the human body
quickly. Ultra high frequency 011clllator1 have
solved that problem but have brought
other matte?'lil to light. Secondly, to
the dl?Qlred results the patient must
clOiied between two or more condenser
of large proportion.!I. The ooclllator mu11t
high power, capable of dellverlnir 500 wath
output end the patient must
wr111pped in
1uitable
to
contact
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versity of
pioneer in the
waves, was the one who nearly
two years ago pointed out that
the ultra short wave ex1erc:isE~d
medicinal effects.
For further investigation of this
effect, snnall mice were put between the
condenser
of the sender; and Lo!
after some
the mice fell victims to
sort o.f tetanus, which eventually led
to death. The result of this fac.t was
Prof. Esau resolved to commission
to make a further
of
effect of these
the serious inmee11c:mi:i.1 effects requires
measur-ements,
in

other~ the electrode arms are· set in ball-

Electrodes Swing on Giant Arm

in accordance with the most recent experiences, they are isO shaped that they
do not have to be put ftrmly against the
body, but exercise their effect even in
the presence of a layer of air between
body and electrode. At the same time,
the remarkable fact may be determined,
that the thickness of the layer of air
and the "depth e:flect" are dependent on
each other.

The arm projecting out of the apparatus can be swung in all directions, for
the better use of the whole unit. To
accomplish this, it is fixed to the box in
universal joint. The end cross-piece
the arm can furthermore be turned,
oo that the electrodes can assume any
desired direction. The right side wall
of the box contains the main current
switch, as well as a resistor with which
filaments of the tubes are regulated.
apparatus is in fact constructed just
like a vacuum tube radio transmitter.
The electrodes may take various forms;

Advantages of Ultra Short Waves
According to all experiences thus far,
the medicinal ultra-short wave radiator
is a sort of diatherme&l apparatus; therefore it serves to conduct to the part of
the body, or the organ to be treated,
electric wave energy, which is converted
into heat and thereby exercises a healing effect. As compared with the usual
diathermal sets (which operate on a
wavelength of about 600 meters,
leaden electrodes, which have to be
right on the body), the ultra.-shorl wave

joints. To ascertain whether oocillations are actually present in the electrode oscillatory ·circuit, there is on .one
electrode arm a little. glow lamp (Neon
tube), which lightS up i:n the presence
of oscillations.

set offers a considerably better control
of the direction in which the heat is to
be applied, so that one can better reach
any desired organ than was possible
before. Furthermore, by changing the
wavelength, one can also adjust for
definite deep-lying· stratum. Unpleasant
accompanying phenomena, which. result
with the usual diathermal sets, where
the electrodes do not rest firmly on the
body, do not occur in the case of the
ultra short wave radiator. It is eirpecially important to note that one can now,
for the first time, perform a "therapy"
or treatment directly on the head. The
operation of the set is very simple.
Whether, besides the warming of the
different strata in the body, still other
biological effects occur or can be accomplished, with the new ultra short wave
radiator, is,
the present 'time, still a
matter of question.
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human beings remain in the vicinity of powerful radio transmitters,
they are exposed
a very
electromagnetic
One
therefore ask what significance these
radiations have for the internal
and how the body reacts to them.
question is justified by the fact that all
other kinds of electromagnetfo rays infl. uence the human body more or less
strongly.
The character, however, of the reaction is different,
to the wavelengths. Radium
for
example, because
the
shortness of the waves and the .
effectiveness of energy under these conditions, exercise a very
effect on
the structure of atoms; so
to the
under

to which
same. .Accordingly, a
of the
convection.
must have been
up in the
was measured, at
The same
can be demon- the
strated as
a closed
open os- f erent
thermo-elements. It
was shown
heating was greatcillation circuit is inductively
with the transmitter (see Fig.
est in the middle and least at the
ammeter ir.. the circuit shows a
being half as
at the quarter
was in the
current strength. If a person places of entire length as
himself on an i:mmlating stool beside it, Since the maximum strength of the curthe current in the oscillation circuit is rent is at the middle, the greatest
reduced. This withdrawal of energy. heating is therefore connected with this.
however, depends on the length of the
Physiological Effect of Short Waves
Especially noteworthy, also, was a
body; for if the subject stoops, or
J!OU KNOWchanges to a sitting position, the current feeling of vibration, which was particuWh.at effect short waves have on in the other circuit increases (·Fig. 2). larly evident if the hand was raised in
rherefore, it appears as though, by the front. We could establish this sensation
hair and scalp in general?
tuning of the subject, to about half the only at our transmitter, which is optfJ Whether the cur:rrent in the excit· 1t•avelength, the power trarunn.itted to erated with 50-cycle alternating current.
ing aDtem!lla increases or decreases him becomes muck greater.
There must be, therefore, a direct influwhen a person stands in its field?
ence on the nervous system. Here too
of
Why?
we have, therefore, another proof that
the ultra-short radio waves exercised an
Ir the person stoops will this affect
By means of
concave mirror effect on the nerves.
reading of the antenna current
one can also
the transmitted
These vibrations are also felt if the
meter?
power to
focus. Such a mirror need hand ·is placed in a condenser's field.
Whether 'cold" .or "heat" is prom consist only of
wires stretched Many persons who remain close to the
inside the
overa between two
frames. Its
transmitter also experience remarkable
dose of the high frequency waves?
must be equaJ to the wavelength,
sensations on the head, near the roots of
tfJ The effect of short waves on the openin~ one and one-half times the wave.. the hair; these are like a peculiar
length. It is best to use elliptical reflecthe hair likewise standing up
nervous system?
t~:r$~ with the
antenna
subjects we could
one focus; then the
radiation is observe slight
in bodily tern=
at the other focus of the ellipse. With perature, which however did not exceed
this absorption can be actually demon- a °'dipole" ("He:rtzian" antenna) con- 0.5 of a degree, Centigrade (0.9 degree
taining an ammeter, especially strong Fahrenheit). Since the body contains
strated.
fine regulators, by which the
concentration of energy at this point can
.Absorption of Radio by the Body
be demonstrated. Here a lessening of
is always kept constant, and
With specially-built
es- the current in the dipole is instantly since also the amounts of energy which
shown if person steps into the ·vicinity. can be conveyed into the body, even by
pecially such as those which have
described by Kohl, electric waves only Since the human body is to be regarded powerful radio transmitters, give (when
a few centimeters in length can be pro- essentially as an electrolytic system, translated into heat units) only a :rela
duced; these w11ves can be reflected by with regard to the electric wave, and I · tively low number of calories, this intried to demonstrate the effect in c:rease in heat is probably not attribumirrors, exactly like light rays. U one
f ollowina- manner in a model experi table to the received energy alone. As
puts the antenna in the focus of a conis to be shown later, nervous effects may
cave mirror, then there is :formed a ment.
A
tube, of half the wave's
an important
in this.
parallel beam of radiation which can be
with an 0.5% sodium
effect on
nervous system is
concentrated again in another concave was
mirror, By means of a lens placed in
the course of the radiation, the
is
sharp. If a person steps
made
this
:reception ceases. Since no rethe human
or only i
the ra:ngc of the Hertzian waves, electric '\'\-aves in the stricter sense. Of
these, the shortest are about half a mmimeter (.02-inch) .1ong, and therefore just
above the heat radiations.
From direct analogy, it is to be
assumed that the shortest of these
waves must be absorbed by human bodies, a• in the case of heat rays, and

0

0

plainly felt by all persons who work a
fairly long time with short. waves.. Th;e
sensations are different with the individuals; there are persons who are relatively insensitive, and others who very
soon complain about the disturbances of
their health. Usually there is first. an
increasin·g sleepiness; they are very tired
by day, but at night they sleep badly.
Several times a night they start out of
their sleep, and they are tired and sleepy
in the morning~
These phenomena increase more and
more. Often there are also intensive
headaches, particularly covering the
back of the head. Many persons complain of digestive disturbances and pressure on the stomach. Most of them are
furthermore easily excited and irritated,
being inclined to complaini1_lg ~!1d to
violence. This increased exc1tab1hty of
the nervous system can also be shown by
P.lP.ctrical ':<E:stl'!. of the nerVP.!'I.
Em'eets of the Electrostatic Field
It is much easier to study these
changes by using the condens~r field.
Here it is not the electromagnetic wave
which is used, but the electrostatic field,
which always accompanies it. Here, ho:wever, the effect
be much more
strongly
I have generally
used plates four inches in diameter, b~
tween which the parts of the body m
question were treated. The field between these plates suffices to heat
cc. of a 0.5% sodium chloride (salt) solution 5 degrees C. (90 F.) in one minute.
If parts of the human body are introduced into this field, and the blood is then
taken from some part of the body (for
instance, from the earlobe) on investigation obvious changes are found.
The number of red corpuscles per
cubic millimeter is very greatly increased; i. e., if they formerly amounted
to 5 million, the number has risen to 6
million. The same is true of the haemo( a constituent of_ the blood) and
white corpuscles, the number of
which likewise increases. But this is not
always true to the same extent, dependthe
of the -radiation
One
a lessening
amounts, which would therefore correto a· thinning of the blood. Likethe albumens of
blood undergo
changes which
cannot discuss

here.
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ever, cannot be directly proved in a subject.
Results of Experiments ·on Animals
In experiments with animals, on the
contrary, such changes are plainly recognizable. They occur particularly strong
in projecting parts of the animals,
such as in the ears and tips of the tails;
since there the electric field is distorted.
Very often, one sees, some time after the
treatment, that the parts in question are
dying and falling off'. In the case of a
rabbit whose leg had been too strongly
exposed to the electrostatic field, I nocomplete
of the
ticed
flesh in a ring-shaped
so that only
the bone remained;
after a
while, that also fell off.
That the nervous !ytem of the
mals is also influenced is shown by
fact that many of them shudder on the
switching on or off of the field, at a
time when there can be no question of a
strong heating effect.
Also very interesting are the disturbQ
ances of the internal · heat regulation,
which one can produce in animals. If
the region of the neck and the back of
the head of a rabbit are exposed to a
limited capacitative field and the temperature is afterward measured, one can
soon note a permanently increased temperature, which often lasts for some
weeks. If a 'very powerful dose of "irradiation" is administered the opposite can
occur: the bodily heat falls more and
often below 35 degrees C. (950 F.),
these low temperatures are no
longer compatible with life. At th,e same
time, it is interesting to observe that
almost all animals which have bad such
disturbances of their heat regulation
after
few weeks
inflammation of the lungs and
afterward
seems as
the dis+.n·h ....,,.., of the heat
the resistance· of the animals
disease had
suffered greatly; so that in this
throughout the central nervous
there was created a
su.scE!ot:ibillity
colds. On
such
injuries to

Dangers and Beneficial Poombilitio
After these experience!, I have not
dared to expose entire human beings to
a condenser fiela and in tms way produce
artificial rises in temperature. The responsibility seemed too great. At the
sam.e time, eft'ective heating of the body
can be accomplished equally well in
other ways; such as with the well-known
Apostoli "condenser bed," which can be
connected to any diathermal apparatus.
With the method previously described,
only serious dangers for the patients
treated would have been conjured up,
without the possibility of producing
fundamentally new eft'ect.
On the other hand, the ·disturbances of
the physical health, which we could observe in the field of free radiation of
powerful
have never been
of recovery of
serious. After a
a few weeks,
irradiation, all
f ects have been
to vanish. For
four years :now, I
almost
worked for several hours at a trlil!1ns:mi1~
te:r with 1 ~ kw. plate dissipation; and
the effects, often very
have
always gone back to
on stO"PPling
the work.
In these things the
is also
certainly of importance, and
fact we
have the impression that the disturbances to health became stronger H the
wave was shortened. Anyway, the unsensations
much
pJeasant
wave than
quicker with a
with longer ones.
From all these experiences, it is at
any :rate clear that treatment with electric waves can iin. no way be regarded as
harmless for the human body.
is
that their incorrect use can
cause serious injuries to health. Certainly such injuries are to be expectE!d
only when the frequencies are very
that is, with ultra-short waves; even
there is nothing to fear except with
fairly high transmitter power.
On the other hand, with
the short electric waves seem
valuable means of treatment.
to our experiments to date, with
cultures and infected
the
of disease can be killed.
added point that certain defensive
I
esses are stimulated in the
also
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43. 'J~lm
of 1i tm1111mis!iio11
cable, or 11uirlMlOtenti11.I tm.m1formcr
iii 11lm111.ctl capacity,
i11,
conductor to ground, or from conductor to return cu~1uucoo1r,
&el'Olll:I 11. irection of the conductor, u from ttr11 to
or layer la.ycr of a tm1111former coil.
fo some ~ircuitii, ill Mhfitio!I to thil!l shunted C&l.Jlacity, diiJ..
tributed series capacity ~1111> cx1st.s, that is, the circuit io broken
&t .rrequent and regular mtcrva.Ja by gaps filled v.ith a dielectric
or maulator, Mair, and the two faoot1 of the conductor ends thus
constitute a 1:omlenser in series with the circuit. Where the
clemcn~ of the circuit are 11h11rt enough oo 118 to be repreoo11ted,
11.pprmmn11.tcly, It!! conductor 11iffcrentinls, the circuit 1:01111titutci1
a eirouit with tlintrihutcd ncrics capacity.
An illm1tmtio11 of 1md1 11. eireuit is nffonle.I by the ll<M'.Allcd
"nmlt.i-gn.p lightning ILtrostcr," ll8 shown 1li~1gr,11.m111utti1:allv
Vig. 00,, which c1111.'!isbJ of 11. lit11,•1) nmulwr of
eylinclcrn p, q
.•• , with 111mLll 1:1pn.rk g&j]!ij lmtwccn t.hc cylinders, r.mmcct.et.I
bctwoon line /, and ground G. 'l'hiK arm11gcmc11t, li'ig. 00, ean
be rcpreoontml ilingmmmaticnlly by 1i'ig. OL l~nr.h cylinder hwi
ll. capar.ity C, against grouncl, a capa~ity C agnirmt the adja.
~nt cylinder, 1t ~iitanoo r,- usually very small,- and am
mductaucc /.,,
0

0

'fho oorioo of insUll\tor di.Res of 11.
sm1pensim1 -Of
llt.rain-inimlatur ul11e> form1111uch 11.
U 1mch u llm·il·R of " 0111ml f!up1Miit.ies or 11r>ark i.titflll i11 c:omaceted
Mll'OOll a 1:omd11.11t impply voltage e6 , eiich gap h1U! 11. voll.ll.gc 6 ,.. eo.

.

n

If, however, the tl11p11ly voltage is 11.U.crnnting, tho voltage cloe;i
not. divide uniformly b11twoo11 t.l1c
but the pot.ont.iii.I dil'l'er.
nncn in t.ho ;!l'Cl&t~ir, t.lmt.
the
gro.rlicnt KtOOfM!r tho
lllll&rt!f
di111.rih11ti11n or pohmti1d
Lll100111C11 the moru rnm-1111iform the hiKher tho fmqmmc:y; U1nt ill,
the
the
<'llrrc11t of the capacity of the cylindf!r
ng11inst ground, of nil
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tl111 cylimlc!rn from 11 l.11 Um g1111mcl G, 1"igl1. 0011.ml 91, mwit.
Lhc
bct.wcm1 · the 1ulj1u:m1t 1:yli111fon1 p 11.1111
that.
current of Lim cm11lc11:;cr repl'CllC11!.ctl

ing frequency, doos not ~main constant, but dee~ with
increaac ·or frecJmmcy, when the frequency beeomCtJ rmfficic11tly
high to give 11p11reci11.blo charging currc11ti1. Hence high frequency oscillatimw discharge over such a st11.1ct.t1rc at. lower
voltage than machine frel1ue11ciet1.
Ji'or a further tlisc11ssio11 of the fen.turc whi1:h m11ke14 1meh a
multigai.1' r;tru1:t11ro 11i>ef11l for lightning protci:ti1111 1 lilt~1: A. J. K ~.
'fm111mctim1:1, JOOl.1, pp. 431, 448, 1907, p. 425, etc.
'4.. Such circuiw with distributed series capacity are of great
intcl'e8t i11 that it is probable that lightning llashei:i in the clou<li
are dischn.rgtlll in such circuits. From the distance travenlC(I by
lightning 1111.'!hes in the clomla, their diameter, and the dhlm11t.h·ci
strength of air, it appeal'l:I cert.nin tl1nt no potential dift'crcnce
can exi8t in the clouds of such mngnitmle Ill:! to r.11.111:1C a dism1>tivc
cliHChnrge acl'081:1 a. mile or more of space. It iu probable 1.haL
IL'! Lhc result of c0111lc11s1atio11 of moisture, nml the Jack of uniformity of :mch 1:0111lc11ruLtio11, clue to the gusty nature of 11.ir
currcnttJ; n. 11011-uniform cli8trilmtion of potential is J>IMflUCC!I
bct.wt'llll the rain 1lrops in the cloud; 1111<1 when the potc11Liaal
gl'!14lim1t 1>omowhcni in spncn excu<..'lls the disnnptive value, 1m
oocil11il.ory ilixchargc Hturl.!! hctw1!C11 tho rofo dro1111, and
11111ly 1 in a m1ml111r of 1-1uec:1JAAivu 1lisd111rgtl!!, tr&\'Ci'8(!1£ the
anti cqunliz~ tho potr.ntial l,'l'1ulic11t. A study of circuits
ccmtai11i11g 11ii;tributcil l'l(!riCl::I cnpiwil.y t.hwi lendr1 to an mulrr11tamli11g of the phc11omm111, O('l:UrMll(.t in tho thunder cloud during
the lightning 1lh1charge.*
Only n. ge11er11.l ouUi110 rn.n Ix~
in tl1e following.
4&. I 11
rcsistnnoo, eonducw1ce,
i111hwln111!11, xhm1L, 1mcl M1i1•1J r11p1wity, 1LX the multignp lightning
nrrc:.;frr, Vi~. HO, rep!1'.:;c11tf'fl l'lnrtrir111ly Ill'! n drc11il. in Vig. IH,
l1•t r = llm l'IT!·clivo l'l.!liixlJlll<'I! per unit llmgt.h oi ci1·,!uit, or 1wrr
dreuit clmnm1t, tlmt ill, pm· 11r11•:.;i.1!r 1·yli111lcr; g '·' the l<l11mt
ch11.r~1!,

unit )f"!11gth, l'<:prexo11ti11g l1•nkngu, bn111h di:-;mdiat.ion, etc.; IJ .... the irnlm:tmu!(l Jll?r u11iL

lcngt.11 of drm1it;

(J =

r.0111l111it.a11r.o

the oorif'.11

l~llpMity

llCI' unit Jcmglh Of cir·

cui t, or circuit nlmn1!nt., that ill, ci11i11.11i ty l){itwc1!11 w lj.M:c11t. 11.mll!Wr
cyli111lers, mul f.' 9 "" Um Hhm1t 1:11.p1tdty 1w!r'm1it limgth nf dmait,
or circuit elcmm1t, I.hut is, cap1tcit.y heLWtl(lll nm!Ntcr cyli111lcr nml
.. flee 1>1111er, .. J.lglolnl1111 Md r.ljfl!Lnlng J'rn!Alui.1011," N.R.JL.A .. Jllii7.
~'J'J.'~~~ 1111d 011l11rgel.I 111 " Gouul'l!!I Lwturlll! 011 t:lecuic11I Engl11~," bf
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rr

them I = Lim frc~11um11:y of impl'i'll."tlll c.m.r., Um
11micl'I imjM:<limoo per unit. lo11glh of 1:ir1:11i1. is

Z ,,, r i· j p: -.i:,J;
tim 1:1lm11t a1lmittnm:o 11er unit lu11gl.h of rin:uit i11
}''-'!I+ jl1,

where
x = 2 'If//,,

I.ii
(~)

Substituting (10) in (8) an<l eliminating the imagim1.ry expo.
nenti:i by the substitution of trigonometric ·runctiorui,
~£ - A 1e-• 1 (co:; {1l -

j i;in{1l)

'l'RANSlBN'l' PHENOMENA
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+ A:1+a1 (cos{Jl + j

11in {1l). (ll)

11

C - 4 X 10- ia.racls;r - 1 ohm;g - 4 X 10-6 mho;/-.100 ...
l 00 million t:ycles per :;econtl i n "" 300 cylimlera, and
30,000

e, ""

volts; then from equation (3), x - 12.6 ohms, x0 ""' 39. 7 ohms, and
b - 62.8 X 10· 6 mhos;

46. However, if n - the tot-al lengti{ of 'circuit from line /,to
ground G, or total number of arrester cylinden; between line and
ground, for l = n,
"

·from eq1m.tion (1),

(12)

from equation (2),

ancl for l == 0,

Ip == e,, "" the imprcssecl e.m.f.

(13)

8uhstituting (12) and (13) into (11) gives

0 = A 11- 0 " (cos{Jn - jsin{1n)

+ A,t+•" (coopn. + jain{Jn)

Z == 1 - 27.1 i ohms;

· Y == (4 + 62.8 J) 10-.e mho;
from equation (4),
z ""'27..1 ohms and y -= 02.9 X 10-0 mho;
from equation (10),

an cl

1r = 0.0021 anil

fJ

~

0.0-112;

from c<11mlio11 (17),

hence,
A1 =

i -

E-h"

eo
(rmi2{1n - fsin 2/Jn)'

A, = - A 1e- 20" (cos 2 pn -

6

rm

3li,500 v;=c:omi+(fog ,+o.ooul - 0.568 COl:I (24,72 -0.0824 l) i,

(14)

i sin 2 {Jn),

.,,54

aml the poten.tial difference against ground hi

mu! from cq1rn.tio11 (19),
1/ = 2l·IO y;-.:.~o;;;:.r-r:-o.{i87.:0.o:•iff·::~():-.5il.otcm1 (2.J.72 - 0.0824 l).

Jt'rom cqnntion (Ii), substit.uting (15) aml (!l), we hnvc·

y

-\/ z e

0

(HI)

Rr<luceil to uhsolute tBrm:; t.l1i:.; givn:; t.hc potential differc11ce
again:.;t ground ns
• /e ial

e ""'

60

V·

+ r--2• tfo-:lJ ·- :t e "l!An cos 2 fJ (n
1

+ '·- ~-.,. - 2 E

-

2a;, cm; 2 {1n

l)
'

.

(17)
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the

CUl'l'Cll L II·'!

i - l'le

. lii . /i-'l."I + t-2• (2,.-ll + ~ £·-fo co:; 2 fJ (n
V; V

1 +l-'",;-.:::-:r.~=-2.fl co:; 2 {1n

- l)
, '

(18)

awl the potent.ial 'gru.dicnt, or potcntinl diJicrnncc hctwecu adjacent cylindcrn, is
, .
. lii. /•-:i..1-h: 2«*"-·iJ+:tE ·2.>•cos2{J(n-l)
e =xci-eex• V~ V·
1 +i-h"-2 ;-:2.-" cos 2 fin
' (lU) ·
For an infinit.c length of line, n - 00 1 that is, for a very large
number of ligh~ning arrester cylinders, where ,- 2 •" is negligible,
as in the c!l.se where the discharge passe8 from the line into the
ur1,-,1:1l:.cr without reaching the ground, equation:; (17), (18), (HJ)
:;impiify to
(:!O)

and.

ll(•n1•1! 1 nt. l = 0, 11 =, :m,0011 volli:;, £ .,; IH .II mnJIBreH, 1u11I
= 2:ili0 volt.-;; 1tml nL l z, :mo, ll = 0, ·i = 57 .5 nmpcrcs,· mul
= 221'0 volt.'l.
WiLh voltage.., per gnp
fmm 2280 to 2."iliO, ·300
·would, hy 1ultlit.ion, give u
volt.age of ahout. ?:m,ooo,
tlm 11.ct.11al voltage is only about one~Jwenty-foml.h thereof; that
is, the sum of tlw voltage::; of many
i11 1mricM may
many timl's Uw rc1mllu11t voltage,
ii
tl11.1:1h
pa&!
poH.-;ihly for miles through cloud:; with 11.
pot.c11ti11I
only
a few hm1<lrml million volt~. Jn the ahovc example the 300
cylimlurs include 7.86 co111plete wuvc.-lengths of the discharge.
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TACOMA, Wash. <NI-Amateur
;adio op1wators in Washington and
California appear lo <lie al abnormally high rales from several
forms of cance1·, suggesting a possible link between cancer and elec·
tromagnetlc fields, according to
data collected by a state epidemiologist.
Others cautioned that evidence
of such a link has been inconsistent
and that other factors may be
involved.
Dr. Samuel Milham Jr. of lhe
Washington Depal'lment of Social
and Health Services studied the
deaths of 2,485 Washington and
California ham operators between
1979 and 1984.

